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This dissertation proposes a set of methods for improving spatial lo-
calization of cerebral metabolic changes using functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI).

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI estabilished itself as
the most frequently used technique for mapping brain activity in hu-
mans. It is non-invasive and allows to obtain information about brain
oxygenation changes in a few minutes. It was discovered in 1990 and,
since then, it contributed enormously to the developments in neuros-
cientific research.

Nevertheless, the BOLD contrast suffers from inherent limitations.
This comes from the fact that the observed response is the result of a
complex interplay between cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood
volume (CBV) and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption
(CMRO2) and has a strong dependency on baseline blood volume
and oxygenation. Therefore, the observed response is mislocalized
from the site where the metabolic activity takes place and it is subject
to high variability across experiments due to normal brain physiology.
Since the peak of BOLD changes can be as much as 4 mm apart from
the site of metabolic changes, the problem of spatial mislocalization
is particularly constraining at submillimeter resolution.

Three methods are proposed in this work in order to overcome this
limitation and make data more comparable. The first method invol-
ves a modification of an estabilished model for calibration of BOLD
responses (the dilution model), in order to render it applicable at hig-
her resolutions. The second method proposes a model-free scaling
of the BOLD response, based on spatial normalization by a purely
vascular response pattern. The third method takes into account the
hypothesis that the cortical vasculature could act as a low-pass filter
for BOLD fluctuations as the blood is carried downstream, and inves-
tigates differences in frequency composition of cortical laminae.
All methods are described and tested on a depth-dependent scale in
the human motor cortex.
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was discovered in
1990, relatively short after magnetic resonance (MR) scanners became
commonly available in the clinic, which was around 1984.
The first blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) human brain acti-
vation maps were obtained in the early ’90s (Bandettini et al., 1992;
Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1993). fMRI opened up a completely
new way of observing the brain, making it possible to map brain
activity via local changes in cerebral oxygenation. With the advent
of echo-planar imaging (EPI) in clinical scanners, around 1996, fMRI
"took off" and, since then, the number of published papers per year
steadily increased (Bandettini, 2012).
BOLD fMRI dramatically influenced the way of doing neuroscientific
research and became the most used imaging technique for studying
brain function and connectivity.

Gradient echo (GRE) BOLD contrast increases upon activation due
to an increase in oxygenation. The increase in oxygenation, rather
than decrease, was already observed in previous work using PET
(Fox and Raichle, 1986). Nevertheless, the chemical and biological
processes behind it were not completely understood, and many ques-
tions are to date not answered.
In fact, oxygenation changes originate from a complex interplay of
cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV) and cere-
bral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2), and the amplitude of the
response depends on baseline blood volume and baseline oxygena-
tion as well (Davis et al., 1998).
Such dependencies are putting a constraint on the interpretability of
the technique, because a signal increase is originated by an unknown
set of CBV, CBF and CMRO2 changes that cannot be deduced without
additional measurements. Moreover, BOLD amplitude can vary sub-
stantially even if the neuronal activity does not, for example under
the effect of caffeine (Chen and Parrish, 2009) or even under normal
brain physiology.
These limitations are, thus, inherent to the data. Additionally, a num-
ber of routinely used pre- or post-processing steps are even further
reducing data interpretability, which made the fMRI field face severe
critiques (Eklund et al., 2016; Stelzer et al., 2014).

Alternative functional imaging techniques characterized by better
spatial specificity and comparability are available. For example spin-
echo (SE) BOLD imaging, arterial spin labeling (ASL) and vascular-
space occupancy (VASO). Even though those are estabilished tech-
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4 introduction

niques, they are not as widely used as GRE-BOLD, due to the fact
that they have lower sensitivities and are also more cumbersome to
implement. Finally, the data may require a number of non-standard
analysis steps in order to be interpretable.
The spatial scale of brain activation seems to be in the order of several
micrometers to centimeters, which makes signal changes detectable
for macroscopic voxels size and, at the same time, makes the strive
for higher resolution investigations and more spatially specific tech-
niques meaningful (Bandettini, 2012).

In this sense, fMRI has been shown to benefit from higher field
strengths, due to the increase in signal changes and in specificity to
the cortical tissue (van der Zwaag et al., 2015). Namely, the temporal
signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR), which is relevant for fMRI, increases lin-
early with field strength. However, this relationship allows a linear
resolution increase of only about 25% when moving from 3 T to 7 T,
if the same tSNR is desired.
Moreover, GRE-BOLD is weighted towards the venous blood due to
its relatively high deoxygenated haemoglobin content and baseline
volume. The draining veins comparment is, thus, the one undergoing
the largest BOLD signal change but is located away from the capillary
bed, and can be several millimeters apart from the site of neuronal ac-
tivity (Turner, 2002). This effect has been recognized in the early days
of fMRI, but became more recently a practical impedement due to the
higher resolutions employed (Menon, 2002).

1.1 purpose of this work

This works aims at reducing, if not eliminating, some of the limita-
tions in BOLD acquisitions listed in the previous section.
The principal targets are:

• Improve existing methods for metabolic fMRI to target submil-
limeter resolution.

• Develop novel methods to improve the spatial specificity and
reproducibility of the BOLD response.

• Investigate spatial and temporal features of the BOLD response
at submillimeter resolution.

In order to tackle those points, a field strength of 7 T is used, and
novel acquisition methods are combined with improved analysis strate-
gies and modeling.

In terms of acquisition, the SS-SI-VASO method (Huber et al., 2014b),
i. e., a VASO variant optimized for field strengths of 7 T, has proven
to be advantageous in terms of sensitivity with respect to the original
VASO contrast (Lu et al., 2003), to be applicable at high resolutions,
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and to be more specific to the capillary bed than GRE-BOLD. SS-SI-
VASO signal changes are proportional to CBV changes, which are
generally coupled to CBF changes (Grubb et al., 1974).
The dilution model (Davis et al., 1998; Hoge et al., 1999) offers a rela-
tionship between CBF and BOLD changes, and allows to find CMRO2
changes. Therefore, its usage in combination with VASO data is in-
vestigated.

BOLD signal normalization by a breathing manipulation has also
been proposed for reducing inter-subject variability due to vascular
reactivity features (Bandettini and Wong, 1997), and has been demon-
strated with resting-state data as well (Kannurpatti and Biswal, 2008).
Its applicability is studied in this work at submillimeter resolutions,
and compared to the dilution model results.

The human neocortex is divided into 6 cortical layers, which are
segregated by function (input/output). Moreover, vascular features
are approximately homogeneous within layers, with the highest ve-
nous vascular density in correspondence of upper layers and decreas-
ing towards deeper layers. Therefore, given their homogeneous vas-
cular and functional characteristics, signal averaging within layers
should improve tSNR, and may represent a convenient target for a
proof of principle of the methods proposed.

1.2 structure of the thesis

Apart from the Introduction (this part) and Conclusion, this disserta-
tion is composed of the following parts: Background, Methods and
Results.

The Background section reviews the physical principles behind nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) and MRI, introduces the physiolog-
ical mechanisms responsible for BOLD signal changes (the neurovas-
cular coupling) and the relevance of mapping CBF and CBV changes.
Finally, it describes the anatomical and functional features of the cor-
tical layers.

The Methods section is divided into three Chapters: the first one
describes how the SS-SI-VASO technique works and how it can be
combined with simultaneous multi-slice and three-dimensional read-
outs. The second Chapter describes the Davis model for calibration in
its original formulation and in its "modified formulation", developed
in this work. The last Chapter lists the vascular reactivity indices
that can be extracted from resting-state BOLD data, and the impact
of noise in high resolution acquisitions.

The Results section summarizes, in three Chapters, the achieve-
ment obtained. The results from the modified BOLD model are pre-
sented in the first Chapter. The second Chapter shows the results
obtained from scaling the BOLD response with the resting-state fluc-
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tuation amplitude. The third chapter deals with the frequency com-
position of the BOLD response in different cortical layers.



Part II

B A C K G R O U N D





2
T H E B A S I C S O F M R I

Thanks to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is possible to obtain
accurate pictures of the brain and of other structures in the body non-
invasively. Magnetic resonance scanners are a powerful research and
diagnostic tool, and are nowadays worldwide available. The physical
phenomenon behind MRI is the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
The history of NMR could be dated back to 1933, when the physicist
Otto Stern published his work about the discovery of the magnetic
moment of protons (Frisch and Stern, 1933; Estermann and Stern,
1933). Ten years later, he was awarded a Nobel prize. Several other
nobel prizes were awarded to NMR-related discoveries in the follow-
ing years: to the physicist Isidor Isaac Raabi in 1944 for the discovery
of magnetic resonance in nuclei (Rabi, 1937; Rabi et al., 1939); to the
physicists Felix Bloch and Edward Mills Purcell in 1952 for the discov-
ery of NMR in liquids and solids (Fig. 1) (Bloch et al., 1946; Purcell
et al., 1946); to the physical chemist Richard Robert Ernst in 1991

for dramatically improving the sensitivity of NMR spectra (Ernst and
Anderson, 1966; Jeener et al., 1979); to the chemist/biophysicist Kurt
Wüthrich in 2002 for determining the three-dimensional structure
and dynamics of macromolecules using NMR (Kumar et al., 1980);
to the chemist Paul Christian Lauterbur and to the physicist Sir Peter
Mansfield in 2003 for discovering MRI and fast acquisition techniques
(Lauterbur, 1973; Mansfield, 1977).

Figure 1: Page from Bloch’s notebook showing the theory behind his famous
experiment. Picture and description from (Elster, 2017).

9
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This chapter provides the basics for understanding the NMR phe-
nomenon, the generation of magnetic resonance (MR) images, pulse
sequences, and some consideration about magnetic field strengths.
In Section 2.1, a quantum mechanical description of NMR is provided.
The description focuses exclusively on 1H nuclei due to their abun-
dancy in the human body and the fact that they are the major contrib-
utors to the MR-signal. Section 2.2 reviews the basics of slice selec-
tion, phase and frequency encoding, and their k-space representation;
Section 2.3 describes the principle of echo formation and echo-planar
imaging (EPI); Section 2.4 lists some advantages and disadvantages
of MRI for increasing field strengths.

This background chapter includes information from the following
references: (Hornack, 2017; Seo et al., 2014; Ivanov, 2012; Buxton,
2009; Bernstein et al., 2004; Haacke et al., 1999).

2.1 the nuclear magnetic resonance phenomenon

2.1.1 Interaction of Spins with an External Magnetic Field

The interaction between nuclear spins and an external magnetic field
(B0) is at the basics of the NMR phenomenon.

The spin of spin-1/2 particles, Ŝ, is a quantum mechanical operator
described by:

Ŝ =
 h

2
σ (1)

where  h is the Planck constant divided by 2π and σ are the Pauli
matrices:

σx =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i

i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
. (2)

A magnetic moment (µ) is associated to a non-zero spin:

µ = γŜ = γ
 h

2
σ (3)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, which is specific for each nucleus.
For 1H nuclei, γ/2π = 42.577 MHz/T.
If an external magnetic field B0 is applied, the interaction with the
dipole can be described by the Zeeman effect, with the hamiltonian
Ĥ:

Ĥ = −µ ·B0. (4)

The eigenvalues represent the discrete energy states, Em:

Em = −mγ hB0 (5)
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where m is the projection of the spin operator along the z-axis and
it was assumed B0 to fulfill Bx = By = 0 and Bz = B0 = |B0|. Tak-
ing into account 1H nuclei (protons), m = ±1/2 and, thus, only two
energy states are possible. The difference in energy between the spin-
down and spin-up state can be written as:

∆E = E−1/2 − E+1/2 = γ hB0. (6)

From Eq. 6 it can be seen that the parallel alignment of spins has a
lower energy than the antiparallel alignment.

If a group of spins is placed into a magnetic field, some of them Boltzmann’s
statisticsalign parallel to the external field, and some of them antiparallel to

it. Since the parallel orientation corresponds to a lower energy state,
slightly more spins have that orientation (Eq. 6). The ratio of the
amount of spin up (N+1/2) versus spin down (N−1/2) follows Boltz-
mann’s statistics:

N+1/2

N−1/2
= e−∆E/kBT , (7)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Thus,
at room temperature, only a very small fraction of spins is aligned
parallel to the external magnetic field (the ratio in Eq. 7 is approxi-
mately 10

−5 for a field strength of 7 T). The mismatch between spins
up and spins down makes it possible to record a non-zero NMR sig-
nal. Therefore, the ratio in Eq. 7 is important because determines the
upper limit of the intensity of the signal.

Spins in a magnetic field precess with a characteristic frequency The Larmor
frequencydetermined by their gyromagnetic ratio and the external field. It is

denoted Larmor frequency (ω0) and fulfills the equation:

ω0 = γB0. (8)

Therefore, the energy difference between the spin up and the spin
down state, can as well be written as:

∆E =  hω0, (9)

where Eq. 8 was substituted into Eq. 6.

2.1.2 Macroscopic Magnetization

The fact that the amount of spins aligned perpendicular to B0 out-
numbers the amount of antiparallel spins, results in a net macroscopic
magnetization M0, also called equilibrium magnetization (Mz = |M0|).
Generally, the magnetization (M) can be expressed as:

M =
dµ

dV
(10)
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where dV is the volume element. An ensamble of spins having the
same phase within dV is termed isochromat, and can be taken to be-
have in a similar way as a single dipole.
According to Larmor equation, an external magnetic field producesThe effective

magnetic field a torque on any magnetic moments and, in turn, on the object mag-
netization in the assumption of non-interacting protons within each
isochromat. The precession of the magnetization is described by the
following equation of motion:

dM
dt

= γM×Beff (11)

where Beff is the effective magnetic field and consists of a superpo-
sition of two fields: the constant B0 and the time-varying magnetic
field (B1) perpendicular to the z-axis.
The spins are, thus, precessing around the direction of effective mag-
netic field (Beff) with an effective Larmor frequency ωeff:

ωeff = γBeff. (12)

B1 is a circularly polarized magnetic field in the xy plane:

B1(t) = B1
(

cos(ωRFt)x̂− sin(ωRFt)ŷ
)
, (13)

where ωRF is the frequency of rotation and, thus, Beff can be written
as:

Beff = B1 (cos(ωRFt)x̂− sin(ωRFt)ŷ) +B0ẑ (14)

A rotating frame of reference is usually defined for convenience.The rotating frame
of reference The rotation matrix for a rotation around the z axis is:

R(ωt) =

(
cos(ωt) − sin(ωt)

sin(ωt) cos(ωt)

)
(15)

And the transformation from the laboratory (fixed) reference frame
to the rotating one for a generic vector V follows:(

dV(t)

dt

)
lab

=

(
dV(t)

dt

)
rot

+Ω×V(t)lab (16)

where Ω = −ωẑ is the angular velocity and ω the angular frequency
of the rotating frame.
In the rotating frame, the magnetization equation of motion (Eq. 11)
becomes (making use of Eq. 11 and of Ω = −ωẑ):(

dM
dt

)
rot

=
dM
dt

−Ω×M = γM×Beff −
Ω

γ
× γM =

= γM× (Beff)rot

(17)
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where (Beff)rot is:

(Beff)rot =B1 cos((ωRF −ω)t)x̂−B1 sin((ωRF −ω)t)ŷ

+

(
B0 −

ω

γ

)
ẑ

(18)

where ωRF is the frequency of the oscillating field in the rotating
frame of reference and ω is the frequency of the rotating frame of
reference with respect to the laboratory frame of reference.
If the frame of reference is on resonance, i. e., it rotates at the Larmor
frequency (ω = ω0), the ẑ component in Eq. 18 is equal to zero and
B1 appears stationary. Therefore, the magnetization precesses around
an axis in the transverse plane.
Therefore, the pulse can be used to tilt the magnetization and the
amount of tilting depends on the pulse duration τ and amplitude B1:

θ = γ

∫τ
0

B1(t)dt. (19)

where θ is the flip angle. For θ = 90◦, the magnetization is rotated to
the transverse plane; for θ = 180◦, the magnetization is inverted.

2.1.3 Relaxation and Bloch Equation

During the application of a radiofrequency (RF) pulse, the magnetiza-
tion is flipped by a certain flip angle (θ). After the pulse is played out,
the magnetization will start to relax to the equilibrium value, M0.

There are two main processes that govern the rate of relaxation
and are due to the interaction of the spins with their surrounding
and with each other, respectively.
The spin-lattice longitudinal relaxation time (T1) represents the en- Spin-lattice

relaxationergy exchange between the nuclei and the lattice they are embedded
in. It is responsible for the relaxation of the longitudinal component
of the magnetization, and can be described in the following way:

dMz(t)

dt
= −

Mz(t) −M0

T1
. (20)

The spin-spin (intrinsic) transverse relaxation time (T2) reflects the Spin-spin relaxation

dephasing due to the interaction among nuclei. It is responsible for
the decay of the transverse components, and can be mathematically
described as:

dMx(t)

dt
= −

Mx(t)

T2
dMy(t)

dt
= −

My(t)

T2
.

(21)

An additional dephasing component comes from the field inhomo-
geneities and is described by the transverse relaxation time due to
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field inhomogeneities (T ′2), which, together with T2, builds up the T∗2
effects. In particular, the effective transverse relaxation rate, equal to
1/T∗2 (R∗2) is introduced. It is equal to the sum of the intrinsic trans-
verse relaxation rate, equal to 1/T2 (R2) and the transverse relaxation
rate due to field inhomogeneities, equal to 1/T ′2 (R ′2) (R∗2 = R2 + R

′
2).

The origin of this dephasing contributions and their relation to MRI
are discussed in the following chapters.
Both T1 and T2 are material specific, and are responsible for the tissue
contrast visible in MRI.

The Bloch equations (Bloch et al., 1946) give the full dynamics ofBloch equation

the magnetization, and combine the equations for relaxation (Eq. 20

and 21) with the equation of motion of the magnetization (Eq. 11):

dMx(t)

dt
= γ (M×Beff)x −

Mx(t)

T2
dMy(t)

dt
= γ (M×Beff)y −

My(t)

T2
dMz(t)

dt
= γ (M×Beff)z −

Mz(t) −M0

T1
.

(22)

Figure 2: Relaxation of the magnetization vector in the laboratory frame of
reference. The magnetization was initially tipped to the y axis and
relaxes gradually to the equilibrium position (along the z axis).
Picture from (Haacke et al., 1999).

In the case of a static field, i. e., Beff = B0ẑ, the solution to the BlochSolutions to the
Bloch equations equation reads:

Mx(t) = e
−t/T2 (Mx(0) cos(ω0t) +My(0) sin(ω0t))

My(t) = e
−t/T2 (My(0) cos(ω0t) −Mx(0) sin(ω0t))

Mz(t) =Mz(0)e
−t/T1 +M0

(
1− e−t/T1

) (23)

and the asymptotic solutions are:

Mx(t→∞) =My(t→∞) = 0, Mz(t→∞) =M0. (24)
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A graphical representation of the trajectory of the magnetization vec-
tor can be found in Fig. 2. The longitudinal component is restored,
i. e., aligns back to the z axis, while the transversal components decay
to zero with time.

2.2 principles of magnetic resonance imaging

The rotational trajectory of the magnetization during its relaxation,
as described by the Bloch equation (Eq. 22), creates a time-varying
magnetic field that induces a voltage in a receiving coil (Faraday’s
law). The electromotive force (E) induced in the receiveing coil is
equal to the rate of change of the magnetic flux (ΦM):

E = −
dΦM(t)

dt

= −

∫
sample

d

dt
M(r, t) ·Breceive(r)dr

(25)

where Breceive is the magnetic field induced by the unit current coil
and the integral is carried over the whole sample volume. A Fourier
transform of the signal induced in the coil allows the reconstruction
of the imaged object.

2.2.1 The Magnetic Field Gradients

Since the precession frequency is proportional to the local magnetic
field (Eq. 8), spatial changes in the field give rise to changes in fre-
quency. Intuitively, if such spatial changes are controlled, a certain
frequency is specific to a certain spatial position and spatial encoding
is possible. A variation of magnetic field can be induced by magnetic
field gradients.

A gradient can be defined as a vectorial quantity:

G = Gxx̂+Gyŷ+Gzẑ. (26)

If the external magnetic field is described by B(r, t) = B0 + [G · r] ẑ,
then the magnetization precesses around the z axis with the spatially
varying angular velocity:

ω = −γB = −γ (B0 +G · r) ẑ. (27)

Plugging Eq. 27 into Eq. 22 and ignoring relaxation effects, the Bloch
equation takes the form:

dM(r, t)
dt

= −γ (B0 +G · r)×M(r, t) (28)

Defining M⊥(r, t) = Mx(r, t) + iMy(r, t), the solution to Eq. 28 can
be written as:

M⊥(r, t) =M⊥(r, 0)e−iγBt =M⊥(r, 0)e−iγ(B0+G·r)t (29)
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The signal S is proportional to the voltage induced in the coil and
hence is an integration of the time derivative of the magnetization
(Eq. 25):

S(t) ≈
∫

sample

d

dt
M(r, t) ·Breceive(r)dr

≈
∫

sample

d

dt
M⊥(r, t) ·Θ(r)dr

(30)

where Θ is the coil sensitivity, which depends on Breceive (Seo et al.,
2014). Substituting Eq. 29 into Eq. 30 and solving the time derivative,
Eq. 30 takes the form:

S(t) ≈

−

∫
sample

iγ

(
B0 +

∫t
0

G(t ′) · rdt ′
)
M⊥(r, 0)e−iγ(B0+

∫t
0G(t ′)·rdt ′)t ·Θ(r)dr

≈ −iγB0

∫
sample

M⊥(r, 0)e−iγ
∫t
0G(t ′)·rdt ′ ·Θ(r)dr

(31)

where the last step followed the assumption of |G · r|� B0. Introduc-
ing the wave vector k(t),

k(t) =
γ

2π

∫t
0

G(t ′) · rdt ′, (32)

and denoting m(r) =M⊥(r, 0)Θ(r) allows rewriting Eq. 31 as:

S(k(t)) ≈
∫

sample
m(r)e−2πik(t)·rdr (33)

whose inverse Fourier transform recovers the magnetization-dependent
value m(r). Explicitly,

m(r) ≈
∫
kx

∫
ky

∫
kz

S(kx,ky,kz)e2πi(kxx+kyy+kzz)dkxdkydkz. (34)

In case of a time constant gradient, the wave vector takes the form:

k(t) =
γGt

2π
. (35)

The phase accumulated by the magnetization vector due to the local
Larmor frequency, ∆φ(r, t), can be expressed in terms of k(t):

∆φ(r, t) = ∆ω(r)t = γG · rt = 2πk · r. (36)

2.2.2 Slice Selection

A magnetic field gradient can be applied during the RF pulse to
achieve slice selection. If, for example, an axial slice is acquired, the
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gradient along the z direction is manipulated in order to achieve the
desired slice thickness. For coronal and sagittal slices, gradients along
x and y axes need to be employed.
The slice thickness (d) is related to the slice-selection gradient (Gs) in
the following way:

d =
∆ω

γGs
(37)

where ∆ω is the bandwidth of the RF pulse. The position of the slice
is determined by the carrier frequency of the RF pulse.
The effect of Gs is a gradually changing resonance frequency along
the z axis according to ω0(z) = γGz.

In the ideal case, off-resonance effects are only due to the gradient
and there is no phase dispersion. In order to achieve a rectangular
slice profile, a sinc RF pulse is applied (whose Fourier transform is a
rect function) together with the slice-selection gradient (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: The constant gradient along the z axis is applied together with the
RF pulse in order to achieve selection of an axial slice. Picture from
(Bernstein et al., 2004).

2.2.3 In-Plane Spatial Encoding

The gradients along the x and y axes can be employed to achieve
spatial encoding.

The readout or frequency encoding gradient (GR) is a linear gra- Frequency encoding

dient along the x axis. It is switched on during signal acquisition
in order to have a linear dependence between the frequency and the
position:

ω(x) = γxGR. (38)
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The phase encoding gradient (GP) modulates the phases of thePhase encoding

isochromats along the y direction. It is switched on for a short pe-
riod of time and induces position-dependent phases according to:

φ(y) = γ

∫t
0

y ·GP(t ′)dt ′. (39)

Given that the signal measured during a MRI experiment is a sum
of all the signals coming from the all the isochromats, the different
phases add up and it is not possible to establish a one-to-one relation-
ship with their positions. Therefore, the phase gradient is increased
stepwise from −GP to +GP (each for an interval tP) in order to have a
different value for each sampled position. So, the nth-phase-encoding
step is defined by:

φ(y,n) = φ0 +nγ
∫tP
0

y ·GP(t ′)dt ′ (40)

and the position can be encoded through a Fourier transform.
The field of views (FOVs) in the x and y direction are proportionalField of view

ot the read and phase gradient, respectively. The FOV in the readout
direction is given by:

FOVx =
∆ωreceive

γGR
(41)

where ∆ωreceive is the receiver bandwidth. For the FOV in the phase
encoding direction the following relationship is valid:

FOVy =
1

γ∆GPtP
(42)

The voxel size in readout and phase encoding directions (∆x and
∆y, respectively) can be calculated from the field of view, if the
number of sampling points (Nx) and phase-encoding steps (Ny) are
known:

∆x =
FOVx

Nx
=
∆ωreceive

γGRNx

∆y =
FOVy

Ny
=

1

γ∆GPtPNy

(43)

where it was made use of Eq. 41 and 42.

2.2.4 The k-Space Representation

Given that the NMR signal is related to the magnetization via a
Fourier transformation (Eq. 34), and that the spatial encoding is
achieved with frequency and phase modulation, the k-space concept
represent a convenient tool for MRI (Twieg, 1983). In this view, image
acquisition can be thought of as k-space sampling.
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The kx axis represents the frequency encoding, or read, axis, while
the ky axis is the phase encoding axis (Fig. 4). Since the readout and
the phase encoding gradients modulate frequency and phase, respec-
tively, they can be used to move around k-space. The area under a
gradient lobe (that is, its amplitude time its duration) corresponds to
distances in k-space.
When the readout gradient is switched on, a full kx line in k-space
is acquired. The phase encoding gradient does not need be switched
on all the time, because the amount of phase accumulation depends
on the total area of the gradients previously played out, regardless
of the fact that their application is discontinuous or continuous (the
phase is locked when the gradient is off). Therefore, gradient blips
(i. e., gradients of short duration) are sometimes applied to increase
ky gradually from the acquisition of one kx line to the next.

Figure 4: A schematic representation of sampling in k-space. kx repre-
sents the read axis and ky the phase encoding axis. Picture from
(Haacke et al., 1999).

The extent of k-space (from −kmax to +kmax) is related to the Properties of k-space

voxel size (∆x) in image space according to the relationship:

∆x =
1

2kmax
. (44)

And the FOV is related to the sampling distance in k-space by an
inverse relationship:

FOV =
1

∆k
. (45)

The total number of data samples (N) in k-space equals the number
of voxels in image space:

N =
2kmax

∆k
=

FOV
∆x

. (46)

The points closer to the k-space center correspond to lower frequen-
cies, i. e., the "bulk" of the image, while the points closer to the edges
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of k-space correspond to higher frequencies, which represent the fine
structures of the image.

An additional important property of k-space is its symmetry. Specif-
ically, the Fourier transform of a real object is hermitian:

S(kx,ky,kz) = S∗(−kx,−ky,−kz). (47)

This means that, in principle, only half of k-space is required to re-
construct the full image. In practice, this is not the case due to phase
shifts and, consequently, only a portion of k-space is omitted in order
to speed up the acquisition, and the k-space center is always sampled.

The point spread function (PSF) describes the response of an imag-The point spread
function ing system to a point signal source. It indicates the amount of blur-

ring, that is, the contribution of neighbouring voxels to the signal
intensity observed in a certain voxel. The PSF is, thus, a crucial quan-
tity for the description of the true resolution of an MR image.
In the image space, it corresponds to the convolution of the smooth-
ing function w(x) with the object function f(x), so that the smoothed
function h(x) is:

h(x) = w(x)⊗ f(x). (48)

In k-space, the convolution corresponds to a simple multiplication:

H(k) =W(k)F(k), (49)

where the capital letters denote the Fourier transform of the corre-
sponding functions. The PSF is a windowing (or rect) function in
k-space and a sinc function in image space:

PSF(x) =
sin(2π kmax x)

πx
. (50)

The PSF, thus, decreases for higher values of kmax.

2.3 pulse sequences

In general, an imaging sequence consists of the following elements: a
RF excitation pulse, a slice selection gradient along z (followed by a
rephasing gradient), a phase encoding gradient along y and a readout
gradient along x.
In this simple case, the repetition time (TR) corresponds to the time
between one RF pulse and the next, and the echo time (TE) the time
of signal formation. In k-space, one line is acquired for each TR, and
the TE is at kx = ky = 0. TR and TE are user-adjustable parameters
and are important in determining the final contrast of the image (Fig.
5).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Repetition (a) and echo time (b) dependence of the MR contrast
between two tissue types. One tissue is characterized by long T1
and T2 (continuous line) and the other by short T1 and T2 (dashed
line). The TR allows adjusting the T1 contrast, while the TE the T2
contrast. Adapted from (Buxton, 2009).

2.3.1 Echo Formation

There exist two main types of echoes: the spin echo and the gradient
echo. Both of them are, actually, gradient echoes and differ only in the
fact that spin echo includes a 180

◦ RF pulse and frequency encoding
gradients of the same polarity.

For gradient echo, gradients along x are applied with different Gradient echo

polarities. First, a negative gradient pulse is applied, which causes
phase accumulation. Secondly, a positive gradient with an area twice
as big as the previous negative lobe, is played out. The effect of the
second frequency encoding gradient is to counterbalance the initial
negative gradient in the first half (negative kx values in k-space), and
to readout the positive kx values in the second one.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Pulse diagrams for gradient echo (a) and spin echo (b). Both
echoes originate from a gradient echo effect, with the only dif-
ference that spin echo employes a 180

◦ RF pulse and, thus, the
two lobes of the gradient Gx have the same polarity. Picture taken
from (Buxton, 2009).

The spin echo originates from the fact that the 180
◦ RF pulse rephases Spin echo

static field effects due to field inhomogeneities (T ′2 effects). When
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the spins are flipped, their trajectories are reversed and the accumu-
lated phase goes back to zero, creating an echo of the original free-
induction decay (FID). The echo is not as strong as the original FID
signal due to the non-static field effects (T2 effects).

A graphical representation of the two echo formations can be found
in Fig. 6.

2.3.2 Echo-planar imaging

For functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) applications, a
quick acquisition is fundamental. The workhorse for signal readout
is EPI (Mansfield, 1977), in which the full k-space is acquired after
each RF pulse (in case of single-shot), instead of just one line.
The standard sampling pattern for EPI is cartesian and serpentine-
like, such that lines are acquired with alternating positive and nega-
tive readout gradients. The steps in the ky direction are achieved by
small phase encoding gradient pulses, called blips. The full diagram
of the sequence can be observed in Fig. 7.
The advantages of this technique are that it provides high sensitivity
and can acquire whole brain volumes quickly (typically in 1-3 s).

Figure 7: Echo-planar imaging. Picture from (Uludag et al., 2015).

Several limitations of the technique are related to the acquisitionLimitations

time (TA). First of all, effective transverse relaxation time (T∗2 ) decay,
in case of gradient recalled echo (GRE)-EPI, limits the TA window to
100 ms or less (for B0 > 3 T) before the signal decays away.
Secondly, the presence of susceptibility gradients creates artefacts. An
additional linear gradient along y rescales the image and changes the
actual TE; a gradient along x shears the image and a gradient along z
dephases the signal, creating signal voids (Uludag et al., 2015).
Distortions are reduced by decreasing the acquisition time. Apart
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from strong gradients (which cannot be indefinitely strong, primarily
due to physiological limits), parallel imaging can be used. Parallel
imaging requires multichannel receiver coils and can speed up the
acquisition by a factor of 3-4. It comes at a cost of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), because the so called g-factor (geometry-factor) is in-
troduced as well as a noise penalty of

√
R, where R is the accelera-

tion factor. The
√
R penalty is mostly affecting thermal noise and for

many physiological noise-dominated fMRI application, this reduction
in SNR is negligible.
The ratio of thermal to physiological noise in the image, however,
can change: for high resolution, stronger gradient pulses need to be
employed, and the consequent increase in acquisition bandwidth in-
creases the amount of thermal noise in the voxel (Triantafyllou et al.,
2005).

Other fast readout techniques travel around k-space following dif-
ferent trajectories; for example, spiral and radial patterns can be em-
ployed. Multiplexed and 3D acquisitions can be also beneficial for
reducing TA.

Finally, the scanner hardware plays a crucial role: for achieving
high resolution in short time, strong gradients and quick gradient
switching are required. Additionally, to benefit from parallel imaging
techniques, multichannel receiver coils are necessary.

2.4 mri dependency on external field strength

Increasing the static magnetic field B0 comes at advantages and disad-
vantages for MRI, leading to a net positive or negative effect, depend-
ing on the technique and application considered. The decrease in spa-
tial scale of field inhomogeneities and the shortening of T2 represent
a problem for functional applications. Nevertheless, fMRI generally
benefits from higher field strengths, but often several modification,
even substantial, are necessary.

2.4.1 Differences Between 7 T and Lower Fields

With the transition from lower to higher fields, there are some rele-
vant changes for MRI (van der Zwaag et al., 2015):

• The magnetization increases linearly, i. e., M0 ∝ B0 (see Eq. 6

and 7).

• The wavelength of resonance radiofrequency becomes shorter
(∼ 30 cm in tissue at 3 T, ∼ 13 cm in tissue at 7 T).

• The resonance frequency increases (128 MHz at 3 T, 300 MHz
at 7 T).

• The magnetic field susceptibility effects increase ∝ B0.
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• T1 becomes longer.

• T2 and T∗2 become shorter (T2 ∝ B−1
0 ).

2.4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages for MRI

The linear increase in M0 with field strength is always advantageous
because it means a linear increase in SNR, which can be traded for
higher resolution.
The shorter wavelength of resonance radiofrequency can be an ad-
vantage because allows for better spatial differentiation for parallel
reception and transmission, but often this B1 inhomogeneity repre-
sents a problem because delivers an inhomogeneous tissue contrast
(van der Zwaag et al., 2015).
The increased resonance frequency creates a higher E (Eq. 25), but
the RF power needed for generating RF pulses increases too (as B20),
and therefore specific absorption rate (SAR) ∝ B20.
The increased in susceptibility effects has a twofold consequence in
fMRI: on one hand, it increases the functional contrast because ∆R∗2
increases supralinearly with B0 (∼∝ B1−1.5

0 ); on the other hand, the
susceptibility-induced distortions in EPI increase accordingly (see Sec-
tion 2.3.2).

Figure 8: Functional signal changes (GRE-EPI) as a function of TE at three
different field strength for a voxel size of 1× 1× 3 mm3. The ad-
vantage of 7 T with respect to the lower field strengths is apparent.
Picture from (van der Zwaag et al., 2009).

Finally, the changes in relaxation times are advantageous, in that
they increase the corresponding contrasts. However, some drawbacks
are associated to them: due to the longer T1, higher TRs are needed
to avoid inflow effects; the shorter T2 and T∗2 make the available ac-
quisition window shorter, and the maximal sensitivity is achieved for
shorter TEs, which means that stronger gradients are needed (van der
Zwaag et al., 2015).
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In conclusion, moving towards higher field has proven beneficial
for several MRI techniques, including fMRI (see Fig. 8), and has al-
lowed imaging at higher resolution.
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The human brain at rest consumes up to 20% of the oxygen needed
by the whole body, although it accounts for only 2% of the total body
mass. Given that the brain lacks a way of storing energy over long
periods of time, the energy supply has to be controlled on a fine
spatial and temporal scale.

Early experiments performed by the physiologist Angelo Mosso
with a plethysmograph (which measures blood flow using brain pul-
sations) and a "human circulation balance" (Fig. 9) indicated that
blood could redistribute during cognitive states, resulting in an in-
crease in brain blood flow, as compared with rest (Mosso, 1884, 1881).

Figure 9: The human circulation balance in a drawing by Angelo Mosso
(Mosso, 1884). A and B = wooden table with three apertures on its
top; C and D = tilting bed; E = pivot with steel knife fulcrum; G
and H = 1 m long iron rod bearing the counterweight; I = cast iron
counterweight with screw regulation; M and L = two iron stiffen-
ing bars; N = pneumatic pneumograph; R = equilibrating weight;
S = kymograph; X = vertical stand for graphic transducers. Picture
and description taken from (Sandrone et al., 2014).

The fact that neuronal activity drives an increase in blood flow is
at the very basis of fMRI. This phenomenon is called neurovascular
coupling and the mechanisms behind it have been studied extensively
but only partially understood. This makes the fMRI signal an indirect
measure of neuronal activity; it is sensitive to physiological changes
in the brain vascular tree, such as changes in oxygenation level, in
cerebral blood volume (CBV) or/and in cerebral blood flow (CBF),
which can or cannot be driven by neuronal activity.

27
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The way these physiological changes are coupled to neuronal activ-
ity and how they are related to magnetic properties, detectable by MR-
scanners, is reviewed in this chapter. Section 3.1 reviews the basics of
brain metabolism and neurovascular coupling; Section 3.2 introduces
the mechanisms behind the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) ef-
fect; Section 3.3 gives an overview of other imaging techniques used
for functional imaging, based on CBV and CBF changes.

3.1 the neurovascular coupling

3.1.1 Neural Activity

The basic unit for information processing and transmission is the neu-
ron. Its main constituents are the dendrites, where signals from other
neurons are received and integrated, the soma, i. e., the cell body, and
the axon, an elongated structure (up to 1 m long) that is responsible
for information transmission to other neuronal cells (Fig. 10).

Figure 10: The neuron. Picture taken from (Huettel et al., 2004).
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The cell membrane, a lipid bilayer, maintains a resting potential (of
about -60 mV) and a concentration gradient between the internal and
external environments. For neurons at rest, the concentration of K+

is higher inside the membrane, while the concentration of Na+, Ca2+

and Cl− is higher in the extracellular space. The resting potential can
be modified by selective opening of ion channels, which is elicited by
neurotransmitter release, and is restored to the resting value by the
sodium-potassium pump.

If the activity of a single neuron is taken into account, the informa-
tion input starts at the dendrites. For example, when the excitatory
neurotransmitter glutamate (Glu) is released, an influx of Na+ and
Ca2+ ions through the membrane takes place. This originates a cas-
cade depolarization that propagates down to the presynaptic termi-
nals at the end of the axon and is called action potential (AP). There,
Ca2+ ion channels are opened, which in turn causes release of Glu
into the synapse. The postsynaptic membrane will react to the release
of Glu by selective opening of ion channels. The resulting change of
potential is called excitatory post-synaptic potential (EPSP).

However, if the postsynaptic membrane is hyperpolarized, mean-
ing that the potential is more negative due to Cl− influx and/or K+

outflux, an AP will not take place and the change of potential is
called inhibitory post-synaptic potential (IPSP). The most common
inhibitory neurotransmitter is gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA).

Due to the fact that each neuron has many dendrites, the amount
and timing of incoming EPSPs and IPSPs determine whether an ac-
tion potential will take place or not. The action potential, thus, reflects
the output activity of the neuron.

In essence, there are two main electrical events taking place at the
neuronal level: the spiking activity (the AP) and the synaptic activity.
Given that these two activities happen at different temporal scales
(spikes have a duration of about 1 ms and postsynaptic potentials of
up to 100 ms), they can be recorded and separated by filtering. The
high-pass filtered signal yields spiking activity, while the low-pass
filtered signal yields the local field potential (LFP), which reflects the
integrated postsynaptic activity. It has been shown that the fMRI
signal mainly reflects LFP rather than AP, i. e., the input to a certain
brain area and the corresponding integrative processes (Logothetis
et al., 2001).

3.1.2 Brain Energy Metabolism

The sodium-potassium pump needs adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to
stabilize the potential across the membrane. It forces three Na+ ions
out of the cell and two K+ ions inside the cell, per unit of ATP, which
is consequently converted to adenosine diphosphate (ADP). ATP is
also used for other aspects of brain physiology, but restoring the mem-
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brane potential is estimated to account for about 75% of the total ATP
usage, which is on the order of 30 to 50 µmol/g/min in the human
brain (Huettel et al., 2004).

The ATP is produced from glucose via a process called glycolysis.
Glucose is first transported from the capillaries to the neurons, where
it can be broken down to form 2 ATP. However, under aerobic condi-
tions, 18 times more ATP can be produced. This is due to the fact that
pyruvate enters the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, which produces 2

more ATP, and oxidative phosphorylation, which delivers 34 more
ATP.
A more recent view involves the role of astrocytes, a type of glial
cell surrounding neurons, in the production of ATP. In this so-called
astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis, the glucose is transported
to the astrocytes, where it undergoes glycolysis; the resulting lactate
is then transported to the neurons, where the oxidative metabolism
takes place (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994).

Given that the brain lacks a sensible energy storage, blood flow is
responsible for its energy supply and is therefore regulated on a fine
scale. The delivery of glucose and oxygen to the neurons, as well as
the transport of waste carbon dioxide, happen at the capillar level.
Capillaries are the finest vessels in the brain vasculature (5 to 10 µm)
and any cell in the body was estimated to be at most 50 µm apart
from the nearest capillary (Huettel et al., 2004). More consideration
on the brain vasculature can be found in section 4.1.

3.1.3 Functional Hyperemia

In general, a local increase in brain activity will be accompanied
by an increase in CBF, cerebral metabolic rate of glucose consump-
tion (CMRglc) and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption
(CMRO2) (more on that in section 3.2). In turn, blood velocity and
CBV will also increase. However, for brief stimuli, the increase in
CBF and CMRglc may by far exceed that of CMRO2 (Fig. 11a) (Raichle,
2001). This reflects the fact that glucose is being broken down anaer-
obically. This local increase in glycolysis could be explained by the
fact that, after an EPSP, the released Glu needs to be cleared from the
synapse, and hence it is taken up by the astrocytes, where it is con-
verted to glutamine (Gln) and recycled (Fig. 11b,c). The conversion
from Glu to Gln needs energy, which is produced by glycolysis of
blood-borne glucose (Shulman et al., 2001). This resulting increase in
oxygen availability can be detected by blood-oxygen sensitive fMRI
(see section 3.2).

The blood flow can be controlled at different scales of the vascular
tree: at the capillary, at the arteriolar and at the arterial level. In the
context of mapping brain activity, the functional changes at the capil-
lary and arteriolar site are the most relevant, due to their proximity
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Figure 11: The neural basis of fMRI. (a) Changes in blood flow, glucose use,
oxygen use and oxygen availability in a human brain following
visual stimulation (checkerboard), measured with PET. (b) The
metabolic changes are elicited by electric potentials at the den-
drites of neurons. (c) The role of astrocytes in converting Glu to
Gln. Picture taken from (Raichle, 2001).

to the site of metabolic changes. It is therefore important to consider
and characterize the concomitant changes happening upstream (arter-
ies) and downstream (veins) with respect to the capillary bed, which
may represent a confound to the variable of interest.

Arterial and arteriolar endothelium is wrapped with smooth mus- Blood flow
regulation at the
arterial level

cle cells, which are capable of dilating and constricting. The smooth
muscle cell tone regulation is driven by the polarization of the mem-
brane, which depends on the interaction of K+ and Ca2+ channels.
There are many different vasodilating and vasoconstricting substances
of neuronal, astrocytic and endothelial origin. In addition, substances
carried by blood can also have a vasodilating effect. An example of
this is CO2, which induces acidosis (decreased pH) and hyperpolar-
izes the membrane, resulting in dilation of the vessel.

The exact interplay among different signaling pathways is still mat-
ter of debate. It has been proposed that the neuronal and astrocytic
signaling pathways may take place on different timescales, given that
the neuronal pathway is more direct and faster than the astrocyte-
mediated one (Cauli, 2010). In the neuronal hypothesis, nitric ox-
ide (NO) was initially considered to be responsible for controlling
the vascular tone (Iadecola, 1993), but later discarded as the princi-
pal cause of vasodilation. Perivascular nerves have then been sug-
gested to modulate vascular resistance via release of vasoactive sub-
stances (Hamel, 2006). In support of the astrocytic hypothesis is the
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convenient position of astrocytes (between vessels and neurons) and
the fact that they can express a large number of receptors, can elicit
Ca2+ waves and can release vasoactive substances (Iadecola and Ned-
ergaard, 2007).

In addition to the arterial dilation, it has been shown that capillariesBlood flow
regulation at the

capillary level
are also capable of actively dilating. Unlike arterial walls, they are
not equipped with smooth muscle, but they are surrounded by some
isolated cells, called pericytes, that are capable of regulating capillary
diameter. Hall et al. found that pericytes are the first to respond upon
electrical whisker stimulation in rats. According to their findings,
capillaries dilate approximately 1.4 s before arterioles, and account
for the 84% of CBF increase. The explanation for this effect would
be the fact that capillaries are the vascular structure more proximal
to neurons, and hence the first to sense neuronal signaling. It is not
clear, though, whether arteriolar dilation is elicited by the membrane
hyperpolarization signal propagating from the capillaries, or rather
from vasoactive messengers that reach the arterioles at later times.
Regardless of the mechanism behind the onset of arterial dilation, the
study showed that capillaries play a crucial role in regulating blood
flow (Hall et al., 2014).

3.2 the bold contrast

3.2.1 The BOLD Phenomenon

When an object is placed in a magnetic field, its magnetization changes
by a certain amount. This amount is proportional to the specific mag-
netic susceptibility, χ, of the object. It is related to the object mag-
netization, M, and the external magnetic field strength, H, via the
following relationship:

M = χH, (51)

where M and H (H = B0/µ, with µ being the magnetic constant) are
in units of A/m and χ is unitless.

Thus, local inhomogeneities in susceptibility, such as in the proxim-
ity of interfaces between different materials or tissues, will originate
local magnetic field gradients.

Diamagnetic materials have χ < 0, while paramagnetic, superpara-
magnetic and ferromagnetic materials have χ > 0.

Biological tissues are generally weakly diamagnetic, but some com-
ponents of body fluids, such as blood haemoglobin (Hb), not necessar-
ily. Hb can be found in the brain in two states: oxygenated and deoxy-
genated. Deoxygenated haemoglobin, or deoxy-haemoglobin (dHb)
is paramagnetic, but becomes diamagnetic when bound to oxygen.

Such state-dependent magnetic properties have an effect on the sus-
ceptibility difference between the intravascular (IV) and extravascular
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(EV) compartments. When the blood is fully oxygenated, its suscepti-
bilty is similar to the one of the surrounding tissue, so that the mag-
netic field gradient is minimal. When the concentration of deoxy-
genated haemoglobin increases, the gradient increases accordingly,
following a linear relationship (Weisskoff and Kiihne, 1992). This ef-
fect can be seen as a signal decrease in T∗2 -weighted images. More
deoxy-haemoglobin will, indeed, accelerate spin dephasing and re-
duce the effective T∗2 , leading to signal suppression.

The field offset (∆B) within a voxel depends on the total amount of
venous blood within that voxel. The field offset can be described in
terms of frequency offset (∆ω), which is directly proportional to ∆B
(via ω = γB), and can be derived for the intravascular and extravas-
cular compartments.
In the IV space, water molecules quickly exchange between red blood
cells and plasma (the residence time of water in red blood cells is ap-
proximately 5 ms) under dynamic averaging conditions (Mohamed,
2006). All molecules experience a similar dynamic averaging and
hence blood T2 reduces as the dHb level increases. The frequency
offset in the IV space, ∆ωin, follows Eq. 52:

∆ωin = 2π∆χ0
(
1− Y

)
ω0
(

cos2 θ− 1/3
)

(52)

where ∆χ0 is the susceptibility difference between fully oxygenated
and fully deoxygenated blood (hence haematocrit-dependent), Y is
the oxygenation fraction in venous blood,ω0 is the Larmor frequency
corresponding to the applied magnetic field, θ is the angle between
B0 and the vessel (see Fig. 12).
The frequency offset in the EV space, ∆ωout, follows Eq. 53:

∆ωout = 2π∆χ0
(
1− Y

)
ω0

(a
r

)2
sin2 θ cos(2φ) (53)

where a is the radius of the vessel, r the radial distance from the
center of the vessel and φ is the angle between r and the plane formed
by B0 and the vessel axis (see Fig. 12).
For r = a in Eq. 53, i. e., at the vessel lumen, the frequency offset
depends on the oxygenation level of the vessel and not on the vessel
dimension.
For r > a, the magnitude of the frequency offset in Eq. 53 depends
on the square of the vessel radius. For example, the frequency offset
observed at r = 15 µm for a vessel with radius a = 3 µm is the same
as the one observed at r = 150 µm for a vessel with radius a = 30 µm,
meaning that the spatial spread of frequency shift is highly vessel-
size dependent (Mohamed, 2006). In turn, whether a water molecule
in the EV space experiences dynamic averaging or static dephasing
during a TE, depends on the size of the surrounding venous vessels
(Fig. 13).
Finally, the direct dependency of ∆ωout on sin2 θ implies that no field
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distortion is produced in the surrounding of vessels parallel to B0

(θ = 0) and is maximal for vessels perpendicular to B0 (θ = π).

Figure 12: Intravascular (∆ωin) and extravascular (∆ωout) frequency shift in-
duced by a change in dHb level within a dHb-containing blood
vessel. Picture taken from (Kim and Ugurbil, 2003).

Upon brain activation, CBV, CBF and CMRO2 increase. The com-
plex interplay between those quantities (which is stimulus, subject,
brain area, and time-of-the-day specific) leads to a net drop in oxygen
extraction fraction (OEF) and, thus, [dHb] in the capillary and post-
capillary compartments decreases, due to the fact that the cerebral
blood flow increases relatively more than cerebral blood volume and
cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen. The consequent frequency shifts
around venous vessels allows the detection of a signal increase in T∗2 -
and T2-weighted images. This effect is the so-called BOLD effect, and
was first reported by Seiji Ogawa in 1990 in rats (Ogawa et al., 1990).

3.2.2 Pulse Sequences for BOLD Mapping

Since its discovery, the BOLD effect has been largely employed for
looking into brain function. However, changes in oxygenation, al-
though in many cases coupled to brain activity, are not a direct mea-
sure of it. As mentioned earlier, decreases in [dHb] are to be expected
in dHb-containing compartments, i.e., mainly capillary and postcap-
illary and, to some extent, arteriolar (see Section 4.1.3).
The amount of blood dHb depends primarily on three parameters:
CBF, CBV and CMRO2. Mapping each of those parameters separately
is discussed in Sections 3.3 and 6.1.1. In the following, sequences sen-
sitive to oxygenation changes are considered.
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compartment T1 T2 T∗2

Arterial blood water 1664 ms 96-122 ms 49-55 ms

Venous blood water 1584 ms 23-35 ms 15-22 ms

Gray matter 1209 ms 71 ms 42-66 ms

White Matter 758 ms 81 ms 45-53 ms

CSF 4300 ms 1442-2000 ms –

Table 1: Relaxation times (T1, T2, T∗2 ) of different brain compartments at 3T
(Donahue et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2007; Wansapura et al., 1999).

compartment T1 T2 T∗2

Arterial blood water 2200 ms 40 ms 37 ms

Venous blood water 2010 ms 12-15 ms 7-13 ms

Gray matter 1800 ms 45 ms 25-36 ms

White Matter 1100 ms 40 ms 24-35 ms

CSF 3800 ms 300-900 ms 168 ms

Table 2: Relaxation times (T1, T2, T∗2 ) of different brain compartments at 7T
(Peters et al., 2007; Grgac et al., 2013; Bluestein et al., 2012; Wyss
et al., 2013; Pfeuffer et al., 2004; Rooney et al., 2007; Ogawa et al.,
1993; Yacoub et al., 2001b; Ivanov et al., 2013; Koopmans et al., 2008;
Li et al., 2006).
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Changes in the dHb content within a voxel modify the associated
T∗2 and T2 values. Therefore, sequences that are generally used to
map BOLD signal changes are based on GRE and spin echo (SE) con-
trasts, which are T∗2 - and T2-weighted, respectively.
Although both sequences are sensitive to oxygenation changes and
are similar in principle, the location and extent of the detected changes
is not identical.
Regarding the readout, EPI offers the most suitable option for func-
tional experiments, due to its speed and high sensitivity (Mansfield,
1977) and it has been used both in combination with GRE and SE.

For GRE sequences, an echo is formed when the frequency-encodingPrinciples of GRE

gradient (of positive polarity) exactly counterbalances an initial nega-
tive gradient lobe and the signal relaxes with R∗2, which is the sum of
R2 and R ′2 effects (R∗2 = R2 + R ′2).

(a) (b)

Figure 13: Dynamic averaging and static dephasing regimes. (a) Water
molecules sample a range of different magnetic field around
small vessels, due to the smaller scale of field inhomogeneities
(dynamic averaging). (b) Water molecule sample a rather con-
stant magnetic field around larger vessels (static dephasing). Pic-
ture taken from (Buxton, 2009).

SE-EPI is very similar to GRE-EPI, with the exception that it addsPrinciples of SE

a 180◦ pulse at TE/2 to flip the phases and refocus T ′2 effects and,
hence, isolates pure T2 effects. A net phase change is observable
under static dephasing conditions, which are fulfilled around large
vessels (as explained in Section 3.2.1), due to the extended spatial
scale of the inhomogeneities. In case of dynamic averaging, there is
no net phase change and the spin history cannot be recovered by a
refocusing pulse.

In resume, T∗2 contrast arises from the IV+EV compartments ofComparison between
SE and GRE small+large vessels, while T2 arises from the IV+EV compartments

of small vessels and from the IV compartment of large vessels only.
The fact that SE eliminates the EV signal around large vessels makes
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Vessel size specificity of GRE and SE for two different oxygena-
tion levels. (a) Amplitude of ∆R∗2 as a function of vessel radius
for GRE. (b) Amplitude of ∆R2 as a function of vessel radius for
SE. Picture taken from (Buxton, 2009).

it more specific to the microvasculature than GRE and potentially
closer to the actual site of metabolic changes within the parenchyma.
At high fields, where the IV contribution decreases (due to a relative
shortening of blood T2 with respect to tissue T2, see Tables 1 and
2) this effect is even more pronounced, making SE the sequence of
choice in terms of spatial specificity.
However, the functional contrast of GRE and SE, which depends on
∆R∗2 and ∆R2 respectively, is not of the same magnitude in corre-
spondence of the microvasculature. Figure 14 shows the changes in
relaxation rates for the two techniques as a function of vessel radius.
While SE is largely devoid of large vessel contributions, GRE is dom-
inated by signal changes arising from them. The scale of the two y-
axes in Fig. 14 is different, meaning that ∆R∗2 are actually larger than
∆R2 for all vessel sizes considered, even for the capillaries (shaded
areas). Thus, refocusing T ′2 effects reduces the sensitivity, and it was
estimated that the ratio ∆R2/∆R∗2 is 0.3-0.4 at 1.5 T and also at 9.4 T
(Mohamed, 2006), meaning that the sensitivity of SE with respect to
GRE does not increase for higher field strengths.
So, despite the large venous vessel contamination, GRE-EPI has been
the mostly used technique at any field strength due to its high sen-
sitivity and ease of implementation. Furthermore, the microvascular
specificity of GRE increases supralinearly with B0, with a ∆R∗2 ratio
between 7 T and 4 T of 2.1 in gray matter and of 1.2 in vessel regions
(Yacoub et al., 2001a).

3.2.3 The Haemodynamic Response Function

The haemodynamic response function (HRF) describes the temporal
evolution of BOLD signal changes upon an ideally infinitesimally
short stimulation. For longer stimuli, the HRF adds up linearly.
The time scale of the BOLD response is much longer than the one of
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neuronal activity, due to the fact that vascular responses are much
slower than neuronal changes.

Some features of interest of the response are the so-called initial dip
and post-stimulus undershoot (PSU). Different theories have been for-
mulated regarding the origin of these effects. It is generally agreed on
the fact that they originate from temporal mismatches of the different
variables building up the final dHb dynamics. In the balloon model,
Buxton et al. model the CBV return to baseline to be slower than the
CBF (Fig. 15), with the physiological motivation of relatively elastic
arterial smooth muscle (regulating CBF) versus the passive volume
changes happening in the veins (that contribute to BOLD due to the
dHb content in the veins). Such mismatch would be sufficient explain
the PSU without the need of assuming an uncoupling between CBF
and CMRO2 (Buxton et al., 1998).
Regarding the initial dip, a mismatch in OEF and CBF, due to an early
increase in CMRO2 before CBF starts to rise, would be a possible ex-
planation, but it is not excluded that it might rise from a decoupling
of CBF and CBV (Buxton, 2012).

Figure 15: The HRF in the balloon model view. Picture taken from (Buxton,
2012).

The initial dip and the PSU have rised interest among the fMRI
community due to the fact that they could be associated to interest-
ing physiological features. The initial dip, indeed, has been related to
the site of metabolic change in the hypothesis that it reflects an early
oxidative metabolism change or an early arterial/arteriolar blood vol-
ume increase (Uludag, 2010), and it has been also investigated at high
resolution (Siero et al., 2015). On the other hand, the PSU represents
an interesting feature per se, and many works tried to understand
whether it comes from a neuronal inhibitory mechanism or a vascu-
lar balloon-like effect (van Zijl et al., 2012).

3.3 cbf and cbv mapping

The complex interplay of CBF, CBV and CMRO2 behind the BOLD re-
sponse makes it difficult to interpret. Mapping CBF and CBV changes
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can be achieved non-invasively with arterial spin labeling (ASL) and
vascular space occupancy (VASO), respectively, and is reviewed in
the following subsections.
The advantage of having pure CBV and CBF instead of BOLD is the
increase in specificity (due to the flow-regulation at the arteriolar and
capillary level) and the possibility of comparing them across partici-
pants and tasks (less baseline effects than BOLD).

3.3.1 CBF Mapping with ASL

As discussed in Section 3.1.3, blood flow is regulated at the arterio-
lar and capillary level, i. e., close to the site of oxygen and glucose
uptake. Therefore, CBF mapping is a useful quantity for studying lo-
cation and effect size of metabolic changes following a stimulus, but
also to localize hyper- and hypo-perfused regions in disease. CBF
describes perfusion, i. e., the volume of blood that is delivered to 100

g of tissue per minute and is, therefore, measured in ml of blood/100

g of tissue/min. The most widespread sequence for measuring CBF
is ASL and variations of it.

(a) (b)

Figure 16: (a) Graphic representation of the difference between CASL,
pCASL and PASL. (b) Schematic of the acquisition scheme for
CASL, pCASL and PASL. Pictures taken from (Alsop et al., 2015).

ASL is a non-invasive technique, based on T1 contrast, which uses
magnetically-tagged water protons as diffusible tracer to measure per-
fusion. In practice, the same volume is acquired with and without
tagged water in an interleaved fashion, such that tag images alternate
to control images. Any voxelwise difference between the tag and the
control image should be related to the difference in the signal com-
ing from the arterial blood water delivered during inversion time (TI).
The amount of arterial water delivered is directly proportional to CBF
and, hence, gives a measure of perfusion.
The water labeling follows the application of one or more RF pulse in
the tagging plane, after which the spins are allowed to travel to the
imaging plane after a delay time. Therefore, water magnetization de-
cays between the tagging plane and the imaging slice, and depends
on blood T1. When the tagged water reaches the capillary and ex-
change with tissue, the decay is dominated by tissue T1.
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There are essentially two ways of labeling spin: continuous andASL labeling
approaches pulsed.

In the continuous approach, the labeling occurs during a relatively
long period of time (1-3 s) and is applied on a labeling plane. The
tagging can be achieved with CASL, in which a single RF labeling
pulse is used, or with pCASL, in which many rapid RF pulses are
applied consecutively. pCASL can achieve better labeling efficiency
and it is, thus, the variant of choice among the continuous techniques
(Fig. 16).
In PASL, a single, short pulse (10-20 ms) is applied over an extended
labeling slab (10-20 cm thick). With respect to pCASL, the SNR of
PASL is lower, due to the fact that the labeling slab in PASL depends
on the transmit RF coil coverage, so the bolus generated is generally
of lower temporal duration, and suffer from more T1 decay due to the
istantaneous labeling (Alsop et al., 2015).

One of the main drawback of ASL is that its SNR is low compared
to BOLD (Donahue et al., 2016).
ASL benefits from high-field acquisition due to the lengthening of T1
values (see Tables 1 and 2 for comparison between 3 T and 7 T), which
gives more time for post-labeling and readout because the spins keep
their tagging for longer (Gardener et al., 2009). However, the increase
in spatial inhomogeneity of B0 and B1 and the smaller coverage of RF
transmit coils available at B0 > 7 T, practically make the implementa-
tion of ASL at high field and high spatial resolution challenging and
not readily suitable for submillimeter-resolution studies.

3.3.2 CBV Mapping with VASO

Mapping functional changes in CBV is, similarly as for CBF, inter-
esting because it is a single variable (unlike BOLD) and because it
is more specific to the location of metabolic changes, given that arte-
rioles and capillaries actively dilate if the oxygen demand increases.
Additionally, CBV is not always coupled to CBF and, therefore, an
independent measure of it can help investigating the mechanism of
flow-volume coupling (Goense et al., 2012).

The most widespread method for measuring CBV non-invasively
with MR techniques is VASO. Other methods include monocrystalline
iron oxide nanoparticle (MION), PET-based CBV measurements and
gadolinium-CBV, which have been also used for VASO validation
(Donahue et al., 2016).

VASO is based on T1 differences between blood and tissue. ThePrinciples of VASO

blood water magnetization is manipulated, so that its longitudinal
component is zero at the time of image acquisition, and the signal
comes from the tissue only. Changes in signal within a voxel are,
thus, directly related to blood volume changes.
The nulling of blood water magnetization is achieved by application
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Figure 17: (a) Pulse sequence diagram for VASO. (b) Corresponding blood
and tissue magnetization evolution. Picture taken from (Lu et al.,
2013).

of a non-selective adiabatic inversion pulse and exploiting the differ-
ence in T1 between blood and tissue (T1,tissue < T1,blood), which allows
some residual tissue magnetization (approximately 10-20% of M0) at
the time TI, when the blood magnetization is zero and the image is
acquired (Fig. 17).
The main problems related to VASO are due to inflow of fresh blood
water and perfusion effects, both of which are minimized at long TRs
(above 5000 ms) and, thus, come at the cost of temporal resolution.
For this reason, several strategies have been implemented in order to
minimize those artefacts (Donahue et al., 2016).

At high fields (B0 > 7 T), benefits to the standard VASO technique
are limited. On one hand, tissue and blood water T1s start to con-
verge, leaving only little magnetization available at the time of im-
age acquisition and further reducing the SNR. On the other hand,
BOLD-contamination effects are also stronger at high fields. In or-
der to overcome those issues, slightly different implementations have
been developed for high-field applications (Hua et al., 2013; Huber
et al., 2014a). The slice-saturation slab-inversion VASO (SS-SI-VASO)
(Huber et al., 2014a) is used in this work and its details of are, thus,
discussed in the Methods.





4
T H E C O RT I C A L L AY E R S

The human neocortex can be though of as a convoluted sheet covering
white matter. Its thickness can vary from approximately 1 to 5 mm
depending on the brain region and local cortical curvature. Gray
matter can be generally divided into six layers that run parallel to the
surface; the definition of layers is based on the cell body arrangement
(cytoarchitecture). Just like the thickness, the relative extent of each
layer is area-specific. The motor cortex, for example, has only five
layers because layer IV is lost during postnatal development.

Layers are segregated based on their function, such as input and
output, and represent, thus, mesoscopic functional units.
The study of layer function has recently gained interest because it
can provide information on cortical circuitry, on feedforward/feed-
back activities (Muckli et al., 2015; Olman et al., 2012) and on spatio-
temporal features of functional responses, such as neurovascular cou-
pling in positive and negative BOLD (Goense et al., 2012).

Functional imaging of layers is far from being a routinely-performed,
standardized acquisition. Challenges arise from the high spatial reso-
lution required (typically layers are below 1 mm thick), the physiolog-
ical limits of BOLD (which is weighted towards the draining vascu-
lature) at those resolution, the inadequacy of standard fMRI analysis
tools, which were originally developed for voxel volumes on the or-
der of 3× 3× 3 mm3. Therefore, imaging of layers requires improved
acquisition and analysis strategies.

This chapter reviews the anatomical and functional characteristics
of cortical layers with a focus on primary motor cortex (M1) (area 4)
and primary somatosensory cortex (S1) (areas 3, 1, 2).
Section 4.1 reviews cellular and vascular composition of layers; Sec-
tion 4.2 relates the anatomical properties of layers to the observed
functional responses.
Throughout the chapter, the term layer indicates a cytoarchitectoni-
cally defined layer, while vascular layer indicates a layer defined by the
vascular density and lamina indicates an artificial depth-dependent
surface that do not necessarily correspond to an anatomical layer.

4.1 histology and vasculature

4.1.1 Architectonics

Neocortical layers are numbered from I (superficial) to VI (deep) based
on their cell composition and density. Layers can be also referred to
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as: molecular layer (layer I), external granular layer (layer II), external
pyramidal layer (layer III), internal granular layer (layer IV), internal
pyramidal layer (layer V) and multiform, or fusiform, layer (layer VI).
Granular cells, abundant in granular layers, are a type of neuron with
relatively small cell body and short axon. Pyramidal cells, which char-
acterize agranular layers, are a type of neuron with bigger cell body
and long axon.
Granular cortex is characterized by the presence of of layer IV (such
as the postcentral gyrus); agranular cortex is lacking it (such as the
precentral gyrus).

The curvature of the cortex influences the thickness of the corticalEquivolume
arrangement of the

cortical layers
layers differentially. The cortex appears squeezed at the sulci and
stretched at the gyri, and so the layers. Bok identified the principal
dendrites and defined the portions between them within a given layer
as segments. He found that the volume of a segment is constant with
respect to the curvature (Fig. 18), so that each segment located in the
same layer has the same volume, regardless of its location along the
cortical surface (Bok, 1929). This so-called equivolume arrangement
allows the cortex to compensate high levels of folding with increased
thickness and thus to maintain its full function.

Figure 18: Sketch of the arrangement of the six cytoarchitectonic cortical lay-
ers. The lines perpendicular to the plane of the layers indicate
principal dendrites and are delimiting one segment from the next.
The relative volume is constant for each segment. Picture from
(Bok, 1929).
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4.1.2 Vascular Composition of the Cortical Layers

One of the relevant features for fMRI is the organization of the brain
vasculature and its relationship to underlying cellular organization
(Fig. 19). An extensive study in stained human postmortem samples
was done in 1981 by Duvernoy et al. (Duvernoy et al., 1981). Brain
vessels can be divided into pial, i.e., located at the cortical surface and
parenchymal, i.e., running within the gray matter.

Figure 19: Intravascular india ink injection of a section of S1 (granular cor-
tex) with an indication of the corresponding cellular layers. The
vascular layer 3 presents the highest vascular density and in-
cludes part of cellular layers III, IV and V. I-VI: cellular layers,
1-4: vascular layers, CS: central sulcus, SC: subcortical white mat-
ter. Picture from (Duvernoy, 1999).

Pial vessels are the largest in size. Pial arteries, which supply
the brain with oxygenated blood, can have diameters of 40-280 µm
and pial veins, which drain away deoxygenated blood, of 130-380

µm. They are connected at right angles to cortical diving arteries and
emerging veins, respectively.

Parenchymal vessels can be divided into arteries, arterioles, cap-
illaries, venules and veins based on their size or oxygenation level
(more on this in section 4.1.3). Capillaries are absent at the cortical
surface and are more dense in the middle of the cortex. Opposite to
larger vessels, which have a clear preferential orientation, they can
branch in many more directions. Although the vast majority of fMRI
models to date assumes the capillary orientation to be random, it has
been shown by Lauwers et al. that they have a clear preferential orien-
tation, approximately orthogonal to the surface, with a large degree
(about 45◦) of scattering (Lauwers et al., 2008).
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Figure 20: Intracortical arteries (red, labeled with A) and veins (black, la-
beled with V). The numbering (1-6) refers to the vessel classifica-
tion based on their cortical reach, as detailed in the text. Picture
taken from (Duvernoy et al., 1981).

Following Duvernoy et al., parenchymal vessels can be classifiedVessel classification

into five groups based on their cortical reach (Fig. 20): groups 1 and
2 (reaching layers 2-3) include arteries with a diameter of 10-20 µm
and veins of 20-30 µm; group 3 (reaching layers 3-5) arteries of 15-30

µm and veins of 45 µm; group 5 (reaching layer 6) arteries of 30-40

µm and veins of 65 µm; group 5 (reaching white matter) arteries of
30-75 µm and veins of 80-125 µm.
Capillaries are present in all layers but their density can vary with
depth, especially in primary sensory cortices (Schmid et al., 2017).
Their average diameter measures 5 µm.
Arterioles and venules can be further classified based on their branch-
ing order, with increasing order as the branching increases. So, high-
order venules and arteries are closer to the capillaries than low-order
ones.

Penetrating arteries are smaller in diameter than veins, but more
numerous (Fig. 20), with a ratio of approximately 1.6:1 in visual cor-
tex (Weber et al., 2008). This implies that the scale of regulation of
blood irrigation and drainage are not analogous. Weber et al. found
an irrigation volume of 0.44 mm3 for large diving arteries and a drain-
ing volume of 0.70 mm3 for large intracortical veins.

Imaging methods sensitive to hemodynamic changes in arteries
have, thus, a different ultimate effective resolution with respect to
methods sensitive to changes in veins (see Chapter 3 of (Ulmer and
Jansen, 2010) and section 3.2 for further discussion).

Oxygenation, vascular composition and vessel size are relevant
quantities for fMRI (as detailed in section 3.2). In parenchyma, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 21: (a) Density of capillaries (red), non-capillaries (blue) and overall
parenchymal vessels (black) in V1. The green trace represents
the cytochrome oxidase (COX) activity in arbitrary units. Mod-
ified from (Weber et al., 2008; Uludag et al., 2015). (b) Depth-
dependent ICV density for rat and cat. Modified from (Park et al.,
2005).

fraction of total blood volume (measured in ml of blood/ml of tissue)
is 0.04-0.06 ml/ml, of which roughly 30% is arterial (precapillary)
blood and 70% is venous (postcapillary) blood (van Zijl et al., 1998).

The relative density of each compartment changes across depth. Vascular density
across layersAn enlightening study in macaque monkey primary and secondary

visual cortices was done by Weber et al. (Weber et al., 2008). They
reported that the microvascular density is strongly correlated with
steady-state metabolism, and is maximal in layer IVc-β, while, inter-
estingly, no strong correlation was found between the vascular den-
sity and the synaptic density (Weber et al., 2008) (Fig. 21a). Tsai et al.
reported the same weak correlation in an extended number of regions
of the mouse neocortex (Fig. 22) (Tsai et al., 2009).

The density of ICVs, i. e., the principal veins that are crossing gray
matter (GM), increases from deeper to upper layers. A study compar-
ing different species and brain regions found a similar shape of the
density of vessels across the cortex (Fig. 21b) (Park et al., 2005), and
simulations based on those findings reproduced accurately BOLD re-
sponses in humans (Markuerkiaga et al., 2016).

Although the macrovascular depth-dependent density is similar in Vascularization of
the primary motor
and somatosensory
cortices

all species and brain region, the microvascular density is not. There-
fore, results like the ones shown in Fig. 21a are only applicable to the
brain region considered (visual cortex in that case). The sensory and
motor cortices present a different vascular network organization. An
india ink injection of a section of the central sulcus can be observed
in Fig. 23. The gray matter can be easily distinguished from white
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Figure 22: (a)-(d) Depth-dependent number densities of all cells (red), neu-
rons (green) and non-neurons (blue) per unit volume of tissue
in the mouse neocortex. (e)-(h) The corresponding fractional vol-
ume occupied by all vasculature (red) and by microvasculature
(diameter < 6 µm; blue) as a function of cortical depth. AP:
anterior-posterior; ML: medial-lateral. Picture from (Tsai et al.,
2009).

matter due to the higher overall vascularization. M1 (the region ex-
tending upwards from the arrow in Fig. 23) has a homogeneous vas-
cular network, with no appreciable density variations across cortical
depth. S1 is not only thinner than M1 (approximately 2.5 mm ver-
sus 4.5 mm (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925)) but has also a more
marked depth-dependent variations in vascular density. From Figs.
19 and 23 it is clear that vascular layer 3 of S1 is characterized by
the highest microvascular density, which will have an impact on the
relative amplitude of the BOLD response.

4.1.3 Blood Oxygenation and Velocity

The blood-borne oxygen extracted at the capillary level is supplied
by the arteries and drained away by the veins. Arterial blood is, thus,
more oxygenated than venous blood (and for this reason also brighter
in color). The OEF in normal conditions is approximately 0.44, mean-
ing that the oxygen content of the blood is decreased by 44% during
its transit from the arteries to the veins (Ito et al., 2004). OEF is not a
fixed quantity, and it generally decreases during activation.

Typical blood oxygen saturation (SO2) levels are 95-100% for pial
arteries and are 55-65% for pial veins. SO2, though, changes substan-
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(a) (b)

Figure 23: Vascularization around the central sulcus. (a) Intravascular india
ink injection of a section of the central sulcus. The side marked
with 1 indicates the motor cortex (agranular cortex) and 2 the sen-
sory cortex (granular cortex). The section shows the difference in
thickness and vascularization between the two cortices: the sen-
sory cortex is thinner than the motor cortex and has a high den-
sity of the third vascular layer (see also Fig. 19). The motor cortex
has a more homogeneous vascular network. The sensory cortex
extends around the bottom of the sulcus into area 3a (arrow). Bar
length: 1.2 mm. Picture from (Duvernoy, 1999). (b) Indicative
referential location of the anatomical section shown in (a).

tially also within the arteriolar, capillary and venular compartments.
Sakadžić et al. reported a drop in SO2 in mice from ∼95% for low-
order arterioles to ∼73% for higher-order arterioles, and an increase
from ∼40% to ∼65% going from high- to low-order venules. In the
capillaries, SO2 drops from ∼65% to ∼35%.
The relatively large change in SO2 in the precapillary compartment
means that some oxygen is extracted at the level of the arterial com-
partment. The portion of extracted oxygen was estimated to be about
50% of the total oxygen extracted during one arteriovenous passage
(Sakadžić et al., 2014) and is somehow in contrast with an earlier view,
considering the capillary bed the most relevant location of oxygen ex-
traction. Another surprising finding is that the oxygenation level in
the postcapillary venules slightly increases going downstream, chal-
lenging the idea of a constant SO2 for the whole venular and venous
vasculature. The reason for this has been explained in terms of oxy-
gen diffusing in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and tissue from arteries
to ascending and pial veins (Blinder and Uludağ, 2016).
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compartment size ø so2 blood velocity

(µm) (%) (cm/s)

Arteries 30-280 95-100 0.54-2.11

Arterioles 10-120 75-95 0.41-1.09

Capillaries 5-8 30-80 0.07

Venules 15-180 40-60 0.09

Veins 20-590 55-65 0.20-0.44

Table 3: Size (diameter of the cross sectional area), oxygenation levels and
blood velocity in different vascular compartments. Size and oxy-
genation values from (Donahue et al., 2016; Piechnik et al., 2008;
Turner, 2002). Velocity values from (Kramer et al., 1974).

The change in SO2 at baseline as a function of vessel diameter can be
observed in Fig. 25 (full symbols).

A resume of some vascular and blood properties can be found in
Table 3.

4.2 functional characterization

In section 4.1.1, it was stated that layers can be classifies based on their
relative cell type abundancy. Nevertheless, the cell type itself does not
completely explain function. For example, pyramidal cells, which are
the main type of neuron in agranular layers, can be connecting to
the different regions: pyramidal cells in layer II project to ipsilateral
cortex, in layer III to contralateral cortex, in layer V to subcortical
structures and in layer VI to thalamus.

Therefore, in functional terms, cytoarchitectonic layers can be di-
vided into three units: the supragranular layer (including layers I
to III), where the origin and termination of intracortical connections
(inter- and intra-hemispheric) are located; the internal granular layer
(layer IV), which receives thalamocortical connections and is partic-
ularly pronounced in sensory cortices; and the infragranular layer
(layer V and VI), which connects the cortex to subcortical regions and
is mainly developed in motor areas.

The afferents to M1 and S1 can be the thalamus, the ipsilateral cor-M1 and S1 circuitry

tex and the contralateral cortex. The thalamic input ends up in layer
IV of S1 and in layers III and V of M1. The ipsilateral projections be-
tween M1 and S1 come from pyramidal cells in layers II and III and
terminate in layers II and III of the two cortices. The contralateral con-
nections proceed via corpus callosum and terminate to layers above
those where the thalamocortical connections are most dense in S1. In
M1 there are no callosal afferents. Efferent projections to basal gan-
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glia, brain stem and spinal cord come from layer V of M1; efferents
to the thalamus come from layer VI of M1.

4.2.1 Hemodynamic Changes

The functional segregation of layers and the fact that the vascular den- Laminar changes in
BOLD, CBV and
CBF

sity reflects metabolism (Fig. 21) make functional imaging of layers
possible. BOLD-based fMRI has the disadvantage of being weighted
towards the venous vasculature, particularly to the large veins lo-
cated at the pial surface, which have a large resting cerebral blood
volume (CBV0) and produce the largest BOLD signal changes. Pial
veins do not colocalize with the site of neuronal activation and are,
thus, said to be spatially unspecific. CBF- and CBV-weighted fMRI
are more specific to the parenchyma and can resolve layers function-
ally (Goense et al., 2016). The study in Fig. 24 shows that the activa-
tion of layer IV of the cat visual cortex (elicited by visual stimulation)
is visible in both CBV (Fig. 24b) and CBF (Fig. 24c) sensitive imaging,
but not in BOLD, for which most of the signal changes comes from
the cortical surface (Fig. 24a) (Jin and Kim, 2008a).

The magnitude of BOLD signal changes depends on baseline pa-
rameters and on functional variables. It can be written as Eq. 54 (for
the derivation of the equation see Chapter 6):

∆S

S0
=M

[
1− v

(r
f

)β]
. (54)

The term ∆S/S0 denotes BOLD signal changes (S0 being the base-
line signal and ∆S = Sact − S0, with Sact being the signal during
a task); the terms in square brackets are the variables that change
during functional activation (v denotes the change in blood volume,
f in blood flow, r in oxygen metabolism and β is a field-dependent
exponent); the parameter M reflects the baseline contribution of the Baseline

contributionsresponse and can be expressed as in Eq. 55:

M = kCBV0

[
dHb

]β
0
TE (55)

where k is a proportionality constant, CBV0 is the baseline blood
volume,

[
dHb

]
0

the baseline concentration of deoxy-haemoglobin
and TE the echo time. Therefore, the baseline values of CBV and dHb
concentration have an influence on the BOLD response. Those are
quantities that do not only depend on the vascular compartment but
also on the cortical depth and represent a systematic bias to the mag-
nitude of the cortical profile of evoked BOLD signal changes. A more
detailed discussion on the baseline effects can be found in Chapters
6 and 8.

Apart from baseline contributions, there are depth-dependent fea-
tures induced by functional activation. Upon strong stimuli, such as
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Figure 24: (a) BOLD changes, (b) CBV changes and (c) CBF changes in the
cat visual cortex upon visual stimulation as a function of cortical
depth and stimulus duration. (d-e) depth-dependent BOLD, CBV
and CBF changes grouped by time periods of the stimulus. CBV
and CBF signal changes peak in correspondence of layer IV (in-
dicated by the yellow band), while BOLD signal changes peak at
the pial surface. Picture from (Jin and Kim, 2008a).

hypercapnia, the oxygenation in the postcapillary vasculature changes
from (64 ± 6)% to (72 ± 6)% and results in ∆T∗2 = 4ms (for intravascu-
lar BOLD in humans) (Ivanov et al., 2013). A comprehensive study of
oxygen saturation changes during hypercapnia in mice showed that
there are relevant increases not only in the postcapillary vessels, but
also on the arteriolar side, whose magnitude depends on the vessel
diameter and branching order (Fig. 25). Nevertheless, the arteriolar
oxygen saturation changes are much smaller than the venular ones
(about one third), meaning that imaging techniques based on pure
oxygenation changes will be biased towards the postcapillary com-
partment.

Values of T∗2 and ∆T∗2 across layers are of interest for BOLD imag-T∗2 and T∗2 changes

ing.
In a study of the human visual cortex by Koopmans et al., marked
T∗2 variations across layers were reported. Those differences reflect
the different degrees of myelination and vascularization of the cortex
(Koopmans et al., 2011). Changes in T∗2 during activation (within lay-
ers) were also found to be depth-specific and mostly confined to the
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Figure 25: Intravascular oxygen saturation (SO2) in mouse cerebral cortex
as a function of the arteriolar and venular diameter during hyper-
capnia and normocapnia. The full symbols represent the values
during normocapnia and the empty symbols the values during
hypercapnia. Modified from (Sakadžić et al., 2014).

parenchyma rather than upper layers.
A study by Yen et al. using bilateral electrical stimulation of wrists
in awake marmosets, confirmed that changes in T∗2 are specific to the
parenchyma and that the earliest onset time is found in layers III-IV.
Both studies reported that upper layers are dominated by S0 changes,
but those are likely to be apparent changes due to the fact that the
model fit does not hold true anymore due to the lengthening of blood
T∗2 during activation.
However, from the abovementioned studies, it is clear that the lami-
nar contrast depends on the TE used, given that each layer is charac-
terized by a different T∗2 value and, therefore, distinguishing activity
from different layers does not depend solely on the task and brain
region considered, but also on the sequence parameters.

Finally, the combination of spatial and temporal features of the Spatial localization
of the stimulus onsetresponse is relevant for the study of brain physiology. In studies

comparing fMRI with 2-photon microscopy in the rat S1 upon elec-
trical stimulation, it was observed that the onset and time to peak
of the dilation onset decreases with increasing cortical depth (Tian
et al., 2010). The dilation was reported to initiate below layer IV (that
is the layer where the largest metabolic change is expected), i. e., in
the infragranular layers V and VI (Uhlirova et al., 2016), and then
propagate upward, with the largest delay in the capillaries of layer I.

The onset of the BOLD response does not necessarily initiate in
deep layers together with the dilation. Yu et al. used line-scanning
fMRI to show that layer IV of S1 is the first to produce a BOLD re-
sponse upon direct forepaw stimulation in rats (Yu et al., 2014), con-
sistent with the fact that layer IV is the input layer in the primary
somatosensory cortex.
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S S - S I - VA S O

CBV dynamics has been shown to provide better spatial localization
of neural activity than BOLD signal changes. CBV changes can be
obtained non-invasively with the VASO sequence (as described in
Section 3.3.2).
At B0 = 7 T, there are several challenges that hamper VASO im-
plementation. First of all, T1,blood and T1,tissue are similar (see Table
2), which results in a small contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for VASO;
moreover, BOLD effects are stronger with increasing field strength,
and increasingly contaminate the VASO signal. Finally, inflow of
non-inverted blood water spins is more likely to happen, because
the inversion volume is smaller (typically only head coils are used at
7 T) and the time of blood nulling becomes longer, as compared to 3

T.
For those reasons, Jin and Kim state that a steady state for blood
water spins is not achievable at 7 T and propose a slab-selective inver-
sion (SI-VASO) approach (Jin and Kim, 2008b).
The slice-saturation slab-inversion VASO (SS-SI-VASO) technique ma-
nipulates tissue magnetization differently from blood magnetization,
which is not considered to be in steady state. The contrast is, as in
the original VASO technique, given by T1 differences between blood
and tissue.

This Chapter reviews the principles of SS-SI-VASO (Section 5.1)
and presents two extensions to this technique: a simultaneous multi-
slice implementation (Section 5.2), which increases spatial coverage,
and a 3D implementation (Section 5.3), which provides SNR bene-
fits in submillimeter resolution applications. Although the focus is
on VASO considerations, the theoretical underpinnings are equally
valid for BOLD imaging. BOLD contrast is, anyways, included in
all SS-SI-VASO sequence variants and, therefore, simultaneous multi-
slice (SMS) and 3D BOLD EPI could be considered as special cases of
the SMS and 3D SS-SI-VASO implementations, respectively.

5.1 principles of ss-si-vaso

With respect to the standard VASO, the contrast in SS-SI-VASO is op-
timized by mutually adjusting the inversion time, the inversion slab
and the inversion efficiency, and also by applying a 90

◦ RF pulse in
the imaging slice (Fig. 26) before slab-selective inversion.
The mutual time adjustments provides complete blood nulling in the
microvasculature at the time of imaging, and the 90

◦ RF pulses in-
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Figure 26: Indicative position of the inversion slab (red) and the imaging
slice (purple) in SS-SI-VASO. Picture from (Huber et al., 2014b).

crease the available longitudinal magnetization of tissue at the time
of image acquisition, consequently improving the mutual contrast.
The 90

◦ RF pulses are also used for acquiring additional volumes
with pure BOLD contrast. Apart from providing a BOLD timecourse
themselves, those volumes are used for removing BOLD contamina-
tion from the VASO contrast.

Figure 27: Sequence scheme for SS-SI-VASO. Red: once inverted blood; blue:
gray matter; green: cerebrospinal fluid. Picture from (Huber et al.,
2014b).

The above mentioned optimizations require some conditions to be
fulfilled.

The first condition is that, at time TI1 (Fig. 27) all the blood presentOnce-inverted blood
condition in the microvasculature of the imaging slice was inverted, and it was

inverted only once. TI1 corresponds to the blood nulling time, and is
given by TI1 = ln 2 · T

1,blood, in the assumption of a full inversion of
the magnetization. At 7 T, T

1,blood ≈ 2100 ms and, thus, TI1 ≈ 1450
ms. The arterial arrival time (AAT) of blood from the arteries at the
upper neck to the microvasculature in the occipital lobe is ≈ 1500-
2000 ms. Therefore AAT > TI1, which means that there is no inflow
of ’fresh’ blood in the imaging slice at TI1. In cases where AAT < TI1,
the technique is still applicable by making TI1 shorter, reducing the
inversion efficiency of the adiabatic preparation pulse. This is done
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by adding a phase skip, which is proportional to the reduction in
the transversal component of the magnetization, and in turn to the
inversion efficiency (Huber et al., 2014b).
TI2 is the time of pure BOLD contrast acquisition. In order to en- Refilling conditions

sure that the microvasculature has been completely refilled before
the EPI readout at TI1, the time between the previous TI2 and TI1
(termed ’period I’ in Fig. 27) should be longer than the microvascu-
lature transit time. The microvasculature transit time has been esti-
mated to be ≈ 1.16 s (Jespersen and Østergaard, 2012) and, hence,
period I should be longer than that.
An additional refilling condition refers to ’period III’ (Fig. 27); in or-
der not to have any contamination from blood that has been inverted
more than once, all of it should have left the imaging slice at the time
of VASO acquisition (Jin and Kim, 2008b).

If all the conditions are fulfilled and an interleaved BOLD/VASO BOLD correction

timecourse is acquired, the correction for T∗2 effects can be performed.
The GRE signal for voxels containing gray matter and blood during
the blood nulled condition (nc), can be written as:

SGM,nc ∼Mz,GM,nc · e−TE/T
∗
2,GM (56)

where Mz,GM,nc is the z magnetization of GM and is the variable
of interest, since it changes accordingly to CBV changes. T∗2,GM is
the T∗2 of gray matter. On the other hand, the signal for the blood
condition, where blood magnetization is not nulled (nn) is described
by the signal in the parenchyma (blood+GM):

Spar,nn ∼Mz,par,nn · e−TE/T
∗
2,par (57)

where Mz,par,nn is supposed not to change upon activation, due to
the fact that blood and tissue have similar relative z-magnetizations
at the time of BOLD contrast acquisition and, thus, redistribution
of extravascular and intravascular comparment does not affect the
overall longitudinal magnetization.
A CBV dependent quantities is, thus, obtained by dividing Eq. 56 by
Eq. 57:

SGM,nc

Spar,nn
=
Mz,GM,nc · e−TE/T

∗
2,GM

Mz,par,nn · e−TE/T
∗
2,par

≈ Mz,GM,nc

const
∝ 1−CBV. (58)

An additional assumption made in Eq. 58 was that the T∗2 of parenchyma
(extravascular+intravascular) equals the T∗2 of gray matter (extravas-
cular only), and that T∗2 does not change in the time between BOLD
and VASO acquisitions.

Finally, it should be noted that VASO signal decreases are pro-
portional to CBV increases (Eq. 58) and, therefore, negative signal
changes are associate to an increase in blood volume fraction in the
voxel.
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5.2 sms ss-si-vaso

5.2.1 Principles of SMS Readout

Simultaneous excitation of multiple slices (SMS), or multiband imag-
ing, has already been proposed in 1980 (Maudsley, 1980). Initially,
due to the fact that single-channel receive coils were used, phase mod-
ulation of RF pulses was employed for disentangling the signal com-
ing from different slices (Hadamard encoding). This required Nslice
different phase patterns in order to disentangle the same number of
different slices (Souza et al., 1988; Müller, 1988), which would im-
prove the SNR but not the acquisition time. Larkman et al. proposed
to combine multiband excitation with parallel imaging (pMRI) to dis-
entangle the signal from different slices, which speeds up acquisition
(Larkman et al., 2001).
Given its sensitivity and speed, the combination of SMS and pMRI to
EPI represents an improvement to the standard multislice acquisition
scheme (Moeller et al., 2010).

Multiband RF pulses deliver an increased SAR with respect to stan-Multiband RF
pulses dard pulses. Parseval’s theorem states that the power in image space

scales like the power in k-space; therefore, for N simultaneously ex-
cited non overlapping slices, there is a proportional increase in power
deposition (Barth et al., 2015). The power can, however, be reduced,
and the following strategies have been proposed: VERSE (reduction
of the amplitude of Gz at the peak RF power) (Conolly et al., 1988);
optimized set of excitation phases by optimizing the modulation func-
tion (which is defined by B1(t) = A(t) · B(t), where A(t) is the
sinc function and B(t) =

∑
j e
i(γGxjt+φj) is the modulation func-

tion) (Wong, 2012); PINS (small Gz blips interleaved to rectangular
RF pulses, which can be seen as a convolution of the slice profile
with a comb function) (Koopmans et al., 2013); and multi-PINS (addi-
tion of a PINS pulse with a standard multiband pulse) (Eichner et al.,
2014).

The spatial encoding in multiband imaging can be achieved in threeSMS sampling

ways:

1. RF phase encoding: in this case, cycling patterns of RF phase
are applied in order to shift the object within the FOV .

2. Gradient phase encoding: the z dimension, in this case, be-
comes a second phase encoding direction. Therefore, a FOVz
can be defined, such that ∆kz = 1/FOVz = 1/(Nslice · gap),
where gap is the distance between slices.

3. Coil encoding (pMRI): the sensitivity profiles is used for disen-
tangling signal from different slices.

More often, a combination of gradient and coil encoding is employed,
with the aid of CAIPIRINHA (described below).
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pMRI requires multiple receive coils, and exploits their sensitivity Reconstruction
methods: SENSE
and GRAPPA

profiles in order to reconstruct the signal. It can be employed in
standard multislice imaging as well as in SMS.

SENSE is an image-based method, in which a coil sensitivity matrix
C is inverted in order to find the object ρ given the acquired data S:
ρ = C−1 ·S. In general, C is not a square matrix and the inverse prob-
lem has an associated noise amplification, usually termed geometry
factor, or simply g-factor. The g-factor depends on the matrix condi-
tioning and in turn on the coil array geometry. For parallel imaging,
the SNR penalty is given by:

SNRpMRI =
SNRfull

g ·
√
R

(59)

where g is the g-factor and R the acceleration factor. Closely spaced
coils, or closely spaced slices (small gaps), produce similar sensitivity
profiles, making the g-factor higher.
A solution to this problem is offered by CAIPIRINHA shifts (Breuer
et al., 2005). CAIPIRINHA manipulates the phase of the RF pulse in
order to achieve controlled FOV shifts of adjacent slices. This results
in a much lower degree of signal overlapping and a consequent g-
factor penalty reduction (Fig. 28).

Figure 28: (a) Standard SENSE reconstruction and (b) CAIPIRINHA shifts
added prior to SENSE reconstruction. CAIPIRINHA adds a
FOV/2 shift for the most superior slices and reduces the noise
coming from the inversion problem (g-factor). A g-factor of 1 is
desired for no noise amplification (Eq. 59). Picture from (Barth
et al., 2015).

GRAPPA is a k-space based pMRI reconstruction method. Missing
k-space lines are synthesized before Fourier transform by a sliding-
window method. To this end, an autocalibration signal (ACS), i. e.,
a fully sampled, low-resolution k-space, is acquired, which is used
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to derive the GRAPPA weights. An improvement to the standard
GRAPPA is represented by the slice GRAPPA, which uses slice-specific
GRAPPA weigths.
An issue with GRAPPA is that the ACS lines are generally acquired
in a segmented, multi-shot fashion in order to match echo-spacing
and distortion of the fMRI timeseries. Therefore, the reference lines
are acquired over some seconds, which introduces noise due to sub-
ject breathing. This noise is minimized if all segments of a given slice
are acquired consecutively before shifting to the following slice, and
the temporal stability is increased. This method is known as FLEET
(Polimeni et al., 2016).

5.2.2 Implementation in the VASO sequence

The acquisition of multiple, consecutive slices, makes them to have
different TI1s. Therefore, the coverage of SS-SI-VASO is limited, es-
pecially when the resolution requires long echo trains.
The upper limit for readout is usually chosen in order to have varia-
tion in imaging time, ∆TI, not exceeding variations in blood nulling
time, ∆T1 · ln 2. Variations in T1 are due to fluctuations in oxygena-
tion and haematocrit and are on the order of 200ms. This restricts the
acquisition window to less than 140 ms (Huber et al., 2015b), which
corresponds to few slices, depending on the acquisition scheme (Hu-
ber et al., 2014b).

Figure 29: Acquisition scheme for SMS SS-SI-VASO. The inversion is
achieved with a TR-FOCI adiabatic inversion pulse with reduced
inversion efficiency; the multiband excitation pulse (red) for an
SMS factor of 4 is shown. The VASO volumes are acquired in the
time interval ∆TI1, around the blood nulling time, TI1 = 1100

ms. CAIPIRINHA (or CAIPI) blips (blue) are added for aliasing
controlling, and here the CAIPIRINHA factor is 3. Pure BOLD
signal is acquired at TI2 = 2600 ms. Picture from (Huber et al.,
2015b).

In light of this, an SMS acquisition can dramatically improve the
coverage of the technique, and has been shown to extend the number
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of slices that can be acquired to up to 20 (Huber et al., 2015b). SMS
techniques achieve the acquisition of multiple slice simultaneously
via a multiband excitation, and the coil sensitivities are then used to
disentangle the signals from different slices.

Fig. 29 shows the acquisition scheme for SMS SS-SI-VASO for one
repetition. The inversion is achieved with a TR-FOCI adiabatic in-
version pulse (Hurley et al., 2010) with the addition of a phase skip
in order to modulate the inversion efficiency and, in turn, the blood
nulling time. At TI1 and TI2, VASO and BOLD volumes, respectively,
are acquired: the multiband pulse is applied and the signal is readout.
The summation of multiband sinc pulses is done using optimized
phase schedules for minimizing peak RF power (Wong, 2012). In
order to disentangle the signal coming from different slices, CAIPIR-
INHA shifts are applied (depicted in blue in Fig. 29). CAIPIRINHA
is controlling the aliasing of each slice separately and hence aids im-
age reconstruction (Breuer et al., 2005). ∆TI in Fig. 29 is the deviation
from the predicted blood nulling time.

5.3 3d ss-si-vaso

5.3.1 Principles of 3D Readout

The concept of a second phase encoding direction (corresponding to
kz) was already brought about in the previous section regarding SMS
acquisition. Similarly, 3D acquisitions can benefit from an accelera-
tion in the slice direction, which effectively reduces TA. For example,
for an acceleration factor of 2 in plane, the time saving for BOLD
sequences is about 10-15% only, due to the TE restrictions for main-
taining a certain functional contrast (Poser et al., 2010). For the same
acceleration in the slice direction, however, the time saving is 50%.

For 3D protocols, a thick slab (corresponding to the acquisition vol-
ume) is always excited, and k-space is sampled in 3 dimensions, plane
by plane. To this purpose, frequency and phase encoding are analo-
gous to the 2D case, and shot-to-shot increments of z gradients are
applied (as in standard spin-warp imaging) to span the third dimen-
sion. A 3D Fourier transform is then performed to map the points in
image space.
This method is different from echo-volumar imaging (EVI). In EVI,
three-dimensional information is acquired during a single FID through
gradient blips in two directions (y and z). Gradient hardware limita-
tions, however, lead to long echo trains and sensitivity to susceptibil-
ity artefacts, which make this technique impractical.

One of the obvious advantages for the application of 3D readout
is, thus, the possibility of using full acceleration capabilities (includ-
ing CAIPIRINHA) in two dimensions, with a linearly dependent net
decrease in acquisition time, similar as for the 2D SMS case. Addi-
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tionally, the thickness of the excited slab gives an intrinsic SNR in-
crease that scales with the square root of the number of slices: SNR
∝
√
Nslices. An advantage of 3D acquisitions over SMS is that, due

to the excitation of a slab, high resolution in the slice direction is
achievable without artefacts coming from imperfect slice excitation
profiles.

On the other hand, the relatively long acquisition window (in the
order of 100 ms), gives more time to physiologial artefacts (due to
respiration, motion and heart beat) to build up. This results in image
corruption if the physiological noise is the dominant part of the noise
in the voxel, and this is generally true for voxels volumes of 1.3 µl
and above.

It is, thus, challenging to infer from purely theoretical considera-
tions whether 2D SMS or 3D readout is best suited for fMRI applica-
tions, as the choice is likely to be dependent on the desired spatial
and temporal resolution, coverage and task.

Figure 30: Acquisition scheme comparison between (a) SMS and (b) 3D SS-
SI-VASO and (c) corresponding longitudinal magnetization evo-
lution. In both cases, an adiabatic inversion pulse with phase skip
is applied. VASO readout is at TI1 = 1100 ms and BOLD readout
is at TI2 = 2600 ms. The repetition time is 3000 ms. (d) Readout
block for one slice in SMS SS-SI-VASO, as described in Fig. 29.
(e) Readout block for one segment in 3D SS-SI-VASO. A sharp
slab-selective excitation with a bandwidth time product = 25 is
applied. Adapted from (Huber et al., 2016b)
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5.3.2 Implementation in the VASO sequence

CBV quantification can benefit from a 3D acquisition, since the effec-
tive TI1 is constant across the whole volume.
However, due to the inversion pulse and the long TR required in
VASO, the 3D-EPI segments are acquired in a non steady-state condi-
tion (Huber et al., 2016b). This can cause T1 blurring along the slice
direction. To minimize this artifact, variable flip angles along z can
be used to ensure a similar gray matter magnetization for every shot
(Gai et al., 2011). Assuming T1,GM = 1800 ms, T1 relaxation between
pulses can be estimated, and flip angles can be adjusted in order
to have gradually increasing values, reaching up to a 90◦ excitation
pulse at the end of the readout.

A comparison between SMS and 3D SS-SI-VASO acquisition schemes
is shown in Fig. 30. An adiabatic inversion pulse is applied in both
cases, and both sequences have the same TI1 and TI2. The readout
follows a different selective excitation (slice and slab for SMS and
3D, respectively), as depicted in Figs. 30d-e. CAIPIRINHA shifts are
used in both sequences, and therefore CAIPI blips are applied (Figs.
30d-e).

Figure 31: Top: temporal SNR comparison for SMS and 3D SS-SI-VASO
across voxel volumes. It can be seen that for voxel volumes larger
than 1.3 µl, the SMS version provides higher tSNR. This is due
to the increasing physiological noise contribution in the voxel, as
its volume increases. Bottom: SNR comparison for SMS and 3D
SS-SI-VASO across voxel volumes. In this case, the 3D readout
outperforms 2D SMS for all resolutions investigated. Adapted
from (Huber et al., 2016b)

A comparison between SMS and 3D readout for different resolu-
tions has been reported by (Huber et al., 2016b) and the results are
shown in Fig. 31. SMS and 3D SS-SI-VASO acquisitions were per-
formed at 3× 3× 3 mm3, 1.5× 1.5× 1.5 mm3 and 0.75× 0.75× 1.5
mm3 voxel sizes. The FOV , slice positioning and acceleration were
optimized for each resolution, but kept the same for SMS and 3D.
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The data are averaged across 7 participants for 240 VASO time steps.
It can be observed that the temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) is
higher for SMS EPI for voxel volumes above 1.3 µl, i. e., in the phys-
iological noise dominated regime. Below 1.3 µl, however, 3D EPI
outperforms SMS, indicating that it is a preferable technique in case
of voxel sizes dominated by thermal noise. A feature of both tSNR
curves is that they reach a plateau for increasing voxel volumes. This
plateau is a result of physiological noise effects, as it cannot be seen
in the SNR curve (Fig. 31), which is not showing a saturation of
lower resolutions. From the SNR curve it can be seen that 3D EPI
is dominating for all voxel volumes considered, again indicating the
detrimental effects to that readout due to physiological artefacts.

Figure 32: Motion artefacts in SMS VASO and 3D VASO. a) The pitch motion
timecourse during the Valsalva maneuver task. The horizontal
bars indicate the periods of breatholding. The sawtooth pattern
between them reflects the fact that the breathing was paced and
locked to the TR. b) Effect of motion correction (MOCO) in seg-
mented 3D EPI. The task-related activation can be disentangled
from motion artefacts using retrospective motion correction. c)
Effect of MOCO in 2D SMS EPI. Signal inhomogeneities along
z result in discontinuous slice intensities. Motion correction in-
terpolates the intensities and introduces strong artefacts. Picture
from (Huber et al., 2016b)

Another point worth comparing between SMS and 3D is their sus-
ceptibility to motion artefacts. Huber et al. used a breathing task
(Valsalva maneuver) in order to assess the effect of head motion. Fig.
32a shows a trace from the motion estimation routine of SPM. The
pitch motion peaks corresponds to the intervals where the breathing
task was performed, and they would corrupt the data if no retro-
spective motion correction is performed. The different inversion time
across slices in SMS, resulting in different signal inhomogeneities,
introduces artefacts in the reslicing procedure due to interpolation
in the regions of intensity discontinuity (Fig. 32c) and hampers CBV
quantification. For 3D EPI, the inversion time is the same for all slices
and retrospective motion correction does not result in interpolation
artefacts (Fig. 32b).
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In conclusion, 3D SS-SI-VASO offers increased tSNR at submillime-
ter resolutions and less penalty due to motion artefacts with respect
to its SMS counterpart and, hence, is preferable for layer dependent
studies.





6
C A L I B R AT E D F M R I

As described in Section 3.2, BOLD signal changes are an indirect mea-
sure of neuronal activity, and depend on relative changes in CBF, CBV
and CMRO2.
So, the BOLD response could be seen as the interaction of a vascu-
lar (CBF and CBV) and a neuronal (CMRO2) component. Calibrated
fMRI attempts to isolate the neuronal component by eliminating the
vascular one, which usually require a CBF-sensitive scan and a breath-
ing manipulation.
Calibrated fMRI has been validated at standard field strength and
resolution, but faces challenges in high-field applications, due to the
limited viability of CBF-sensitive techniques.

This Chapter reviews the mathematical formulation of the Davis
model for calibration (Section 6.1.1) and explains the modifications
that were done in this work in order to extend its applicability (Sec-
tion 6.1.2).

6.1 the davis model for calibration

6.1.1 The Original Formulation

Changes in dHb produce changes in extravascular R∗2, which in turn
give rise to GRE-BOLD signal changes.

Yablonskiy and Haacke derived the following analytical expression
for R ′2:

R ′2 = ζ · γ ·
4

3
· π ·∆χ · (1− Y) ·B0 (60)

where ζ is the relative volume fraction of blood, γ is the gyromagnetic
ratio, ∆χ is the susceptibility difference between deoxygenated and
oxygenated blood, and Y is the fraction of oxygenated blood (Yablon-
skiy and Haacke, 1994).
Changes in R∗2 give rise to BOLD signal changes. They can be ex-
pressed in a more compact form, where the dependency on venous
CBV (CBVv) and dHb is explicit (Blockley et al., 2013):

∆R∗2 = κ ·CBVv · [dHb]β − κ ·CBVv,0 · [dHb]β0 (61)

where κ is a constant that depends on vessel geometry, field strength,
and ∆χ. The subscript ’0’ refers to the quantity at baseline and the
exponent β depends on the diameter of the blood vessels (Blockley
et al., 2013). It was estimated that β = 1 for larger vessels and β =

69
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2 for capillaries (Ogawa et al., 1993). The baseline value of [dHb]
depends on the baseline value of OEF and the haematocrit:

[dHb]0 ∝ OEF0 ·Hct. (62)

The haematocrit represents the volume fraction of red blood cells in
blood. It is usually ∼ 40% in women and ∼ 45% in men.
Signal changes in GRE-BOLD can be expressed as:

∆S

S0
= e−TE·∆R

∗
2 − 1 ≈ −TE ·∆R∗2 (63)

where it was assumed TE ·∆R∗2 � 1. Substituting Eq. 61 into Eq. 63:

∆S

S0
= TE · κ ·CBVv,0 · [dHb]β0 ·

[
1−

CBVv
CBVv,0

(
[dHb]
[dHb]0

)β]
. (64)

The calibration parameter (M) is introduced:

M := TE · κ ·CBVv,0 · [dHb]β0 (65)

which is equal to the maximum BOLD signal change (ceiling effect),
corresponding to a complete dHb washout from the vasculature, i. e.,
[dHb] = 0 in Eq. 64.
Other assumptions are included in the model in order to relate Eq.
64 to quantities measurable with MRI techniques. The assumptions
include:

• CBF and CBV are coupled via a power law relationship, i. e.,

CBVv = a ·CBFα or
CBVv

CBVv,0
=

(
CBF

CBF0

)α
(66)

where α is the Grubb exponent and is classically taken to be
α = 0.38 (Grubb et al., 1974).

• CMRO2 follows Fick’s principle, which states:

CMRO2 = CBF · 4[Hb]t · (Ya − Yv) (67)

where the factor 4[Hb]t refers to the fact that each haemoglobin
molecule can bind four oxygen molecules and (Ya − Yv) is the
difference between arterial and venous oxygen saturation val-
ues. It is related to the oxygen extraction fraction via:

OEF =
Ya − Yv
Ya

≈ Ya − Yv ≈ 0.4 (68)

since Ya ≈ 1 and Yv ≈ 0.6.
Defining Cα := 4[Hb]t and substituting in Eq. 67 together with
Eq. 68, Fick’s principle reads:

CMRO2 = Cα ·CBF ·OEF (69)
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• The arterial compartment is fully oxygenated and, hence, dHb
is only present in the venous vasculature. This allows to express
the OEF as the ratio of [dHb]:

[dHb]
[dHb]0

=
OEF

OEF0
(70)

Combining Eqs. 70 and 69, the ratio of [dHb] can be rewritten as:

[dHb]
[dHb]0

=
CBF0
CBF

· CMRO2
CMRO2,0

. (71)

Substituting Eqs. 71, 66 and 65 into Eq. 64, the original formulation
of the Davis model is obtained (Davis et al., 1998; Hoge et al., 1999):

∆S

S0
=M ·

[
1−

(
CBF

CBF0

)α−β
·
(

CMRO2
CMRO2,0

)β]
(72)

which can be rewritten in a more compact notation upon substituting:
∆S/S0 = δS, CBF/CBF0 = f and CMRO2/CMRO2,0 = r:

δS =M ·
[
1− fα−β · rβ

]
. (73)

Eq. 73 isolates the component related to the oxygen metabolism
from the CBF component, measurable with ASL. How the model
is applied for calculation of CMRO2 changes is reviewed in Section
6.1.3.

6.1.2 The Modified Formulation

VASO-fMRI has the potential to isolate CBV changes at submillimeter
resolutions. In order to include it in the Davis model (Eq. 73), some
substitutions need to be done.
Inverting Grubb’s law (Eq. 66) to extract f as a function of vv =

CBVv/CBVv,0, i. e., f = v1/αv , and substituting in Eq. 73, a formula for
BOLD signal change depending on venous CBV changes is obtained:

δS =M ·
[
1− (vv)

α−β
α · rβ

]
. (74)

VASO is sensitive to total CBV changes (CBVt), but Davis model con-
siders exclusively venous CBV changes (CBVv). In order to split CBVt
from CBVv, it was assumed that the Grubb’s power law (Eq. 66) holds
true but with two different exponents. For total CBV, the classical
α = 0.38 is considered (Grubb et al., 1974):

vt = f
αt =

(
CBF

CBF0

)αt
with αt = 0.38, (75)
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while, for venous CBV, an exponent of α = 0.2 is taken from previous
work (Chen and Pike, 2009):

vv = f
αv =

(
CBF

CBF0

)αv
with αv = 0.2. (76)

α = 0.2 was observed to better reflect the flow-venous volume cou-
pling during visual and somatosensory stimulation than the original
Grubb exponent (Chen and Pike, 2009).
The quantities vt and vv refer to the values of CBVt and CBVv, re-
spectively, normalized to their baseline.
Due to mass conservation, f is equal in the venous and total compart-
ments. Therefore, Eqs. 75 and 76 can be combined to yield:

vv = v
αv
αt
t (77)

which expresses venous CBV (needed in the model) as a function of
total CBV (obtainable with VASO).
Eq. 77 can be plugged into Eq. 74 to yield:

δS =M ·
[
1− (vt)

αv−β
αt · rβ

]
(78)

where the dependency with total CBV changes is made explicit.

6.1.3 Extraction of CMRO2 Changes

Calibration involves the use of an iso-metabolic stimulus, i. e., a stim-
ulus that is not eliciting any change in CMRO2, in order to have a
signal that has no neuronal component and allows the extraction of
M from Eq. 73. In fact, for r = 1, Eqs. 73 and 78 take the forms,
respectively:

δShc =M ·
[
1− fα−βhc

]
⇒ M =

δShc[
1− fα−βhc

] (79)

and

δShc =M ·
[
1− (vt,hc)

αv−β
αt

]
⇒ M =

δShc[
1− (vt,hc)

αv−β
αt

] (80)

where the subscript hc indicates hypercapnia, which is often taken as
an iso-metabolic breathing challenge. The iso-metabolic assumption
has been challenged by several works, and more details are devoted
to this issue in Section 8.3.
M can then be used to extract r during a functional task (which will
be denoted by the subscript task) involving metabolic changes. This
is done by substituting Eq. 79 into 73:

δStask =M ·
[
1− fα−βtask · r

β
task

]
=

δShc[
1− fα−βhc

] · [1− fα−βtask · r
β
task

]
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(81)

and solving for rtask:

rtask =

 1

f
α−β
task

−
δStask
δShc

·

[
1− fα−βhc

]
f
α−β
task


−β

. (82)

And, similarly, for Eq. 78:

rtask =

 1

(vt,task)
αv−β
αt

−
δStask
δShc

·

[
1− (vt,hc)

αv−β
αt

]
(vt,task)

αv−β
αt


−β

. (83)

The exponent β is taken to be ≈ 1 at 7 T (Kida et al., 2000; Martindale
et al., 2008). VASO data can be used in the model, but baseline CBV
needs to be assumed. In this work, a value of 5.5% was taken for
the CBV0 fraction with respect to the brain tissue volume in cerebral
cortex (Lu and van Zijl, 2005).

6.1.4 The Effect of Using CBV Instead of CBF in the Davis Model

In the Davis model, the parameter having the largest impact on the
estimated CMRO2 changes is αv, the venous coupling constant. In
the standard application of calibrated BOLD experiments, CBF is
measured, and the relatively small Grubb coupling constant down-
scales the relatively large changes in measured CBF to relatively low
changes of estimated CBV. However, if only CBV is measured for cal-
ibration of the BOLD effect, as in the present study, the small Grubb
coupling constant up-scales the relatively small changes of measured
CBV to large changes of estimated CBF. Consequently, estimated
CMRO2 changes are more affected by deviations in volume changes
than deviations in flow changes. Hence, even small errors in mea-
sured CBV changes can have large effects on CMRO2 estimates (see
Fig. 33).

While this seems less than ideal, it should be noted that ASL pro-
vides good results for calibrated BOLD studies at conventional reso-
lution (Hare et al., 2015), but its use is limited at high resolution (e.g.,
better than 2 mm isotropic) due to its relatively low CNR compared
to BOLD, and at high field due to tagging limitations (Driver et al.,
2012; Krieger et al., 2014a,b). VASO, on the other hand, has proven
to provide a satisfactory SNR even at high fields and resolutions (Hu-
ber et al., 2015b, 2014a, 2015c), which opens the possibility of solving
the Davis equation with CBV. The fact that the calculated CMRO2

is more affected by errors in CBV is, therefore, compensated by the
gain in SNR achieved by optimized VASO techniques with respect to
current ASL results.
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Figure 33: Errors in CMRO2. The value of CMRO2 can be obtained solv-
ing the Davis model as a function of v = CBV/CBV0 or f =

CBF/CBF0. Red and blue solid lines indicate the relative error on
r = CMRO2/CMRO2,0 that results from an error in the estimate
of v and f, respectively. The simulation shows that CMRO2 is
slightly more sensitive to errors in CBV (larger slope) compared
to errors in CBF within a physiologically reasonable range. For
example, overestimating the CBV change by 20% results in ap-
proximately 7% overestimation of CMRO2 changes, while the
same overestimation of CBF changes would only lead to an ap-
proximately 2% overestimation in CMRO2. In both cases, the
resulting bias in the CMRO2 estimation is relatively low, when
compared to the inter-subject variability of the experiment.
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6.2 hypercapnia calibration

It was already mentioned that the isometabolic stimulus is often taken
to be a breathing manipulation inducing hypercapnia. Hypercapnia
is characterized by a vasodilation induced by a local pH change (aci-
dosis) happening at the arterial smooth muscle and proportional to
the increases in CO2.
This has been generally achieved in two ways: either asking the partic-
ipant to hold their breath, or administering a gas containing a higher
CO2 concentration than room air.

Figure 34: Mouth piece used for gas manipulation. (a) Part to be inserted
in the mouth, through which the participant inhales and exhales.
The participant also wears a nose clip in order to ensure that the
inhalation and exhalation are through the mouth only. (b) Part to
be connected to the inflow pipe; it is equipped with a one way
valve, that opens only for inflowing gas. (c) Part to be connected
to the outflow pipe; it is also equipped with a one way membrane,
that opens only for outflowing gas. (d) Part to be connected to
the sampling line, which goes to the BIOPAC modules.

Breath hold has several disadvantages, including: increased partic-
ipant movement, difficulty to control for, and lower levels of vessel
dilation. In this work, we used a gas delivery system for administer-
ing a gas mixture containing 5% CO2, 21% O2 and 74% N2.

All procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Uni- Safety

versity of Leipzig, and experiments involving gas administration had
to be performed under the supervision of a physician, who was mon-
itoring the participant’s heart beat, respiration, end-tidal partial pres-
sure of carbon dioxide (PETCO2) and end-tidal partial pressure of
oxygen (PETO2). The gas administration never exceeded 10 min, and
the total time of the experiment was kept shorter than 60 min. A gas
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mixture containing 5% of CO2 balanced with room air is considered
to elicit mild hypercapnia, and all participants tolerated it well.

The experimental setup for the gas delivery system and samplingSetup

consists of four main parts:

• Gas bottles containing premixed gases.

• A valve placed at the wall of the scanner room in order to open
and regulate the gas flow.

• A mouth piece (Fig. 34) worn by the participant and connected
via a pipe to the gas wall socket.

• A BIOPAC sampling system for PETO2 and PETCO2 recordings.

Hypercapnia elicits a general vessel dilation. This means that CBFEffect on signal
changes and CBV increase, and there is a positive signal change in BOLD and

a negative (CBV increase) in VASO data (Fig. 35). Since vessels are
more dense in gray matter, most of the signal changes is found in the
cortex, and can reach values up to 7% for BOLD and 3% for VASO
(own data, see Chapter 8). For mild hypercapnia, changes in CBF
are expected to be in the order of 50%, and the venous oxygenation
to increase by 26%. Moreover, end-tidal pressure values of carbon
dioxide increase from 40 mmHg during normocapnia to 50 mmHg
during hypercapnia (Xu et al., 2011).

Figure 35: Hypercapnia-induced effects on Z-stat maps, for a block-design
paradigm. BOLD is shown on the left and VASO on the right.
The signal changes are spread all over gray matter.

Although the model considers r = 1 for hypercapnia stimulation,Isometabolic
assumption whether changes in CBF and CBV during hypercapnia are or are not

accompanied by changes in CMRO2 is a matter of debate (Bulte et al.,
2012; Pike, 2012; Xu et al., 2011). In fact, there is evidence that mild
hypercapnia elicits a significant suppression of CMRO2 (Xu et al.,
2011; Zappe et al., 2008). For example, Xu et al. report a reduction of
(13.4± 2.3)% in CMRO2 in humans. Griffeth and Buxton simulated
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the effect of r 6= 1 on CMRO2 estimates, and found that the deviation
would be ∼ 20% for r = 0.9 for standard CBF values and CBF-CMRO2

coupling (Fig 36, green trace). This variation is, in our experiments,
smaller than the inter-participant variability (see Section 8.4).

Figure 36: Dashed lines: CMRO2 estimations for 3 different values of CBV
and n (n = (f− 1)/(r− 1)). Continuous lines: deviation from the
CMRO2 values in case hypercapnia is non-isometabolic. Adapted
from (Griffeth and Buxton, 2011).

6.3 model assumptions

The simple, compact form of BOLD signal changes provided by the
Davis model (Eq. 79) is the result of several assumptions and approx-
imations. It is therefore necessary to evaluate their impact on the
CMRO2 estimation.

The α exponent describes the coupling between functional changes α and β exponents

in CBV and CBF. In the original formulation of the Davis model,
blood volume changes were considered to be uniform in all compar-
ments, without any differentiation between arteries, capillaries and
veins. It has been shown, though, that different compartments have
significantly different CBV responses upon the same CBF change
(Chen and Pike, 2009; Stefanovic et al., 2008). In order to account
for this effect, we took two different α values: αt and αv, for total
and venous CBV, repectively (Eqs. 75 and 76).
The β exponent relates oxygenation changes to R∗2 changes (Eq. 61). It
depends on vessel size as well as on field strength. This dependency
comes about from the fact that changes in R∗2 around smaller vessels
are lower as compared to larger vessel due to diffusion effects (Bux-
ton, 2013). For routine field strengths, such as 3 T, β = 1 for large
veins and β = 2 for capillaries (Ogawa et al., 1993), so an average
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value of β = 1.5 has usually been taken. It has been shown that, due
to decreasing intravascular contribution for increasing B0 (Uludag
et al., 2009), the relationship between changes in R∗2 and changes in
dHb becomes linear and, thus, β ≈ 1 (Kida et al., 2000; Martindale
et al., 2008).
In order to assess the effect of the choice of the model parameters,
depth-dependent profiles for CMRO2,M, and normalized BOLD were
evaluated for a range of α and β values (Fig. 37). Such profiles are
the result of the application of the Davis model for the calibration of
a finger tapping task with hypercapnia, and refer to the hand motor
region of 10 subjects (more on this in Chapter 8). While keeping the
other parameters fixed, αv, αt and β were varied once at the time in
physiologically reasonable ranges (Griffeth and Buxton, 2011). In par-
ticular, the lowest and the highest boundaries of the chosen ranges
were evaluated. It can be seen that the qualitative shape of the pro-
files is very similar for a wide range of α and β values. The choice of
the parameters is primarily leading to a scaling effect.

Figure 37: Effect of α and β variation in the Davis model estimates. Data
are taken from the M1 region of 10 participants and averaged.
The task involved a finger tapping paradigm and breathing ma-
nipulation in order to apply Davis model. Depth-dependent (a)
CMRO2 changes (b) M and (c) normalized task BOLD response
(scaled by M), evaluated for a range of αt, αv and β values (color
coded). Varying the exponents has an effect on the amplitude of
the three quantities considered, but does not affect their shape.

The value of resting CBV needs to be assumed in order to estimateResting CBV

vt from VASO data. In our study, CBV0 = 0.055 was used (Lu and
van Zijl, 2005; Rostrup et al., 2005). Although this value is accurate
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for GM and, thus, for voxel sizes on the order of the cortex thickness,
where different local CBV0 are averaged together, it is likely not to
be valid for higher resolution, due to the high blood fraction at the
pial surface (as described in Chapter 4). To quantitate this cortical
variation, CBV0 was calculated from a MION slice in the rat cortex
(Fig. 38). It can be seen that resting CBV is markedly varying from
the surface towards white matter (WM) in a linear way, if the upper-
most values are excluded. To test the impact of this potential gradual
variation of CBV0 with cortical depth, profiles of CBVt and CBVv
(obtained using Eq. 77) with different assumed CBV0 distributions
were calculated and are shown in Fig. 39. The underlying VASO data
used are taken from an experiment involving a block design finger
tapping. If CBV0 is underestimated at the cortical surface, then CBV
changes are overestimated, leading to a different depth-dependent
profile. For the CBV0 considered, the overestimation is ∼ 60% for the
superficial laminae. Therefore, an accurate knowledge of CBV0 distri-
bution would allow a marked improvement in the accuracy of ∆CBV
estimation, especially in regions with higher vascular density.

(a) (b)

Figure 38: Resting CBV in the rat cortex. (a) A MION slice highlighting the
region of interest, with color-encoded equidistant laminae. (b)
Extracted values of resting CBV; the uppermost laminae show
distinctly high values. The underlying MION image is a courtesy
of Dr. Laurentius Huber.

Finally, Davis model assumes that the signal changes come from
the extravascular compartment only (intravascular signal changes are
neglected), volume exchange effects between blood and tissue are ne-
glected, and the CBF-CBV coupling is assumed to be the same for a
task and for hypercapnia. All of these assumptions might be oversim-
plifications. Therefore, Griffeth and Buxton analyzed the impact of
these approximations by comparing the Davis model with a detailed,
four-compartment model. They found that Davis model is able to
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(a) (b)

Figure 39: Depth dependent total (black) and venous (yellow) CBV changes
induced by finger tapping in the motor cortex. A relative depth 0

corresponds to the border between CSF and GM, and 1 to the bor-
der between GM and WM. (a) CBV changes calculated assuming
a constant CBV0 = 0.055. (b) CBV changes calculated assum-
ing a varying CBV0, linearly descreasing from CBV0 = 0.095 to
CBV0 = 0.0285. It can be seen that the assumption of a constant
CBV0, if proven to be wrong, would lead to an overestimation of
the volume changes at the surface.

give reliable CMRO2 estimates for standard CBF-CMRO2 coupling
values (Griffeth and Buxton, 2011).



7
VA S C U L A R R E A C T I V I T Y I N D I C E S F R O M
R E S T I N G - S TAT E F M R I D ATA

The vascular term in the BOLD response follows the baseline venous
CBV and oxygenation and is, thus, spatially unspecific. Chapter 6 pre-
sented a model that makes the dependency of BOLD on CBV, CBF
and CMRO2 explicit. The model requires an additional functional
contrast and a breathing manipulation in order to be solved.
Another way of accounting for the cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR)
component is a normalization of a task-induced (vascular and neu-
ronal) BOLD response by a purely vascular response. The vascular
response can be induced by a gas or breathing manipulation (Davis
et al., 1998), but more recent observations suggest that it could be con-
tained in the low frequency band of the resting-state BOLD responses
(Biswal et al., 2007).

Despite the initial excitement, resting-state based methods for sig-
nal normalization did not really take off, with most of the calibrated
BOLD studies still relying on gas manipulation or breath-hold scans.
This might be due to the fact that resting-state normalization does not
deliver a well defined physiological quantity. Moreover, several dif-
ferent methods have been proposed and most of them are missing a
clear validation. Given that the band of interest is the low-frequency
one, disentangling the neuronal contribution from the vascular con-
tribution is not straightforward, and represents one of the biggest
impediments to the use of resting-state fluctuations as a scaling fac-
tor (Lipp et al., 2015; Liu, 2013). Moreover, the choice of the TR has
an impact on the amount of aliased cardiac and respiration frequen-
cies into the low-frequency band (Viessmann et al., 2016; Wise et al.,
2004).

So far, these methods have only been applied at low spatial reso-
lutions and their applicability at higher resolutions has not yet been
investigated. The increase in resolution does not only mean lower
sensitivity, but could affect the interpretation of the BOLD signal be-
cause the traditional neurovascular coupling assumptions might not
be valid (Goense et al., 2012).

Apart from replacing hypercapnia challenges for scaling purposes,
a characterization of resting-state BOLD signal fluctuations has an ad-
ditional interest. That is, a frequency analysis of BOLD responses at
submillimeter resolution might shed light on the noise distribution
and on the frequencies relevant for neural activity.
Resting-state fluctuations of neuronal origin occur in a sub-second
time scale (Ma et al., 2016). The time course of the HRF, however,

81
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limits the detectability of neurally-driven BOLD oscillations to a re-
stricted frequency range. This range has been typically taken to be
0.01-0.1 Hz for resting-state fMRI studies (Biswal et al., 1995), but
neurally-driven fMRI signal oscillations have recently been observed
at frequencies higher than 0.1 Hz, up to at least 0.75 Hz, and at am-
plitudes larger than the ones predicted by the canonical linear mod-
els (Lewis et al., 2016). Therefore, it is not completely clear what
the meaningful frequency band for resting-state studies would be
(Boubela et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2009).

Section 7.1 reviews some measures that have been proposed as in-
dicators of CVR: resting-state fluctuation amplitude (RSFA), obtained
from the time domain of spontaneous BOLD fluctuations, and intro-
duced by Kannurpatti and Biswal (Kannurpatti and Biswal, 2008);
amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF) and fractional am-
plitude of low-frequency fluctuations (fALFF), indices derived from
power spectra (Zang et al., 2007; Zou et al., 2008); fractional fluctu-
ation amplitude (fFA), used to characterize the power in a certain
frequency band. Section 7.2 describes the noise sources present in
fMRI datasets and some strategies to reduce them.

7.1 cerebrovascular reactivity

CVR is defined as the change is CBF upon a vasodilatory or vasocon-
strictive stimulus:

CVR =
∆CBF
∆PaCO2

, (84)

where PaCO2 is the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
CVR has been measured with perfusion-sensitive MR techniques, such
as ASL and BOLD, during controlled change in PETCO2 induced by
a gas manipulation or a breath holding task (Fierstra et al., 2013).

The resting-state BOLD (or rs-fMRI) signal, i. e., the signal acquired
over a period of time in which the participant is neither actively per-
forming any task nor sleeping, was shown to be driven by resting
fluctuations in arterial CO2 levels (Wise et al., 2004). In light of this,
it is tempting to use resting-state fluctations as proxy for CVR.
Several studies have extracted CVR-related quantities from rs-fMRI
timecourses and showed their applicability in fMRI calibration. How-
ever, resting BOLD signal fluctuations are driven by other physiologi-
cal and neuronal modulators (spontaneous neural activity, breathing,
heart beath, Mayer waves, etc.), that also show cyclic features and can
represent a confound.

7.1.1 Resting-State Fluctuation Amplitude

Kannurpatti and Biswal define RSFA as the temporal standard devia-
tion (tSD) of the unfiltered resting-state timeseries (Fig. 40), and they
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hypothesize it to be an indicator of arterial CO2 variations (Kannur-
patti and Biswal, 2008).

Figure 40: Graphical representation of RSFA estimation (top) and amplitude
of the task timecourse (bottom). Picture from (Kannurpatti et al.,
2012).

The use of RSFA as an index for vascular reactivity was validated
by using it for scaling the BOLD response induced by a motor task,
and comparing the results with a hypercapnia-based normalization.
They used a GRE-EPI sequence with a voxel size of 3× 3× 7 mm3.
A high correlation between RSFA and the hypercapnia induced re-
sponse was observed across voxels (Fig. 41), as well as an 80% re-
duction in motor task response variability (Kannurpatti and Biswal,
2008).

7.1.2 (Fractional) Amplitude of Low-Frequency Fluctuations

ALFF are considered in several studies (Biswal et al., 1995; Kiviniemi
et al., 2000; Zang et al., 2007).
Zang et al. define it as the power in the band 0.01-0.08 Hz of resting-
state BOLD signal variations divided by the global mean in the brain
(Fig. 42) and they use it as a marker in the context of diseased popu-
lation studies (ADHD versus healthy participants).

Defined that way, however, higher ALFF can be found not only in
regions of higher vascular sensitivity or neural activity, but also in
regions where noise level is higher. Therefore Zou et al. introduced
an improved index, called fALFF, in which ALFF is normalized by
the square root of the power in the whole frequency range sampled,
which was 0-0.25 Hz in their study. They reported higher fALFF
values in region corresponding to the default mode network, and de-
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(a) (b)

Figure 41: Validation of RSFA as a scaling factor. (a) Correlation between
resting-state tSD (RSFA) and tSD of the timecourse involving hy-
percapnia. (b) Effect of normalization of the motor task response
(fingertapping) with different factors. Unscaled refers to the origi-
nal timecourse, while sca_RSFA, sca_Breath hold and sca_5%CO2

to the normalization using RSFA, breath hold and gas-induced
hypercapnia respectively. The distribution of the scaled signal
changes is very similar for all the normalizations considered, and
is narrower than the unscaled distribution. Adapted from (Kan-
nurpatti and Biswal, 2008).

creased fALFF in non-specific regions, such as cisterns and ventricles,
where ALFF would be high due to strong physiological noise varia-
tions.

7.1.3 Fractional Fluctuation Amplitude

The fractional fluctuation amplitude was introduced in this work in
order to extend the study of BOLD fluctuations. The definition is
very similar to fALFF, with the difference that it also includes higher
frequency bands, and is scaled by a portion of the whole power spec-
trum. The scaling band is, in this study, 0.4-0.5 Hz, which is least
affected by physiological noise peaks.

fFA is not introduced with the assumption of being a neuronal
or CVR indicator. It is rather a marker for the study of frequency
distribution and characteristics across the cortex (see Chapter 10).

7.2 noise in fmri

The driving function of the above mentioned resting-state fluctua-
tions is controversial. Some studies claim the considered frequency
range to be indicative of arterial CO2 fluctuations (Kannurpatti and
Biswal, 2008), others of intensity of neuronal activity (Zang et al.,
2007). Recently, Ma et al. showed that spontaneous neural activity is
predictive of brain hemodynamics in mice, indicating that hemody-
namic fluctuations are neural in origin (Ma et al., 2016).
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Figure 42: Graphical representation of ALFF estimation. (a) BOLD time-
course following preprocessing. (b) Bandpass filtered timecourse
(the band 0.01-0.08 Hz is retained). (c) Power spectrum obtained
with fast Fourier transform. (d) ALFF, i. e., the square root of the
power spectrum in the band 0.01-0.08 Hz. (e) Averaged ALFF
across 0.01-0.08 Hz. (f) Normalized ALFF (divided by the global
mean of the brain mask). Picture from (Zang et al., 2007).

Nevertheless, noise plays an important role in resting-state fMRI and
needs to be characterized before taking any conclusion on the nature
of the observed oscillations (Bright and Murphy, 2015).

7.2.1 Noise Characteristics

A relevant quantity in fMRI is the temporal signal-to-noise ratio, tSNR.
Obvious ways to improving it are increasing the available signal and/or
reducing the noise level.
tSNR is defined as:

tSNR =
S̄

σ
(85)

where S̄ is the temporal mean signal intensity and σ is the temporal
standard deviation of the noise.
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Assuming the noise sources to be uncorrelated, the noise can be writ-
ten as:

σ =
√
σ2T + σ

2
S + σ

2
P (86)

where σT represent thermal noise contributions (both from the scan-
ner and the subject), σS the system noise due to drifting and hard-
ware imperfections, and σP the physiological noise contributions, com-
ing from the cardiorespiratory and metabolic subject dynamics.
Non physiological terms can be grouped together (Krüger et al., 2001):Thermal noise

σ20 := σ
2
T + σ

2
S (87)

where σ0 is the image noise, containing contribution from σT and σS.
The SNR of a single image (SNR0) can thus be written as:

SNR0 =
S̄

σ0
. (88)

The physiological noise, on the other hand, can be split into two com-Physiological noise

ponents (Krüger and Glover, 2001):

σ2P = σ2B + σ2NB (89)

where σB is BOLD-like noise and σNB non-BOLD noise:

σB = c1 ·∆R∗2 · TE · S
σNB = c2 · S

(90)

with c1 and c2 being proportionality constants.
Defining:

λ2 := (c1 ·∆R∗2 · TE)
2 + c22 (91)

and substituting it, together with Eq. 87 into Eq. 85, yields:

tSNR =
SNR0√

1+ λ2 · SNR20
. (92)

Eq. 92 gives a relationship between the image SNR and the temporal
SNR. It can be observed that tSNR cannot increase indefinitely, and
its maximal value depends on λ. Indeed, the asymptotic value of
tSNR, tSNRL, is:

tSNRL →
1

λ
for SNR0 →∞. (93)

Eq. 92 can be rewritten as a function of voxel volume (V), assum-Voxel volume and
field strength

dependence
ing a direct proportionality of V with SNR0 (with proportionality
constant a):

tSNR =
a · V√

1+ (λ · a · V)2
. (94)
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(a) (b)

Figure 43: (a) SNR0 and (b) tSNR as a function of voxel volume for B0 of
1.5 T (blue), 3 T (red) and 7 T (black). SNR0 increases linearly
with V , while tSNR reaches a plateau due to physiological noise
contributions (tSNRL = 1/λ). Adapted from (Triantafyllou et al.,
2005).

The relationship between signal-to-noise ratio and voxel volume is
reported in Fig. 43.

Fig. 43 also shows the SNR-B0 dependency. SNR0 increases lin-
early with B0, due to the fact that S ∝ B20 and σ0 ∝ B0. Physiolog-
ical contributions depend on the signal intensity (Eq. 89) and, thus,
σP ∝ B20. For this reason, moving to higher fields can result in a
limited tSNR gain.

In order to determine which type of noise is dominant, it is useful Physiological to
thermal noise ratioto estimate the ratio of physiological to thermal noise. It can be calcu-

lated as a function of tSNR and SNR0, combining Eqs. 85, 86, 87 and
88 (Triantafyllou et al., 2005):

σP
σ0

=

√(
SNR0
tSNR

)2
− 1. (95)

Eq. 95 increases linearly with B0. Triantafyllou et al. found that,
at standard resolutions of 3× 3× 3 mm3, the tSNR at 7 T is limited
by σP (σP/σ0 = 2.2 at 7 T and σP/σ0 = 0.9 at 3 T) and gives a mod-
erate increase in tSNR (tSNR ≈ 78 at 7 T versus tSNR ≈ 66 at 3 T)
(Triantafyllou et al., 2005). Qualitatively, this effect can be seen in Fig.
43b in the fact that the black curve (7 T) reaches its asymptotic value
for smaller voxel volumes than the blue curve (1.5 T).
Going to higher resolutions, relative tSNR benefits become larger.
For a voxel size of 1× 1× 3 mm3, tSNR = 31 at 7 T (with a ratio
σP/σ0 = 0.9), while tSNR = 23 at 3 T (with a ratio σP/σ0 = 0.6).
Bodurka et al. extend this analysis by defining the ideal voxel volume
as the one where the variance in physiological noise matches the vari-
ance in thermal noise (σ2P = σ20). If σP/σ0 > 1, then, increasing image
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SNR does not improve timecourse SNR sensibly. This gives the ideal
SNR values to be (Bodurka et al., 2007):

SNR0(σP = σ0) = tSNRL and tSNR(σP = σ0) =
tSNRL√

2
. (96)

They found the ideal voxel volume to be (1.8 mm)3 for gray matter
at 3 T.

Another important issue in fMRI is relating the effect size to the
voxel volume and scan duration. Due to the nonlinearity of that rela-
tionship, at resolutions of about 1 mm at 3 T, for example, if tSNR is
halved, then the scan duration needs a 4-fold increase for detection of
a 1% effect size (Murphy et al., 2007). The number of required time-
points (N) for reliably detecting the effect is (Murphy et al., 2007):

N =
2

Ract(1− Ract)

(
erfc−1(P)
tSNR · eff

)2
(97)

where Ract represents the ratio of ON periods over OFF periods,
erfc−1 is the inverse complementary error function, P is the signifi-
cance level for detection and eff is the effect size (in percent).

Finally, in case multi-channel array coils are available and paral-
lel imaging is employed, further noise is added to the image (as
described in Section 5.2). However, if tSNR is close to its asymp-
totic limit, reductions in SNR0 result in limited penalty (De Zwart
et al., 2002). Triantafyllou et al. found that the relationship σP = λS

holds true also for accelerated images, and that the σ0 contribution in-
creases as the acceleration factor increases (Triantafyllou et al., 2011).

7.2.2 Residual Noise Reduction Strategies

Even optimized sequences are affected by residual noise, and some
strategies to reduce it can be employed.
Fig. 44 shows the power spectra for a BOLD timecourse (red) ac-
quired with TR= 328 ms, respiratory recording (green) and cardiac
recording (blue) acquired at 1 kHz (Viessmann et al., 2016). Peak
BOLD power can be observed at very low frequencies, and at higher
ones, corresponding to the central cardiac and respiratory peaks.
The low-frequency component of the spectrum has a pink noise shape,
i. e., decreases as 1/f (where f is the frequency), while higher frequen-
cies have a white noise shape, except for the respiratory and cardiac
peaks. Those are typical features for fMRI spectra.
The 1/f component is due to metabolic drifts and scanner instabili-
ties. It is generally removed by filtering, so it is important that the
response of interest does not fall into that frequency range, if block
design paradigms are used.
The white noise component is due to thermal noise effects, both from
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scanner and subject. Aliased cardiorespiratory components can also
contribute to wideband noise.

Figure 44: BOLD (red), respiratory (green) and cardiac (blue) power spectra.
The BOLD spectrum is uncorrected, and some typical features
can be observed: the 1/f (with f being the frequency) trend, and
the peaks corresponding to the central cardiac and respiratory
frequencies. Above approximately 0.1 Hz, the noise has a white
shape, and it is indicated here as wideband noise. Adapted from
(Viessmann et al., 2016).

Typically, fMRI timecourses are affected by scanner drifts, which is Signal drift

visible in the data as a slow baseline change. Since most of its power
is localized at frequencies < 0.01 Hz, a highpass filter can be used
to eliminate it. For lenghty acquisitions, higher order baseline drifts
corrections might be needed.

Head motion represents another confounding effect in fMRI. It can Head motion

be retrospectively corrected for (usual a rigid body transformation
with 6 degree of freedom is used for the purpose), or prospectively
with the aid of additional hardware (Zaitsev et al., 2017).

Physiological noise correction usually requires recording of the car- Physiological noise

diac and respiratory traces and retrospective correction.
Alternatively, if the TR is short enough (< 500ms), notch filtering
could be used. The results, however, are often suboptimal because
frequencies associated to cardiac and respiratory cycles can extend
over a band whose width may be difficult to accurately define.
Anyways, since the TR for most fMRI experiments is in the order of
1-3 s, several physiological events are undersampled. One of them is
the cardiac cycle, which happens at a frequency of about 1 Hz.
The alias frequency is defined by falias(n) = |f− n · fs|, where f =
falias(0) is the true frequency of interest, fs is the sampling frequency
and n ∈N.
Fig. 45 shows how the cardiac frequency is aliased into lower fre-
quencies if undersampled.

RETROICOR has been proposed for removing cardiorespiratory
artefacts. It is an image-based, retrospective physiological noise cor-
rection for fMRI datasets (Glover et al., 2000). Cardiac and respiratory
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(a) (b)

Figure 45: (a) Fully sampled (1 ms) cardiac trace of one participant, with an
inset showing the range 0-0.5 Hz. (b) Undersampled (1 s) version
of the same cardiac trace. It can be observed how the peak is
mapped into lower frequencies.

traces need to be recorded with external devices during the fMRI ses-
sion, and then fed into the algorithm. The fluctuations are modeled
as low-order Fourier series and then regressed out of the data.
The phase of the cardiac and respiratory cycles are calculated in two
different ways, the former as a difference between the MR acquisition
time and the previous peak, the latter using a histogram-equalized
method in order to include the full waveform of the signal (Caballero-
Gaudes and Reynolds, 2016).
Other ways of reducing physiological noise artefacts include trigger-
ing or gating, where the acquisition is synchronized to the physio-
logical event (for example, pulse or inspiration), or pacing subject’s
respiration.

An additional strategy for getting rid of physiological noise is se-
lecting the frequency of interest (if known) and excluding the remain-
ing frequencies. For example, Liu et al. found the frequency band
0.02-0.04 Hz to be the best indicator of CVR, and use exclusively that
one for their analysis (Liu et al., 2017).
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L A M I N A - D E P E N D E N T C A L I B R AT E D B O L D
R E S P O N S E

The model introduced in Chapter 6 has the potential for estimating
CMRO2 at high resolution.
In this Chapter, the applicability of the model is demonstrated by cal-
ibrating a motor task with a breathing task. Another way of normal-
izing BOLD signal changes, which involves scaling the task-induced
signal changes (Eq. 78) by the hypercapnia-induced signal changes,
is investigated. This procedure also eliminates the purely vascular
component from the BOLD response and, hence, should be more
specific to the site of activation rather than being biased to the re-
gions of large baseline blood volume (Cohen et al., 2004). The study
is performed at a submillimeter resolution in order to obtain depth-
dependent CMRO2 estimates. Previous works have studied CMRO2

on a layer-dependent levels in animals (Bohraus et al., 2011; Herman
et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2008). The current work represents, to our
knowledge, the first attempt in estimating depth-dependent CMRO2

in humans.

Results from this study have been presented at the 23rd meeting
of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, with the title "Layer-Dependent Calibrated
BOLD Response in Human M1" (Guidi et al., 2015) and later pub-
lished in NeuroImage with the title "Lamina-dependent calibrated
BOLD response in human primary motor cortex" (Guidi et al., 2016a).

8.1 materials and methods

8.1.1 Experiments

11 volunteers (7 male; mean age 26 ± 3 years, range: 21-31 years)
participated in the study for a total of 13 sessions. All participants
gave informed written consent prior to the experiments, which had
been approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Leipzig.
The paradigm included unilateral finger tapping and a concurrent
gas challenge involving 5% CO2 (see Fig. 46).

The paradigm consisted of an alternation of rest (30 s) and self- Functional
paradigmpaced unilateral finger tapping (30 s), instructed to be at a frequency

of about 1 to 2 Hz and involving a sequential tapping of index finger,
middle finger, ring finger and little finger on the thumb. The onset of
the tapping and rest periods was communicated to the volunteer by

93
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Figure 46: Functional responses to the paradigm. (a) BOLD and (b) VASO
signal changes within the region of interest in the hand-knob area
(averaged over trials and subjects; error bars indicate the inter-
subject standard error of the mean) elicited by finger-tapping
during normal air breathing (’air’) and hypercapnia (’CO2’) cal-
culated from their respective baseline. Both contrasts show a sat-
uration in the signal change when the task is performed in the hy-
percapnic state, in accordance with previous observations. Note
that the VASO signal changes are negative in sign and were in-
verted in (b) for easier comparison with the BOLD changes. (c)
Timecourses of BOLD and VASO signal changes during the entire
session (average over all subjects). The yellow shading indicates
the first episode of tapping, while the green shadings (labeled
’CO2’) indicate the two intervals of hypercapnic gas administra-
tion. The red and blue solid lines represent the (positive) BOLD
and (negative) VASO signal changes in the ROI, respectively (er-
ror bars are not shown here for better visibility).
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means of a visual command projected onto a screen. The total length
of the paradigm was 15 minutes.

The volunteers wore a mouth piece during the entire duration of Gas challenge

the paradigm. A gas mixture containing 74% N2, 21% O2 and 5%
CO2 was administered for two blocks of 3 min each, interspersed
with intervals of 3 min of room air administration, during the func-
tional paradigm. Physiological values (end-tidal CO2, end-tidal O2,
heart rate, and respiration rate) were recorded using a BIOPAC MP150

system (BIOPAC Systems Inc., Goleta, CA, USA). A physician admin-
istered the gases and monitored the physiological parameters during
the entire session. All participants successfully completed the experi-
ment and tolerated the gas challenge well.

All experiments were performed on a MAGNETOM 7 T scanner Magnetic resonance
imaging(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Either a 24- (N = 7) or a

32-channel (N = 3) receive head-coil (NOVA Medical Inc., Wilming-
ton, MA, USA), both with single-channel circularly polarized trans-
mission, was used, depending on availability. For fMRI, the SS-SI-VASO
technique (Huber et al., 2014b), which provides BOLD and BOLD-
weighted VASO contrasts in an interleaved fashion, was employed
with the following parameters: TE = 18 ms; TR = 1500 ms; inver-
sion time, TI = 1000 ms; partial Fourier factor: 5/8 (in order to keep
TE short and, hence, the VASO signal proportional to total CBV (Hu-
ber et al., 2014a)); 20% phase oversampling (left-right direction, to
avoid aliasing artifacts despite the relatively small FOV); number of
slices: 7, flip angle: 130◦, image matrix: 64× 64, nominal voxel size:
0.8× 0.8 mm2, slice thickness: 1.2-1.5 mm, depending on the partici-
pant’s brain anatomy. No parallel imaging acceleration was applied
since the coil sensitivity profile is on the same spatial scale as the FOV .
To identify anatomical boundaries, additional inversion-recovery EPI
acquisitions were performed with identical sequence parameters and
FOV as used for the functional scans, except of the inversion times,
which wereTI = 37/200/300/1200/1500 ms and the repetition time
TR = 2000 ms.

Every participant’s anatomy was studied on previously acquired
MP2RAGE (Marques et al., 2010) images, in order to plan slice orien-
tation and save time during the session. The clear anatomical land-
marks, that is, the central sulcus and the typical omega or epsilon
shape of the primary motor cortex in the axial plane (Caulo et al.,
2007), make this area easily identifiable. Due to the asymmetric voxel
size used here, it is crucial that the slices are aligned perpendicularly
to the axis of M1 to minimize partial voluming. For this reason, the
hemisphere of choice (and, hence, the contralateral hand chosen for
tapping) was the one characterized by the least folded hand-knob
area for obtaining the most anatomically straight cortical ribbon of
M1, regardless of the hand dominance of the participant. The FOV
was centered on M1 and the fold-over was minimized by means of
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phase oversampling in order to leave the center of the FOV free from
artifacts. The slice orientation was considered to be inadequate for
further lamina-dependent analysis whenever the displacement of the
surface of the hand-knob region between two consecutive slices ex-
ceeded one voxel. Based on this criterion, three subjects had to be ex-
cluded from the analysis due to suboptimal slice orientation. A more
in-depth and graphical explanation of these aspects can be found in
a previous publication (Huber et al., 2015a).

Functional time series were linearly de-trended to remove low fre-Preprocessing

quency drifts, and then realigned using SPM8 (University College
London, UK). Given that the tapping task and the gas challenge were
interleaved, that is, conducted during the same imaging scan and
with the same slice orientation, no additional co-registration between
calibration and task data, other than the motion correction realign-
ment, was necessary. Potential loss of spatial specificity and smooth-
ing during the co-registration step was thus avoided. The data from
the inversion-recovery EPI series were evaluated to obtain maps of T1
and were further used to map GM, WM, and CSF in EPI-space with
identical geometry as the functional scans. The maps were used for
visual identification of anatomical boundaries and were not intended
to be used for accurate T1 estimation.

VASO volumes were corrected for BOLD weighting and split from
the BOLD time series. The BOLD weighting in the VASO contrast is
due to the fact that, at 7 T, the extravascular contribution accounts for
about the 90% of the total BOLD signal change (Uludag et al., 2009)
and, therefore, contaminates the VASO contrast. This contamination
was corrected for, in the same way as detailed in (Huber et al., 2014b).
Z-score maps were obtained using FSL FEAT (University of Oxford,Postprocessing

UK). BOLD maps were used to define a ROI in M1. No smoothing
was applied at any stage of the analysis to best preserve spatial infor-
mation.

The GM was divided into laminae in the following way: The func-
tional volumes were resized from a 64 × 64 to a 256 × 256 matrix
using the nearest-neighbor resampling method. This regridding was
performed to obtain smooth laminae across the cortical depth and to
minimize artifacts (Tsao, 2003). Such artifacts may arise from the rel-
atively coarse nominal resolution of 0.8 mm compared to the overall
cortical thickness of about 4 mm, similar to previous animal studies
(Jin and Kim, 2008a). The slice with the best through-slice orientation
was chosen, and the contour between GM and CSF on a relatively
straight portion of the cortex was manually drawn with FSLView
(Jenkinson et al., 2012), following the visible anatomical landmarks
in the BOLD volumes and with the aid of M0, WM, GM and CSF
maps. From this contour, equidistant laminae were grown into the
GM with a custom-made algorithm based on C++ and ODIN libraries
(Jochimsen and von Mengershausen, 2004) (Fig. 47). In contrast to
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ultra-high resolutions (6 70 µm), where equivolume laminae are vital
for proper alignment with anatomical structures, the results of equiv-
olume and equidistance layering algorithms are virtually identical at
coarser resolutions (> 400 µm) (Waehnert et al., 2014). With the terms
equidistance and equivolume, we indicate a different subdivision of
the cortical ribbon into laminae. In the equidistant approach, the Eu-
clidean distance from the boundary surface is kept constant (i. e., for
each lamina, every point is equally distant from the boundary). In
the equivolume approach, the volume fraction in cortical segments is
preserved, thus differing from the equidistance approach if the cur-
vature of the boundary differs from zero. The latter approach was
shown to be closer to the actual arrangement of anatomical layers
(Waehnert et al., 2014). For the present study, however, the equidis-
tance approach is believed to resemble the curvature of the anatomi-
cal layering with sufficient accuracy.

Figure 47: Drawing the GM/CSF contour and corresponding laminae us-
ing a equidistance approach for one representative participant.
(a) The choice of the ROI is based on the BOLD activation map.
(b) The contour between GM and CSF is manually delineated on
the resized EPI volumes (here, a resized VASO slice is shown).
The resizing consists of changing the matrix size from 64× 64 to
256× 256 using a nearest-neighbor resampling method. (c) The
equidistant layers are then grown from the contour; the interpo-
lated voxels result in a spatial extent of 0.2× 0.2 mm2, thus the
minimum thickness of a lamina is 0.2 mm and the maximum
is 0.28 mm, depending on the voxel orientation relative to the
GM/CSF surface. The mask is defined such that it contains the
ROI and accomodates 20 laminae.

BOLD and VASO signal profiles as well as M and CMRO2 pro-
files were estimated for each lamina, that is, each point in the profile
corresponds to a different cortical depth, but does not a priori corre-
spond to a single histological layer. For each participant, the laminar
profile of the signal change induced by hypercapnia, δShc, was calcu-
lated as the relative signal change during hypercapnia with respect
to baseline (i.e., during normal air breathing). That is, only the inter-
vals of rest (no motor task) during the gas manipulation were used
for averaging. The finger-tapping-induced signal change, δStask, was
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calculated after averaging all tapping intervals performed during nor-
mal air breathing but not during the gas manipulation as the signal
is known to saturate during hypercapnia (Fig. 46).

The estimation of laminar CMRO2 profiles was done as follows: For
each participant, the average signal change was calculated for each
contrast and lamina, and the results were input into the Davis model
as discussed above. For the calculation of average signal changes (for
any contrast and challenge), the first three time points (9 s) following
cessation or onset of the task were excluded from the calculation, in
order to avoid averaging non-steady-state intervals. For the same
reason, trials right after a hypercapnia block were removed from the
analysis. Therefore, for each subject and each lamina, percentage
values for the BOLD signal change during finger tapping, the BOLD
signal change during hypercapnia, the VASO signal change during
finger tapping, and the VASO signal change during hypercapnia were
obtained. The average values presented result from averaging each
lamina signal change across participants.

Additionally, average scaled signal profiles were obtained for BOLD
and VASO contrasts on a laminar basis by normalizing the task-induced
activation by the hypercapnia-induced activation. This way, the non-
neural vascular components remote from the activated brain tissue
that are present in both challenges (i. e., tapping and hypercapnia)
are removed and the resulting profile might be a better indicator of
brain metabolism than non-normalized, raw signal changes (Cohen
et al., 2004).

Finally, the BOLD signal changes recorded during the finger-tapping
task (averaged as described above) were scaled by the laminar M pro-
file. The resulting profile should be free from contributions depend-
ing on magnetic field strength, TE and baseline CBV, and should yield
more meaningful percent BOLD signal changes.

Signal changes were obtained from ROIs (BOLD Z-score maps)
regardless of whether voxels in the VASO timecourses passed the
statistical threshold of activation in order to minimize bias of layer-
dependent variations of the detection threshold (Goense et al., 2012).

8.2 results

Robust BOLD and VASO activations were found in all participants
within the hand-knob area (Fig. 48).

The average tSNR was (20.7± 2.2) for BOLD and (15.2± 2.4) for
VASO. The functional CNR (defined as (∆S/S0) · tSNR) for the finger-
tapping contrast was (0.9± 0.3) for BOLD and (−0.4± 0.2) for VASO;
the functional CNR for the pure hypercapnia challenge (i. e., without
concomitant tapping) was (1.1± 0.2) for BOLD and (−0.4± 0.1) for
VASO. The statistical activation maps show the responses under dif-
ferent conditions (’hc’ and ’task’) and for different contrasts (BOLD
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Figure 48: Statistical activation maps for each participant. BOLD and
VASO Z-score maps in the hand-knob area of each partici-
pant. BOLDtask and VASOtask indicate activations during the
finger-tapping paradigm performed during normocapnia, while
BOLDhc and VASOhc refer to the activation induced by the gas
manipulation in the absence of the functional task. The Z-score
ranges are [2-10] for BOLD and [1-6] for VASO.
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and VASO). Only a portion of the entire FOV is shown in the figure.
The functional responses of the BOLD and VASO signals during the
tapping task robustly outline the omega-shaped cortical ribbon of the
hand-knob (M1) and, to some extent, the primary somatosensory ar-
eas (S1) on the opposite side of the central sulcus. The response to
hypercapnia is not specific to particular brain areas but is detectable
all over the GM within the FOV . There were considerable variations
in the overall amplitude responses across subjects. However, these
variations were consistent across the entire FOV and across different
tasks and contrasts for a given subject. For example, participants 1,
2, 7 showed relatively small responses to hypercapnia and finger tap-
ping in BOLD and VASO maps, while participants 4, 8, 9 showed rel-
atively large responses (Table 4). This variability may be attributable
to variations in individual baseline physiology and state (see Section
8.3).

n boldtask boldhc vasotask vasohc

1 2 .33 ± 0 .98 4 .71 ± 1 .95 −1 .18 ± 0 .47 −2 .40 ± 0 .88

2 2 .93 ± 1 .30 3 .68 ± 2 .10 −1 .72 ± 0 .89 −2 .51 ± 1 .35

3 3 .40 ± 0 .43 4 .86 ± 1 .04 −2 .77 ± 0 .44 −3 .26 ± 0 .98

4 5 .49 ± 2 .25 6 .15 ± 2 .77 −3 .15 ± 1 .07 −2 .37 ± 0 .58

5 5 .35 ± 2 .15 5 .69 ± 2 .77 −3 .49 ± 0 .94 −2 .45 ± 0 .88

6 5 .23 ± 1 .96 5 .91 ± 2 .34 −2 .77 ± 0 .95 −2 .61 ± 1 .11

7 2 .57 ± 0 .53 4 .89 ± 0 .79 −2 .00 ± 0 .37 −2 .78 ± 0 .91

8 4 .82 ± 1 .72 6 .63 ± 3 .44 −3 .47 ± 0 .68 −2 .68 ± 0 .93

9 6 .58 ± 2 .88 5 .71 ± 1 .62 −4 .08 ± 1 .56 −1 .61 ± 0 .44

10 6 .08 ± 3 .07 5 .42 ± 2 .40 −2 .87 ± 0 .46 −1 .96 ± 0 .63

mean 4.48± 1.54 5.37± 0.85 −2.75± 0.89 −2.46± 0.45

cv 34% 16% 32% 18%

Table 4: Summary of the individual and averaged (across participants) per-
cent signal changes (mean ± standard deviation inside the ROI in
M1) evoked by finger-tapping and the breathing challenge in all
subjects and their coefficients of variation (CV). N indicates the
participants, BOLDtask and VASOtask indicate activations during
the finger-tapping paradigm performed during normocapnia, while
BOLDhc and VASOhc refer to the activations induced by the gas
manipulation in the absence of the functional task (SD = standard
deviation; CV = coefficient of variation).
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Averaged BOLD and VASO signal changes within the ROI and
corresponding full timecourses are shown in Fig. 46. The BOLD
response arising from task performance during the gas manipula-
tion (green trace in Fig. 46a) was partially saturated and slightly
delayed when compared to the response during normal air breath-
ing. The VASO response to finger-tapping during hypercapnia (pur-
ple trace in Fig. 46b) was also slightly delayed when compared to
finger-tapping during normocapnia, but very subtle differences in
the response amplitudes between both conditions were found to be
insignificant. In Fig. 46c, the average ROI timecourse of BOLD and
VASO signal changes, corrected for baseline signal drifts, is shown;
the 15 finger-tapping blocks (one of them indicated by yellow shad-
ing) as well as the two hypercapnia intervals (green shading) can be
easily distinguished. The corresponding relative BOLD and VASO
signal changes during the finger-tapping task were (4.5± 1.5)% and
(−2.7± 0.9)%, respectively (mean ± standard deviation across partici-
pants). The relative signal changes arising from the gas manipulation
were (5.4± 0.8)% and (−2.5± 0.5)%, respectively. For the majority
of the participants, the relative BOLD signal increase evoked from
the breathing challenge was higher in amplitude than the one evoked
from the finger-tapping task, although this difference was not sig-
nificant due to the high variability across voxels; this trend was not
observed in the VASO results (Table 4).

Fig. 49 presents the average laminar profiles for BOLD and VASO
signal changes during the finger-tapping task and the hypercapnic
state. The BOLD profiles, both for finger tapping (Stask) and hyper-
capnia (Shc), showed significantly higher values (two-tailed Student’s
t-test; P < 0.01) in correspondence to the upper laminae (from 0 to
0.25 of the relative depth as shown in Fig. 49a) as compared to the val-
ues found in deeper laminae. This reflects the fact that GRE-BOLD is
more sensitive to large veins than to capillaries (Buxton, 2013). By con-
trast, the corresponding VASO profiles showed significantly higher
values at larger depth (0.1 to 0.5 of the relative depth) within the
GM, but lower values at the cortical surface (two-tailed Student’s t-
test; P < 0.01). This is in line with the fact that the CBV change is
scarcely affected by large veins and more specific to the capillary bed
(Kennerley et al., 2005; Kim and Ogawa, 2012).

The scaled profiles are shown in Figs. 49c-d. In the scaled BOLD
profile, contributions from large veins at the pial surface were sig-
nificantly reduced; however, no clear peak inside the GM could be
distinguished (i. e., no significant difference). The same holds true
for the scaled VASO profile. As a characteristic difference, scaling of
the VASO profile yielded values slightly exceeding 1 throughout GM,
reflecting the fact that the motor task produced relatively higher CBV
changes than the respiratory challenge.
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Figure 49: Laminar profiles during functional activation and scaled profiles.
(a) BOLD and (b) VASO laminar profiles. Note that the VASO
signal changes, which are negative in sign, were inverted for eas-
ier comparison with the BOLD profiles. Gray shading indicates
the width of the cortex. Arbitrary values of 0 and 1 are assigned
to the relative depth at the positions of the CSF interface and
the WM interface, respectively. The insets show relative signal
changes calculated from the preprocessed data in the hand-knob
area during finger tapping (Stask) and during hypercapnia (Shc)
for one representative participant. The error bars refer to the stan-
dard error of the mean (SEM) across participants. Scaled cortical
profiles for (c) BOLD and (d) VASO, obtained by dividing the
tapping-induced activation profile by the hypercapnia-induced
activation profile. Gray shading indicates the width of the cortex
(as in Fig. 49). The error bars refer to the standard error of the
mean (SEM) across participants.
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Application of the modified Davis model (Eqs. 78 and 80) yields
estimates of M and CMRO2 on a laminar basis. The corresponding
profiles are shown in Fig. 50. The calibration constant, M, showed a
marked variation with depth, with higher values at the CSF interface
and a steady decrease towards the WM boundary. Values within GM
were found to be ranging from approximately 14% to 8%, with a
mean value of (11± 2)% across laminae. The CMRO2 profile showed
lower values at the cortical surface with a peak inside the GM. Mean
CMRO2 was (30± 7)% with values ranging between approximately
40% and 20%. The CMRO2 changes within the inner laminae (from
0.1 to 0.5 of the relative depth as shown in Fig. 50b) are found to be
significantly different from the values of the outer laminae (two-tailed
Student’s t-test; P < 0.01).

Figure 50: Laminar profiles for (a) M and (b) CMRO2 obtained by solving
the Davis model (Eqs. 78 and 80). The calibration factor M is
largest at the cortical surface and decreases with cortical depth.
The CMRO2 response during the finger tapping task appears
to be more specific to the neural tissue below the cortical sur-
face. Gray shades indicate the extension of the cortex (as in Fig.
49). The error bars refer to the standard error of the mean (SEM)
across participants. Average GM values are M = (11± 2)% and
CMRO2 = (30± 7)%.

Finally, the BOLD profile can be normalized by the parameter M
on a laminar basis. This step removes the contributions related to
baseline physiology and measurement parameters contained in the
calibration constant (e.g., TE, CBV0, magnetic field strength, etc.) and
yields more meaningful percent BOLD signal changes. The result is
shown in Figure 51.

8.3 discussion

The data from our study suggest that sufficient CNR was obtained to
investigate simultaneously recorded BOLD and CBV responses dur-
ing finger tapping and hypercapnia, as well as for high-resolution es-
timation of CMRO2. Fig. 47 demonstrates that significant changes in
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Figure 51: Laminar normalized BOLD profile. Normalized BOLD profile,
obtained by dividing the tapping-induced activation profile by
the M profile, lamina by lamina. Gray shades indicate the ex-
tension of the cortex (as in Fig. 49). The error bars refer to the
standard error of the mean (SEM) across participants.

BOLD and VASO signals are consistently detected across participants.
Independent of this consistent detectability, however, there is rela-
tively large variability in the amplitude of the functional responses
across participants, contrasts and applied stimuli. This level of vari-
ability is expected however (Liu et al., 2013a; Lu et al., 2008) due
to variations in baseline physiology (e.g., CBF0, venous baseline oxy-
genation, etc.) and they are one of the main motivations for the use of
BOLD calibration. Significant changes in BOLD signal were detected
more reliably than changes in VASO (Fig. 48), which could be due to
the CNR limitations of VASO from the small CBV responses during
hypercapnia or finger tapping. Nevertheless, VASO signal changes
are found to be more stable than BOLD signal changes as indicated
by reduced relative errors in Table 4. The quality of BOLD and VASO
activation maps during hypercapnia is rather variable across partic-
ipants (Fig. 48); Z-score maps show a similar variability for both
contrasts, suggesting that it could be related to volunteer specific
variations of vascular reactivity and baseline physiology (Lu et al.,
2008), rather than imperfect blood nulling, which would only affect
the VASO contrast (see Section 8.4 for more details). Participants
showing less significant VASO signal changes during hypercapnia
(e.g., participants 3 and 5 in Fig. 48), also show less significant BOLD
changes for the same condition.

In most participants, the percent signal change during hypercapnia
for BOLD signal changes is found to be larger than the activation re-
sulting from the finger-tapping task (Table 4). This trend is, however,
reversed in two participants (participants 9 and 10), although not sig-
nificant due to high fluctuations. For VASO, the percent signal change
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during hypercapnia is generally not higher than the one induced by
the finger-tapping task. 6 participants out of 10 show higher relative
VASO changes during finger-tapping than during hypercapnia.
The same table shows that the signal change to the hypercapnic stim-
ulus is less variable across subjects (coefficient of variations (CVs) are
16% for BOLD and 18% for VASO), while the variability of the signal
change due to finger tapping is higher (CV of 34% for BOLD and
32% for VASO). This variability in the functional task response might
result from inter-subject variability in the tapping frequency. We note
that the participants had been verbally instructed to tap a frequency
of about 1-2 Hz; however, this was not paced during the paradigm.
BOLD signal change was previously shown to scale positively with
tapping frequency (Rao et al., 1996).

The smaller and delayed hemodynamic response to brain activ-
ity during hypercapnia compared to breathing air is consistent with
previous reports (Gauthier et al., 2011), suggesting that it is more
weighted towards delayed downstream capillaries and veins, when
arterioles are pre-dilated (Kennerley et al., 2012). Including the tap-
ping periods performed during hypercapnia for the calculation of
CMRO2 would, thus, bias the results. Consequently, they were ex-
cluded from the analysis and used only for comparison with the
shape and intensity of the hemodynamic response during normal air
breathing.

Assuming a baseline value of CBV0 = 5.5%, the VASO signal de-
crease of (−2.5± 0.5)% during hypercapnia corresponds to a CBV in-
crease of (43± 9)%. This is in agreement with other high-resolution
VASO studies (Hua et al., 2013; Huber et al., 2015a). However, this
estimate is significantly larger than earlier CBV studies (Cretti et al.,
2013; Lu et al., 2003; Poser and Norris, 2009). This discrepancy may
be due to the lower resolution used in these studies and the corre-
spondingly larger partial volume effects of WM and CSF (Pfeuffer
et al., 2002).

The observation that BOLD signal changes are smaller for finger
tapping than for hypercapnia (Fig. 49a), while the VASO results
show slightly larger signal change for finger tapping compared to
hypercapnia (Fig. 49b), is consistent with predictions from the Davis
model. CBV changes as detected with VASO are confined to the vas-
culature, while the BOLD contrast also contains contributions from in-
creased CMRO2 via a concomitant increase in the dHb concentration.
In this respect, the larger vascular response (i.e., ’VASO response’)
and the oxygen oversupply during finger tapping compared to hy-
percapnia is accompanied by simultaneously increased oxygen con-
sumption, which attenuates the BOLD signal.

The depth-dependent profiles for the BOLD and the VASO response
(Fig. 49) are consistent across participants and agree with published
results (Goense et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2015a; Jin and Kim, 2008a).
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The profile for CMRO2 (Fig. 50b) is also not dominated by the super-
ficial vasculature. Considering the layer-dependent cytoarchitecture
(Porter and Lemon, 1993), enhanced cortico-spinal output activity
could be expected in layer V (Kaneko et al., 1994), whereas enhanced
cortico-cortical input into M1 could be expected in layers II and III
(Yu et al., 2014). Hence, two peaks of CMRO2 activation correspond-
ing to layer V and to layers II/III might be expected. The profile for
CMRO2 changes (Fig. 50b) is more specific to the GM than the BOLD
profile (Fig. 49a), and the higher values within the GM could be in-
dicative of an increased activity in correspondence to these layers. In
fact, the profile shows a peak that could be roughly related to layer
III, which would be in line with observation of glucose utilization in
rats (Collins, 1978).

It is worth pointing out that the VASO profile (Fig. 49b) is virtu-
ally identical (within experimental precision) in shape and amplitude
compared to the cortical profile of the CMRO2 change (Fig. 50b),
even when evaluated for a range of α and β values. This result
suggests a high spatial specificity of the CBV response to activity-
induced metabolic changes on a layer-dependent level. Furthermore,
it suggests that the metabolic-vascular coupling, often summarized
in the proportionality factor n (Buxton et al., 2004), is highly con-
served across cortical layers. Small deviations between the profiles of
the VASO and CMRO2 responses at the border to WM might arise
from partial volume effects with WM. In WM, CBV quantification
from VASO experiments breaks down, because the underlying as-
sumptions regarding the vasculature refilling time and the baseline
CBV distribution are no longer adequate. The similarity between the
VASO and CMRO2 profiles might as well be related to the fact that
CBV was shown to have a large impact on the model (Fig. 33). How-
ever, they indicate different aspects of brain activity. CBV changes
are dominated by the arterial/arteriolar compartment, while CMRO2

should be specific to the site of metabolic changes (the capillaries).
This difference might not be seen at the resolution used here, hence
the similarity of the profiles, but could become appreciable at finer
scales.
M represents the maximum possible BOLD signal change, corre-

sponding to the complete removal of deoxyhaemoglobin from the
voxel. Since venous dHb content is higher than the arterial one, larger
oxygenation changes and, in turn, higher BOLD signal changes are
expected to be located in the venous compartment. This is in line with
the observation that M is higher at the cortical surface (Fig. 50a), but
inconsistent with some previous studies. For example, Herman et al.
estimated M as the product between TE and R ′2 (defined through
R ′2 = R∗2 − R2) and found it to be constant across the entire corti-
cal depth (Herman et al., 2013). The results by Herman et al., how-
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ever, are not completely in line with previous findings, for example
in terms of the profile of laminar CBV changes (Jin and Kim, 2008b).

The cortical profile of BOLD signal changes normalized by M (Fig.
51) provides signal changes free from baseline contributions. A strik-
ing similarity in shape with the VASO profile (Fig. 49b) can be ob-
served; they are spatially more specific to the inner cortical layers
and less affected by the large surface vasculature than the uncorrected
BOLD (Fig. 49a), matching expectations. It should moreover be noted
that this normalization strategy differs from what is shown in Fig.
49c. There, the cortical BOLD response resulting from finger tapping
is normalized by the one resulting from the hypercapnic state; hence,
the calibration parameter M is not involved in the estimation. To
obtain a normalization like the one in Fig. 49c, no additional physi-
ological assumption needs to be made, nor other contrasts acquired.
This is clearly a preferable method in case ASL or VASO sequences
are not available. The resulting profile has some limitations which
are reflected in the high errorbars shown in Fig. 49c; it is more prone
to baseline effects and has more inter-subject variability than the pro-
file in Fig. 51. Nevertheless, the pial vein contamination is removed,
making it preferable to the uncorrected BOLD (Fig. 49a) for brain
metabolism considerations.

It must be noted that the profiles shown in Fig. 49c and Fig. 51

have conceptual differences with respect to their dependency on the
interaction between changes in CBF and CMRO2 (often referred to
as n value). These differences are theoretically described and simu-
lated in (Liu et al., 2013b). According to their description and simu-
lations, the profile shown in Fig. 51 (i.e., task BOLD response scaled
by M) is expected to account for variations in baseline physiology
(e.g., baseline venous oxygenation, venous baseline CBV, hematocrit),
but not completely for variations in the nonlinear response proper-
ties of BOLD signal reactivity (due to BOLD signal saturation). The
profile shown in Fig. 49c (i.e., the task response normalized by the
hypercapnia-induced response), on the other hand, can better account
for variations in BOLD reactivity properties but cannot fully account
for variations in baseline physiology, which alter BOLD, CBV and
CBF responses differently (e.g., n-value, venous baseline blood vol-
ume).

8.4 limitations

The overall CMRO2 changes are within the range of previously pub-
lished results from calibrated BOLD studies (Blockley et al., 2013),
with slightly larger values most probably due to the higher resolution
used in our experiments and correspondingly smaller partial volume
effects. However, the CMRO2 profile (Fig. 50b) shows a high vari-
ability (even leading to negative CMRO2 values in some cases, data
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not shown). A few possibilities should be discussed at more detail to
explain this observation:

1. Validity of Grubb’s law. A single value for the Grubb relation
may not correctly capture the underlying physiology. For exam-
ple, there could be flow increases not accompanied by volume
increases, such as in the more superficial layers, where the sig-
nal change is dominated by larger veins. This situation would
not be detected by a global Grubb’s law describing the coupling,
thereby leading to erroneous estimations of CMRO2. To clarify
the importance of this effect, the flow-volume coupling assump-
tion (i.e., Grubb’s law) should be revisited and investigated on
a finer, layer-dependent scale.

2. Limits of the applicability of Fick’s principle. The Davis model
relies on the Fick principle assuming [dHb] ∝ CMRO2/CBF.
The underlying assumption is that all the oxygen delivered by
blood flow is either metabolized or drained away. However,
the individual terms of Fick’s principle are usually measured
in different compartments of the vascular tree. The changes
in dHb measured with the BOLD signal arise from draining
veins, while CBF or CBV measured with, respectively, ASL or
VASO arise mainly from arterioles and capillaries. As long as
all vascular compartments are equally represented in each voxel
(e.g., at low spatial resolution), Fick’s principle remains valid.
In lamina-dependent analyses, however, this assumption must
be revisited. At submillimeter resolutions, vascular compart-
ments are no longer distributed equally in every voxel. For
example, voxels at the cortical surface are dominated by large
draining veins, and large changes in [dHb] result in increased
BOLD signal changes. However, the corresponding changes in
CBF and CBV predominantly result from other, deeper cortical
layers. Hence, the applicability of Fick’s principle in lamina-
dependent studies might be limited.

3. Confounding inflow effects in VASO. In case of inflow effects
(i.e., the flux of non-inverted, ’fresh’ blood isochromates into
the imaging slice), the recorded VASO signal could yield posi-
tive values. This will more likely happen if the AAT is reduced,
as it is in the case during a hypercapnic state (Ho et al., 2011).
In order to account for this source of error in the current study,
the blood-nulling time was reduced to be shorter than the AAT
by means of a custom-designed partial inversion pulse (Huber
et al., 2014b). Inflow-effects in SS-SI-VASO would result in sub-
stantial signal increase up to several percent (i.e., a positive sig-
nal change instead of the expected negative VASO signal change
that indicates increased CBV) and should be readily visible in
the ’VASOhc maps’ with the highest probability at locations of
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large feeding arteries at the cortical surface. However, such fea-
tures were not evident in our data recorded during hypercapnia.
As the inverted VASO signal in Fig. 49b is positive at the cortical
surface, we expect that such inflow effects do not compromise
our extracted profiles of CMRO2 changes.

4. Confounding relaxation effects. An additional concern with
VASO applications could be the difference of about 100-200 ms
between the (longer) arterial and (shorter) venous blood relax-
ation times T1. However, even in a worst-case scenario, the
error resulting from the corresponding mismatch in the blood
nulling time is smaller than the observed inter-subject variation
and SS-SI-VASO can be considered to be sensitive to total CBV
changes (Huber et al., 2015a). Consequently, the VASO signal
is intrinsically weighted towards the arterial and arteriolar com-
partments due to the fact that, within the cerebral vascular tree,
these are the ones capable of actively dilating and, hence, un-
dergo the largest relative volume change (Hillman et al., 2007;
Hua et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2001).

5. Limitations related to the assumed baseline CBV0. CBV changes
measured with VASO refer to relative volume changes in the
voxel in units of ml blood volume change per 100 ml of tissue
volume. In the Davis model (Eq. 73) however, CBV changes
are in units of ml blood volume change per ml of baseline
blood volume. The conversion between these units is usually
done assuming a homogeneous baseline CBV distribution of
5.5% (Lu et al., 2013). On a laminar-dependent level, however,
this approach must be revisited since baseline CBV varies with
cortical depth (Goense et al., 2007; Kennerley et al., 2009; Kim
et al., 2013). Due to relatively large (macrovascular) penetrat-
ing arteries and veins, total baseline CBV is considerably larger
at the cortical surface than in deeper cortical layers (Goense
et al., 2007; Kennerley et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2013). The mi-
crovascular CBV distribution, on the other hand, is relatively ho-
mogeneous across the cortex with small variations (≈ 10-25%)
in individual layers dependent on the area of interest (Duver-
noy et al., 1981; Kim et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2008). Most of
the activation-related CBV changes are confined to microvessels
(Gagnon et al., 2015; Hillman et al., 2007), which are homoge-
neously distributed across cortical layers, and not to large ves-
sels dominating the baseline CBV in upper layers. Accordingly,
the relative CBV change as derived in our study from VASO
is normalized assuming a homogeneously distributed baseline
CBV value across cortical layers. This approach was chosen to
avoid artifacts of inverse macrovascular weighting arising from
non-reacting macrovessels in upper cortical layers (Huber et al.,
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2015a). Residual variations in the microvascular baseline CBV
of approximately 10-25% are considered to be negligible here.
Future work should use a more realistic estimation of baseline
blood volume based on human post-mortem studies (Lauwers
et al., 2008).

6. Metabolic effects of hypercapnia. In the present work, mild hy-
percapnia is assumed to be an isometabolic challenge. To date,
no general consensus is found however, with previous litera-
ture reporting both increases and decreases in CMRO2 (Pike,
2012). If a decrease of 5% in CMRO2 is assumed, this would
result in an overestimation of the M parameter of about 5%
and a subsequent overestimation of CMRO2 of about 20% (tak-
ing into account the mean values for BOLD and VASO signal
changes reported in Table 4). Since this bias is still lower than
the intersubject variability (about 23% in this study), it can be
considered negligible with respect to the interpretation of the
presented results.

7. Temporal dynamics of the BOLD response. The Davis model
relies on steady-state BOLD signal changes and doesn’t take
into account the temporal evolution of its different components.
For instance, Kim and Kim (Kim and Kim, 2011) showed that
the venous CBV response evolves on a much slower timescale
than the arterial CBV response. Nevertheless, previous work
has shown that the α exponent for hypercapnia and neuronal
activation is comparable (Chen and Pike, 2010). In any case,
temporal dynamics uncertainty are an issue in the whole field of
calibrated BOLD based on the Davis model; in terms of laminar
studies, those add to the uncertainty in the depth-dependent
parameters, as mentioned above. A way of disentangling such
contribution on a laminar basis would be monitoring the time
evolution of the different components (Huber et al., 2014a).

8.5 conclusion

We have demonstrated that it is possible to measure CBV and BOLD
signal changes during finger tapping and hypercapnia on a submil-
limeter laminar level. By application of a modified Davis model, this
data can be used to estimate changes of CMRO2 and the value of the
calibration parameter M across the cortical thickness on this laminar
scale. We have shown that there are differences in depth-dependent
activation profiles of the BOLD signal and CBV and that these fea-
tures are consistent across participants. The VASO contrast was ob-
served to be more specific to the site of neuronal activity compared
to the GRE-BOLD signal, with a clear peak inside GM.
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The spatial heterogeneity of the vasculature within the cortex, evi-
denced by the profile of the calibration parameter, M, suggests that
the applicability of the Davis model on this scale is not straightfor-
ward. Our study may provide a starting point for future research
investigating possible adaptations of the Davis model that better ac-
count for laminar-specific variations in the underlying physiology. In
particular, the Davis model would benefit from the knowledge of
the fine-scaled spatial distribution of the baseline CBV, which has a
strong effect on the relaxation rate ∆R∗2 (Bandettini and Wong, 1997),
and from a more realistic, layer-dependent Grubb exponent, α, which
dominates CBV-CBF coupling. Similarly as calibrated BOLD experi-
ments have yielded further insight into imaging neuronal activation
at standard spatial resolutions, we may expect interesting results from
future quantitative, laminar-dependent studies as intra-cortical acti-
vation patterns and efferent/afferent activities might be examined
without strong non-neural bias.





9
A M P L I T U D E O F C O RT I C A L L A M I N A R
R E S T I N G - S TAT E F L U C T U AT I O N S

The amplitude of resting-state BOLD signal fluctuations has been pro-
posed as an alternative for hypercapnia in the context of signal cali-
bration (as discussed in Chapter 7).
In this Chapter, we investigate and validate the use of RSFA indices
to normalize the BOLD signal at submillimeter spatial resolution on a
laminar basis. We do this by comparing the results with other metrics
obtained by gas calibration in a separate session.

Parts of this work have been presented at the 24th meeting of the
International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine in Singa-
pore, with the title "Cortical Laminar Resting-State Fluctuations Scale
with Hypercapnic Response" (Guidi et al., 2016b).

9.1 materials and methods

9.1.1 MRI acquisition parameters and experimental setup

Ten right-handed participants (6 males, mean age: 25.8± 3.6 years)
with no history of neurological disorder took part in the study. All
participants gave informed written consent prior to the experiments,
which had been approved by the Ethics Committee of the University
of Leipzig. Participants were asked to refrain from coffee and alcohol
intake on the day of the experiment. A physician was present at
each session to monitor physiological values during the breathing
manipulation task.

All scans were performed on a MAGNETOM 7 T scanner (Siemens Experimental setup

Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a single-channel transmit, 32-
channel receive head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA).
The gas was delivered to the participant through a tube connected
to a mouth piece. A second tube was used for directing the exhaled
air outside the scanner bore. Inhaled and exhaled gases were pre-
vented from mixing via valves placed in the interior of the mouth
piece. Heart beat and respiration timecourses were recorded using
peripheral devices provided by Siemens (finger plethysmograph and
respiratory bellow). The PETCO2 and PETO2 were recorded using
a BIOPAC system (BIOPAC Systems, Goleta, CA, USA). Visual in-
structions were delivered to the participant through projection onto a
screen, which could be visualized by means of a mirror fixed to the
radiofrequency coil. In case of visual deficiencies, MRI-safe glasses
were provided to the participant.

113
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The paradigm consisted of two sessions, each 15 min long. TheFunctional
paradigm first one was a block-design hypercapnia task, followed by a resting-

state session. The hypercapnia task consisted of an alternation of
room air and a CO2-enriched gas mixture (containing 5% CO2, 21%
O2 and 74% N2) delivered at a flow rate adjusted manually at about
18 liters/min. After an initial 2-minute block of room air breathing,
the gas mixture was administered for two blocks of 3 minutes each,
separated by an equally long block of room air. A final 4-minute block
of room air breathing was added for baseline localization. Prior to the
breathing manipulation experiment, participants were asked to wear
a nose clip and to adjust the mask tightly to their faces in order to
avoid inflow of room air. For the resting-state scan, a fixation image
was projected onto the screen and participants were asked either to
fixate it or to stay with the eyes closed for the whole duration of the
experiment and not to fall asleep.

A SS-SI-VASO sequence (Huber et al., 2016b, 2014b) with a 3D read-Sequence

out (Poser et al., 2010) was used for the acquisition, which is beneficial
for sub-millimeter applications. The following parameters were em-
ployed: TE = 24 ms; effective TR = 1648 ms; TI = 900 ms, GRAPPA
acceleration factor = 2, partial Fourier factor = 6/8, 10 slices, band-
width = 1042Hz/px, nominal voxel size = 0.8× 0.8× 1.8mm3, asym-
metric FOV with a matrix size of 132× 44. Variable flip angles were
used in order to minimize T1-related blurring along the z-direction
(Huber et al., 2015c). Previously acquired MP2RAGE (Marques et al.,
2010) images were inspected in order to localize the M1 region of the
participants, and special care was taken at the time of slice position-
ing in order to have them aligned perpendicularly to the axes of the
hand-knob area of the left M1, similarly as explained in Chapter 8.

All timecourses were corrected for rigid-body motion using thePreprocessing and
layering function ’Realign: Estimate and Reslice’ in SPM12. Recorded respi-

ratory and cardiac traces were used for denoising resting-state time-
courses using the AFNI (Cox, 1996) implementation of RETROICOR
(Glover et al., 2000). All fMRI timeseries were linearly detrended to
remove low-frequency signal drifts.

The anatomical references for layering were taken from resized T1-
weighted EPI maps generated from the functional resting-state and
the breathing-manipulation timeseries. The T1-weighting was de-
rived by quantifying the EPI signal variability of the original time-
series of SS-SI-VASO with alternating EPI signal acquired with and
without preceeding inversion pulse, that is, prior to the BOLD/VASO
contrast splitting. Since the signal difference of T1-weighted VASO
and BOLD is dominated by longitudinal relaxation, this ’anatomical’
GM/CSF contrast in EPI space is comparable to that of an uniform
T1-weighted image (UNI) image of MP2RAGE. An example for one
representative participant is shown in Fig. 52. For layering purposes,
the original matrix size of 132× 44 was resized by a factor of 16 to
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528× 176. This upscaling was done analogously to most segmenta-
tion software packages in order to obtain smooth laminae without
angularity limitations in voxel space. The GM/CSF and GM/WM
borders were manually drawn on the slice with the better through-
plane orientation. The ROI was defined as the portion of GM, which
was best aligned to the slice orientation across depth and additionally
showed sufficient BOLD and VASO activation. In this ROI, 15 lami-
nae were grown following an equivolume approach (Fig. 52) with a
custom-made algorithm based on C++ and ODIN libraries (Jochim-
sen and von Mengershausen, 2004), similarly as detailed in (Guidi
et al., 2016a; Huber et al., 2015a).

Figure 52: Schematic of the four steps behind the calculation of depth-
dependent profiles. (1) The slice with the best through plane
orientation is chosen and (2) the surfaces between GM/CSF and
GM/WM are manually delineated. (3) Equi-volume laminae are
created between these two borders. (4) Finally, the quantities of
interest are averaged on each single lamina and plot as a function
of depth. As an example, the laminar profile of tSDhc for one
representative participant is shown.

9.1.2 Calculation of the quantities of interest

The resting-state fluctuation amplitudes of the unfiltered (RSFA), low-
frequency (RSFAlf) and high-frequency (RSFAhf) timeseries were taken
to be the tSD of the corresponding timeseries, thus following the ap-
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proach presented in (Kannurpatti et al., 2012). The low-frequency
resting-state timeseries included frequencies in the band 0.01-0.1 Hz,
while the high-frequency timeseries included the ones in the band
0.1-0.15 Hz. The unfiltered timeseries included frequencies in the
range 0.01-0.15 Hz, given by the scan duration and TR. RSFA was
calculated for each lamina (Fig. 53). Similarly, the amplitude of
hypercapnia-induced signal changes (tSDhc) was taken to be the tem-
poral standard deviation of the corresponding timeseries (Kannur-
patti and Biswal, 2008).

Figure 53: Schematic of the resting-state fluctuation amplitude calculation
for one representative participant. A highpass cutoff of 0.01 Hz
is first applied to the resting-state BOLD timeseries. The time-
series is then bandpass filtered into two frequency bands: a low-
frequency band (0.01-0.1 Hz) and a high-frequency band (0.1-0.15
Hz). The RSFA for (a) the full frequency band, (b) the low-
frequency band and (c) the high-frequency band are calculated
as the standard deviation of the corresponding timeseries.

The calculation of the calibration parameter, M, followed the ap-
proach presented in Chapter 6.

The depth-dependent values of M and tSDhc were correlated with
each of the RSFA profiles separately for each participant. The correla-
tions were constructed as scatter plots in which each point represents
one lamina, and the squared Pearson correlation coefficient (R2) for
the linear regression was computed (Fig. 55).

9.2 results

All participants tolerated well the breathing manipulation and per-
formed the experiment successfully. One participant was excluded
from the final analysis due to excessive motion (above 1 mm) during
the gas manipulation session.
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Figure 54: Z-stat maps of hypercapnia-induced (a) BOLD and (b) VASO sig-
nal changes and (c) calculation of the calibration parameterM. Er-
rorbars refer to the standard error of the mean. A region of inter-
est encompassing the hand-knob area of one hemisphere where
BOLD and VASO signal changes are significant (Z > 2.3, p < 0.01
for BOLD and Z > 1.8, p < 0.01 for VASO) is chosen for the
calculation of the calibration parameter M. The calculation of M
follows the formula reported in the figure.

It was possible to accommodate up to 15 equi-volume laminae
within the GM ribbon of the hand-knob of each participant. The tSNR
in the ROI defined by the laminae was found to be between 25 and
35 for BOLD timeseries and between 15 and 25 for VASO timeseries.

For all participants, RSFA and tSDhc profiles showed higher val-
ues at the cortical surface and gradually decreasing values towards
the white matter. The mean depth-dependent profile of M showed
a similarly decreasing shape (Fig. 54) but this shape was not consis-
tently seen for each participant.

All quantities that were considered for linear regression showed
a positive correlation. The correlation for the regression between
RSFA and tSDhc was found to be R2 = 0.92± 0.06 (mean ± standard
deviation across participants) for RSFA of the unfiltered timeseries,
0.94± 0.06 for RSFAlf, 0.92± 0.08 for RSFAhf (Table 6). The correla-
tions were highly significant for every single participant (p < 0.01).

For the correlation between RSFA andM, R2 was found to be 0.62±
0.19 (p < 0.05 for 8 out of 9 participants) for RSFA of the unfiltered
timeseries, 0.60± 0.26 (p < 0.05 for 7 out of 9 participants) for RSFAlf
and 0.55± 0.26 (p < 0.05 for 7 out of 9 participants) for RSFAhf (Table
6).
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Figure 55: Example of linear regression construction for one representative
participant. The laminar values of (a) tSDhc and (c)M are plotted
against (b) laminar RSFA. The result of the linear regression of (d)
RSFA with tSDhc and (e) RSFA with M are shown. Each point
refers to one lamina.

9.3 discussion

A nearly perfect correlation between RSFA and tSDhc was found for
all frequency bands considered. This result confirms previous obser-
vations at standard resolution on a voxel-wise basis (Kannurpatti and
Biswal, 2008). The correlation strength found in our work is some-
what higher than the one found in (Kannurpatti et al., 2012), which
may be attributable to the fact that the linear regression was done
here on a laminar basis. There was no significant difference in the
strength of the correlation between high and low frequency bands,
indicating that they scale similarly across depth.

A significant correlation was also found for the linear regression
between RSFA and M. For the majority of the participants, there was
no significant difference in the strength of the correlation between
frequency bands, similarly as for the correlations with tSDhc. M

can be considered in our work to be modulated by subject-specific
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participant R2

tSDhc -RSFA tSDhc -RSFAlf tSDhc -RSFAhf

1 0.79 0.81 0.86

2 0.87 0.95 0.98

3 0.90 0.89 0.83

4 0.89 0.92 0.89

5 0.92 0.98 0.78

6 0.98 0.99 0.98

7 0.96 0.96 0.98

8 0.99 0.99 0.99

9 0.96 0.95 0.98

mean 0.92± 0.06 0.94± 0.06 0.92± 0.08

Table 5: Correlation coefficients (R2) of the linear regression between RSFA
and tSDhc. RSFAlf refers to the frequency band 0.01-0.1 Hz,
RSFAhf to the band 0.1-0.15 Hz and RSFA to the unfiltered time-
series. Group mean values are reported with the standard deviation
across participants.

parameters only, since sequence-specific parameters were kept iden-
tical for all acquisitions (see Eq. 65). On the other hand, RSFA does
not uniquely depend on baseline parameters but also on the dynamic
changes of CBF and CBV. Thus, the lower correlation might be on one
hand attributable to the different physiological modulators of RSFA
with respect toM but could also be a result of the higher variability of
the M parameter, which is the result of a division between different
contrasts and, hence, inherently noisier than a pure contrast.

The low-frequency and high-frequency bands considered in this
study were shown to scale similarly with depth. The low-frequency
band (0.01-0.1 Hz) is usually considered to be the one where the rele-
vant neuronal activity takes place (Biswal et al., 1995; Margulies et al.,
2010). It is obvious from our laminar profile, though, that this band
is dominated by the superficial draining vasculature, which does not
correspond to the region where the neuronal activity takes place
(Turner, 2002). While this does not exclude the possibility that the
neuronal component is present in the same band, it is likely to add
some confounds to it (Markuerkiaga et al., 2016). The high frequency
band (0.1-0.15Hz) selected in our analysis is somewhat narrower than
the ’traditional’ high-frequency band (0.1-0.25 Hz), whose definition
is based on typical fMRI studies with TR on the order of 2 s. Simi-
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participant R2

M-RSFA M-RSFAlf M-RSFAhf

1 0.48 0.57 0.62

2 0.61 0.28 0.23

3 0.82 0.80 0.75

4 0.38 0.19 0.14

5 0.70 0.93 0.50

6 0.46 0.50 0.51

7 0.74 0.74 0.84

8 0.92 0.90 0.92

9 0.44 0.46 0.46

mean 0.62± 0.19 0.60± 0.26 0.55± 0.26

Table 6: Correlation coefficients (R2) of the linear regression between RSFA
and the calibration factor M. RSFAlf refers to the frequency band
0.01-0.1 Hz, RSFAhf to the band 0.1-0.15 Hz and RSFA to the unfil-
tered timeseries. Group mean values are reported with the standard
deviation across participants.

larly to lower frequencies, the high-frequency band is dominated by
the pial surface, therefore, yielding almost identical correlations with
tSDhc and M. Given the spatial nature of pial vein contamination,
it is reasonable to expect that the correlation would be disrupted as
soon as its relative contribution becomes negligible and the shape of
the depth-dependent RSFA starts flattening out.

Based on our results, RSFA seems to provide a good substitute of
the amplitude of the hypercapnia-induced signal changes for scaling
the BOLD response. In the assumption of isometabolism of the hy-
percapnia challenge, RSFA and tSDhc are likely to be similarly driven
by reactivity features of the underlying vasculature (both following a
relation similar to Eq. 80) and, therefore, look like scaled versions of
each other.

Although the agreement between RSFA and M is good, an equally
strong statement cannot be made in this case, due to their different
physiological origin, with M depending solely on baseline parame-
ters, given that it is accurately measured (Griffeth and Buxton, 2011).
In fact, the validation of RSFA with the M parameter might be not
as straightforward as it seems (Lu et al., 2011). The calculation of M
relies on several assumptions, whose validity is called into question,
especially at high resolution. Such potential pitfalls include the valid-
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ity of a Grubb-like law and the coupling exponent α; the assumption
of isometabolism for the hypercapnia challenge; and the validity of
the Fick’s principle on a laminar basis.

Scaling methods based on normalization with BOLD-based perfu-
sion sensitive scans, without additional CBF or CBV recordings, can-
not deliver ∆CMRO2 estimates. This is also the case for the normaliza-
tion with RSFA. For certain application though, such as submillime-
ter resolution or high field studies, the traditional way of obtaining
∆CMRO2 with a separate scan delivering CBF changes might be diffi-
cult to achieve reliably and with sufficient tSNR, leading to corrupted
∆CMRO2 estimates. Thus, some applications would not be compro-
mised by the lack of a ∆CMRO2 estimate and could still benefit from
RSFA maps.

Finally, it must be noted that the application of any form of fMRI
signal normalization across cortical depths is associated with limited
interpretability:

• For instance, in the process of normalization with depth de-
pendent physiological parameters, the activity in some corti-
cal layers can be suppressed and undesirably underestimated.
As such, upon normalization, the higher values of CVR, CBV0
and CBVv in upper cortical layers result in an reduced normal-
ized fMRI signal change in those layers, despite the fact that the
microvascular-induced response has the same magnitude (Hu-
ber et al., 2015a).

• When the fMRI signal is normalized, the resulting activity mea-
sure depends on additional estimated parameters as opposed
to the non-normalized activity measures. Hence, due to the
non-linear error propagation of multiple parameters during the
normalization, the resulting normalized activity measure might
be noisier.

• Here, we investigate the possibility of fMRI signal normaliza-
tion by means of dividing fMRI responses with various mea-
sures of signal variability. This division is a nonlinear opera-
tion and can reshape the cortical profiles to look unfamiliar and
harder to interprete. As such, in voxels where CVR is noisy
and very small (e.g. with large partial voluming of WM), the
denominator can become very small and the normalized fMRI
signal change can become unphysiologically large.

9.4 conclusion

We have shown that the laminar amplitude of spontaneous brain fluc-
tuations resembles almost perfectly the scaling of the laminar ampli-
tude of hypercapnia-induced signal changes, which are a marker for
cerebrovascular reactivity. This result points to the fact that RSFA
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can be used to replace the scaling factor tSDhc used to normalize the
BOLD response. Although of different physiological origin, the cal-
ibration parameter M also showed remarkable similarities with the
RSFA profile. The shape of laminar BOLD signal changes reflects
spatial variations in resting venous blood volume, which explains the
similarity found in the laminar profiles of M, tSDhc and RSFA, and
the consequent strong correlations.
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F R E Q U E N C Y S I G N AT U R E O F C O RT I C A L L A M I N A R
F M R I

3D GRE-EPI allows high resolution in both the spatial and the tem-
poral dimension (as detailed in Chapter 5).
In this Chapter, temporal signal fluctuations of the BOLD response
are analyzed at a submillimeter, subsecond scale.

BOLD signal responses at different cortical depths have been re-
lated to electroencephalography (EEG) signatures in the α-, β-, and γ-
bands (Scheeringa et al., 2016) for task-driven neural activity changes.
Similarly, in the current study, we investigate the hypothesis whether
the frequency spectrum of resting-state BOLD signal fluctuations is
predictive of the underlying vasculature. In particular, given the con-
vergence of signals from different capillary beds (Turner, 2002), we
hypothesized a higher characteristic frequency in the capillary bed
than in the post capillary vessels, as if the vascular tree would act as
a low-pass filter. The mechanism for this would be that the BOLD
signal oscillations at the capillary bed would lose phase coherence in
downstream vessels, either because the vessels are draining different
territories that are themselves not coherent, or because of differences
in length and flow rate for vessels draining the capillary bed.

We investigated our hypothesis by looking at the laminar fFA of the
resting-state timeseries (Chapter 7). In order to minimize aliasing of
cardiac and respiratory noise, and to pick up oscillations of neuronal
origin over a relatively high bandwidth, a high temporal resolution
was employed (volume repetition time of 994 ms) and a physiological
noise correction applied.

Parts of this work have been presented at the 24th meeting of the In-
ternational Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine in Honolulu,
HI, USA, with the title "Frequency signature of cortical laminar fMRI"
(Guidi et al., 2017).

10.1 materials and methods

10.1.1 Experimental setup and MRI acquisition parameters

Ten healthy participants with no history of neurological disorder took
part in the study. Each one of them gave written informed consent in
accordance with procedures previously approved by the local ethics
committee. Participants were asked to refrain from coffee and alco-
hol intake at least two hours prior to the experiment. All scans were
performed on a MAGNETOM 7 T scanner (Siemens Healthineers,
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Erlangen, Germany) with SC72 (70/200) gradient coil, and using a
single-channel transmit, 32-channel receive head coil (Nova Medical,
Wilmington, MA, USA).

A gradient-echo BOLD sequence with a three-dimensional (3D)
readout (Poser et al., 2010) was used for the study. The nominal
in-plane resolution was 0.75× 0.75 mm2, and the slice thickness was
1.5 mm. A total of 16 slices were acquired. The volume repetition
time (TR) was 994 ms, and the TE was 30 ms. Other acquisition
parameters were: flip angle 16◦, in-plane partial Fourier factor 6/8,
in-plane GRAPPA acceleration factor 4, bandwidth 782 Hz/Px, echo
spacing 1.44 ms, RF duration 2.56 ms, excitation pulse bandwidth
time product 25. Physiological recordings of respiration and cardiac
pulsation at a sampling rate of 20ms were embedded in the sequence.
To reduce through-plane partial voluming artefacts coming from the
non-isotropic voxel dimensions, the imaging slab was oriented as to
best align to the GM ribbon of the hand-knob in M1 of the left hemi-
sphere and, hence, adapted to the local anatomy of each participant.
The orientation was planned on previously acquired MP2RAGE (Mar-
ques et al., 2010) images of each participant, as previously described
(Huber et al., 2016b). The external devices used for physiological
recordings were a vendor-provided respiratory bellow and a plethys-
mograph placed on the right index finger.

The paradigm consisted of three resting-state runs acquired con-
secutively with no break in between. Each run lasted 9 minutes lead-
ing to a total resting-state experiment of 27 minutes. The resting-
state acquisition was split into three runs with respectively preced-
ing Larmor-frequency calibration adjustments and updates in order
to minimize the low-frequency signal drift, which could represent
the main cause of signal fluctuation in resting-state fMRI (Bianciardi
et al., 2009). During the resting-state scan, participants were asked to
stare at a fixation image and not to fall asleep.

10.1.2 Pre- and postprocessing

The preprocessing of the acquired datasets consisted of the following
steps performed in the indicated order for each participant:

1. Physiological noise removal. Cardiac and respiratory signals
were removed using AFNI’s (Cox, 1996) RETROICOR imple-
mentation (Glover et al., 2000) via the command ’3dretroicor’.
The application of RETROICOR to 3D sequences has been shown
in (Barry et al., 2012; Tijssen et al., 2014). Compared to the 2D
case, in 3D acquisitions each point is acquired over a longer
period of time (a few seconds vs. milliseconds for 3D and
2D sequences, respectively). The application of RETROICOR
in the 3D case relies on the assumption that the cardiac and
respiratory phases corresponding to the center of k-space are
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assigned to the entire volume, as most of the contrast comes
from k-space center (Caballero-Gaudes and Reynolds, 2016; Ti-
jssen et al., 2014) and was shown to outperform RETROKCOR
(Tijssen et al., 2014).

2. Motion correction. The three runs were corrected for rigid body
motion using the option ’Realign: Estimate & Reslice’ of SPM12

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and coregistered during the
same step.

3. Grand mean scaling. Grand mean scaling was performed to-
gether with the removal of the first and second volume of each
timeseries using FEAT of FSL (Jenkinson et al., 2012).

4. Concatenation. The three runs were concatenated according to
the temporal order of their acquisition, and a high-pass filter
limit of 0.01 Hz was applied to suppress residual slow signal
drifts.

Figure 56: tSNR map of the motor hand region of the left hemisphere of
one representative participant (red circle). Layering follows an
equidistance approach starting from the CSF/GM interface.

The post-processing involved the following steps:

1. Layering. Layering was done directly in EPI space, exploiting
the contrast of the temporal tSNR map for the definition of
the CSF/GM surface. The WM/GM contrast for BOLD-based
acquisitions is poor and does not allow a manual delineation.
Therefore, only the border between GM and CSF was defined,
and layers were grown following an equidistant approach (Fig.
56). The GM/WM border was reconstructed assuming an M1

GM thickness of 4mm (Fischl and Dale, 2000). The images were
resized by a factor of 25 (from a matrix size of 200× 200 up to
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1000× 1000) in the xy-plane prior to the laminar segmentation
(Guidi et al., 2016a). A total of 25 laminae were retained.

2. Laminar power spectrum calculation. The power spectrum of
the timeseries was calculated and averaged across each lamina
(Fig. 57a). The temporal resolution allowed to resolve frequen-
cies up to 0.5 Hz (based on the Nyquist criterion).

3. Laminar fFA calculation. The fFA calculation followed the fALFF
calculation approach (Zou et al., 2008) with some modifications.
In the original approach, only the low-frequency band (0.01-0.08
Hz) is considered. Here, we included frequencies up to 0.4 Hz
split into 0.1Hz-wide bins. Additionally, in order to avoid resid-
ual biases, the power spectrum for every considered frequency
band was not scaled by the power of the whole frequency range
but by the power of the frequency band 0.4-0.5 Hz, which was
the least affected by physiological noise contributions (Fig. 57b).

Figure 57: (a) Power spectrum and (b) fFA calculated at three different cor-
tical depths. ’Upper’ refers to the 8 laminae closer to the cortical
surface, ’middle’ to the 8 laminae in the middle of the cortex,
and ’lower’ to the 8 laminae closer to WM. Depicted fluctuation
spectra refer to fMRI data after the application of physiological
noise correction with RETROICOR. The y-axis in panel (a) refers
to fluctuation power in arbitrary units.

10.2 results

One participant was excluded from further analysis due to excessive
motion during the functional acquisition (volume-to-volume displace-
ment above 3 mm). The mean framewise displacement for the group
was found to be 0.19± 0.03 mm (Power et al., 2014).

Fig. 58 shows the fFA map for one participant for the band 0.01-0.1
Hz (and, hence, somehow comparable to fALFF). Fig. 58a shows the
tSNR map, where the large draining veins can be identified as dark
spots. Figure 58b shows the unthresholded fFA map and Figure 58c
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the thresholded map, to highlight its specificity to the pial vascula-
ture.

Figure 58: fFA for the frequency band 0.01-0.1 Hz. The tSNR map for one
participant is shown, where the draining veins can be identified
as darker spots (a). The (b) unthresholded and (c) thresholded
fFA maps for the low frequency band are shown. Most of the
power is found in correspondence of the large draining veins.
Units of color scales refer to the fFA relative to the fluctuation
power of the frequency band 0.4-0.5 Hz.

Figs. 59a and 59b show the laminar fFA with and without the low
frequency band profile, respectively (not shown in Fig. 59b for better
visualization of the dynamic range of the y-axis). The errorbars refer
to the standard error of the mean (SEM) across nine participants. The
x-axis shows the normalized cortical depth, with 0 corresponding to
the border with CSF and 1 to the border with WM. The power for
frequencies below 0.1 Hz is dominant at all depths, and peaks at the
surface. The power in the frequency range between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz
is still dominated by the pial surface (Fig. 59b), but the contribution
is gradually reduced. The frequency band 0.4-0.5 Hz was used for
scaling and it is not shown in the plots, as it would result in a flat line
at y = 1.

Figs. 60a and 60b show the frequency sub-composition of the dom-
inant low frequency bands 0.01-0.1 Hz and 0.1-0.2 Hz, respectively at
steps of 0.02 Hz. Apart from the amplitude, the relative shape of the
band 0.01-0.1 Hz is similar for all bins considered. The shapes of the
sub-bands shown in Fig. 60b vary with increasing frequency, with
a decreasing contribution from upper laminae compared to deeper
laminae.

A small peak in the fFA in middle layers (corresponding to roughly
0.6 of the normalize depth shown in the figures and tentatively as-
signed to the histological layer V) is visible for all the frequencies
considered (Figs. 59 and 60). The peak is shown to decrease in ampli-
tude with increasing frequency, but relatively more slowly than the
pial peak reduction.
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Figure 59: Laminar fFA for (a) the band 0.01-0.4 Hz and (b) 0.1-0.4 Hz split
up into sub-bands 0.1Hz wide. Slow components of the fMRI sig-
nal fluctuations are strongest in superficial locations. The fFA for
the frequency band 0.4-0.5 Hz is not displayed, as it would result
in a flat line. The errorbars refer to the SEM across participants.
Note the different scaling of the y-axis.

Figure 60: Laminar fFA for (a) the band 0.01-0.1 Hz and (b) 0.1-0.2 Hz split
up into sub-bands 0.02 Hz wide. The relative contribution of
superficial cortical depths decreases with increasing fluctuation
frequencies. Fast fluctuation frequencies show higher relative fFA
in middle cortical depths. The errorbars refer to the SEM across
participants.
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10.3 discussion

The profile of the fractional amplitude of resting-state fluctuations
(Fig. 59) shows that the low-frequency band (0.01-0.1 Hz) dominates
throughout the GM, peaking at the pial surface and decaying with
depth. This feature was observed for each individual participant and
is not a result of the averaging. Figs. 59 and 60 show that the curve
starts flattening out for frequencies equal to or higher than 0.1 Hz.
All frequency bands (Fig. 59) show a minimal peak or shoulder in
deeper GM, located at a normalized depth of approximately 0.6. The
specificity of the low-frequency band to the pial veins has implica-
tions for connectivity studies based on resting-state fMRI, in line with
previous observations (Wise et al., 2004). The motivation behind this
study was to investigate the possibility of characterizing the capillary
and venous compartments based on their characteristic frequencies
of BOLD spontaneous oscillations. The results showed that a clear
distinction is not straightforward and that most of the spectral power
presumably coming from neuronal-driven processes fall in the same
frequency range as that of the pial veins (mostly at frequencies below
0.1 Hz).

In line with previous studies, we chose the hand-knob region of
M1 to test our hypothesis (Huber et al., 2015a; Trampel et al., 2012)
because the GM ribbon is relatively thick (up to 4 mm) and allows
the accommodation of more voxels (Fischl and Dale, 2000).

The peak visible at a normalized depth of 0.6 (Figs. 59 and 60)
could reflect a slightly higher power in correspondence of layer V,
which is persistent across all frequency bands considered and does
not completely flatten out (Fig. 59b).

The fact that the peak is not particularly pronounced may be ex-
pected, given that the range of oxygenation changes in GM is re-
stricted with respect to the dynamic range available for oxygenation
changes at the pial surface. This difference in intensity would be even
exacerbated if the compartment that undergoes the fastest oscillations
is the arterial/arteriolar one, due to its almost full oxygenation.

Moreover, the GM peak is still dominated by the same frequency
band that characterizes the venous contribution. This is in line with
a recent study that shows that the late response (draining veins) and
the early response (microvasculature) oscillate at the same frequency
upon visual flickering stimulus (Lewis et al., 2016) and can be de-
tected above the limit imposed by the canonical linear model of the
HRF. Although these results were obtained from the V1, a similar
vascular arrangement can be expected in M1. In our case, the par-
ticipants were not exposed to any fast-oscillating external stimulus,
which could further restrict the neuronal oscillation to be located in a
lower frequency range compared to (Lewis et al., 2016).
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Another concern for resting-state studies comes from the physio-
logical noise contamination. Polimeni et al. showed that the noise
amplitude in GM has strong depth-dependent features in the whole
brain (Polimeni et al., 2015). The performance of the noise cleaning
is not always optimal and depends on a variety of factors, from the
quality of the recorded physiological traces up to the cleaning strat-
egy used (Bright et al., 2016; Caballero-Gaudes and Reynolds, 2016).
Therefore, including more cleaning steps in the preprocessing might
improve detectability (Caballero-Gaudes and Reynolds, 2016). Other
possibilities for circumventing some sources of noise in the frequency
of interest, would be (i) increasing the temporal resolution in order to
resolve the cardiac peak (Viessmann et al., 2016), which would come
to a cost for the spatial resolution and signal strength, or (ii) employ-
ing other functional contrasts if the application allows for a lower
temporal resolution (Guidi et al., 2016a; Huber et al., 2016a,b).

10.4 conclusion

This work focused on the characterization of depth-dependent BOLD
responses and tested the hypothesis whether a characteristic frequency
exists for different laminae in the range accessible to fMRI studies.

It was found that the dominant part of the low-frequency fluctu-
ations corresponds to the pial surface, which is located away from
the site of the dominant metabolic activity. Elimination of the pial
frequency contribution through band-pass filtering is not straightfor-
ward, as this could partly eliminate the neuronal component con-
tained in the BOLD signal within the GM. In order to avoid con-
founds from non-neuronal components, additional functional mea-
sures based on CBV or CBF changes might be the methods of choice.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Throughout this work, three methods were tested in order to improve
spatial specificity of the BOLD response.
It was shown that the tSNR was sufficient for targeting the research
questions on a laminar level, and that a resolution of 0.8× 0.8× 1.5
mm3 was suitable for discerning laminar responses in the human
motor cortex.

The development and application of the modified dilution model
(Chapter 8) represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first attempt
to use VASO data in combination with the Davis model on a laminar
level. It was shown that CMRO2 changes during a motor task can
be obtained within a 15 min scan time, if tasks (finger tapping and
hypercapnia) and contrast acquisitions (BOLD and VASO) are inter-
leaved. The obtained mean CMRO2 changes of (30± 7)% are in ac-
cordance with previously reported values, and the depth-dependent
profile may be indicative of a differential layer activity. The obtained
mean M parameter of (11± 2)% is also in accordance with the litera-
ture and, for the first time, it was shown that values are higher at the
cortical surface and decrease with depth. The two different scalings
proposed, i. e., by means of normalization with the signal amplitude
of the hypercapnia challenge (for BOLD and VASO) and by means
of the M parameter, yield different profiles, in accordance with the
fact that they correct for different components (the vascular reactivity
and the baseline, respectively). Nevertheless, both seem to be more
specific to the parenchyma than the uncorrected BOLD response.

The resting-state based scaling of task responses, known from lower
resolution studies, was validated at submillimeter voxel sizes (Chap-
ter 9). A high correlation with the hypercapnia-induced BOLD re-
sponse profile was observed for all participants analyzed. The good
correlation with the calibration parameter M indicates a similarity
in the depth-dependent features of baseline parameters and vascular
reactivity properties, as well. This observation confirms that BOLD
signal changes are highly weighted towards the venous vasculature.

The investigation of the frequency composition of layers (Chapter
10) indicates that the low-frequency band (0.01-0.1 Hz), which is con-
sidered to be the one reflecting neuronal oscillations, is highly con-
taminated by the pial vasculature, but is also dominant in gray matter.
Higher frequencies might be, on the other hand, more predictive of
deeper layers, but the power in those frequencies is lower and might
be more difficult to detect. Therefore, our initial assumption of a
"vascular filter" does not seem to be fully supported by the data due
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to the noise levels. The noise levels for higher frequencies might be
related to the fact that hemodynamics is dampening the HRF at in-
creasing oscillation frequency, together with the fact that the baseline
dHb and CBV levels in the microvasculature are lower than the one
in the venous vasculature and, therefore, the responses ought to be
smaller.

11.1 outlook

At the time of writing this thesis, layer-dependent fMRI in humans
could be considered to be at its initial stage, although it is markedly
attracting more and more attention, and the number of published
papers per year is rapidly increasing.

BOLD pitfalls become particularly penalizing on a laminar level.
For this reason, further improvements to the techniques presented
here would be beneficial.

Even if the results from the modified Davis model are reassuring,
many assumptions were made, and any further validation can make
CMRO2 estimations more accurate. For example, measuring CBF
at high resolution, instead of calculating it from a power-law rela-
tionship, would yield more accurate data, and also make the model
applicable in cases where the CBF-CBV coupling is disrupted.

Regarding the scaling of task data with resting-state fMRI data,
a validation study could be envisaged. This would test the inter-
subject variability and could also be conducted longitudinally. If the
stability of the technique is validated, it could be easily added to
BOLD acquisitions.

The study of frequency composition of cortical laminae would ben-
efit from a validation study as well. BOLD data, even at coarser res-
olutions, could be bandpass filtered and tested for differential contri-
butions from larger veins.

A more general limitation comes from the overall low signal to
noise ratio available in high resolution studies, which allows investi-
gation of tasks producing strong responses only, such as finger tap-
ping and hypercapnia. Averaging within laminae helps increase the
signal and seems the most convenient way of dealing with high res-
olution data. However, ideally, this averaging may be dismissed as
soon as the SNR is sufficient for voxelwise analyses. At the time be-
ing, a 3D readout for BOLD and VASO seems to be a good acquisition
strategy for high resolution studies, but it suffers from physiological
noise artefacts. Combining it with prospective motion correction rou-
tines may improve the results substantially.
Moreover, increased field strengths could deliver more functional con-
trast. A field strength of 9.4 T is currently available, and successful
experiments are being performed. Our work could probably benefit
from higher field strengths as well.
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Finally, a clear and detailed link between anatomical, cellular and
vascular features is crucial for the whole field of fMRI, and even es-
sential for layer dependent studies. Knowing exactly the dynamics of
vasodilatory and vasoconstrictive stimuli initiation and propagation,
the role of neurotransmitters and the exact scale of flow regulation
may clarify which technique is the best indicator of neuronal activity.
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